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Tention

Motorists!

THREE CENTS A COPT

Fish Receipts Fall

New, and Stiff er Financial
Responsibility Law Goes
Into Effect In July
Maine's, new, stlffer financial re
sponsibility law will go into effect
25, and uninsured motorists
involved in accidents in Maine
,fter that date will have to furr ,h security to guarantee payment
0( any resulting claims in order to
retain their driving rights.
Insurance Commissioner Francis
summed up the provisions of the
new law as fellows:
Briefly, the law provides for the
fuspension of the license and the
registration certificates of any per
son ij' convicted for a violation
of such of the provisions of any
State law relative to motor vehicles
15 the secretary of state shall de
termine, cr <b) involved, as an op
erate r or owner of a motor vehicle
in an accident which has resulted
in bodily injury or death or in
property damage to an apparent
extent of $50 or more.
"In the event of a conviction,
such suspensions or revocations
shall remain ln effect until such
persen gives, and thereafter maintains for three years, proof of his
financial responsibility. Where such
I suspension or revocation results
frcm an accident, the owner or op
erator or both shall give evidence
cf financial responsibility to satis
fy any judgment or judgments for
damages resulting
from
such
accident as may
be recovered
against such owner or operator and
shall also give and thereafter main
tain proof of financial responsibility
in the future.
What l>aw Requires^
"The law requires as proof of fi
nancial responsibility evidence of
ability to respond in damages for
lability arising out of the owner
ship. maintenance, control or use of
a motcr vehicle, x trailer or semi
trailer in the athOftnt ot $5000 be
cause of bodily injury or death to
any one person and subject to that
limit respecting one person in the
amount of $10,000 because of bodily
injury to or death of two or more
persons in any one incident and in
the amount of $1000 because of in
jury to or destruction of property
in any one accident.
"Whenever required, such proof
.n such amounts must be furnished
for each motor vehicle, trailer or
semi-trailer registered by the per
son furnishing tlie proof.
"Proof of financial responsibility
when required may be given:
"(a) By filing with the secretary
of state a certificate of insurance
or bond; or
“(bt By the deposit of money or
securities approved bj the treasurer
of the State of Maine in the amount
of $11,000; or
"(c) By satisfying the secretary
of State, if the amenable party is a
I corporation, that such corporation
has financial ability to comply with
the requirements of the act.
"The provisions of the law apply
to any person owning or operating
a motor vehicle in the State of
Maine. The law is applicable to
motor vehicle owners as well as to
operators, whether such owners are
actually operating the motor ve
hicle at the time of the accident or
violation, or not. It also applies to
non-residents as respects the opera-
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Intent of Law

There will be a meeting of Ralph
Ulmer Auxiliary United Spanish
War Veterans at Legion Hall Wed
nesday night.
Supper will be
served at 6 o'clock. Laura Ranlett
in charge assisted by Inez Bronfcie.
Please bring prizes.
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Supt. Alden Allen sees first step taken toward another successful
school year

With the exception of three va
cancies yet to be filled, teachers for
the Rockland schools have all been
elected, and Supt Alden Allen faces
the comfortable situation of seeing
his department well established in
that respect. By virtue of his for
mer connection with Rockland
schools, Supt. Allen was already fa
miliar with the local situation, and
the affairs of the department have
been going along with the utmost
smoothness under his capable di
rection.
Here are the teachers for the
school year of 1941-42, with the ex
ception of the vacancies yet to be
filled:
High School—Joseph E Blaisdell,
Allston E. Smith, Marguerite de
Rochemont, William L. Whiting,
Raymond D. Bowden, Donald A.
Matheson, Dorothy P. Ludwick.
Jeannette Stahl, Margaret S. Mathe
son, Marjorie V. Wood, Reta C.
Robinson, Ruth B. Spear.
Junior High—Relief A. Nichols,
Ellen T. Hall, Elizabeth W. Grafton,
Mary A. Browne, Ida M. Hughes.
MeLain Building — Clayton E.
Smith, Phyllis W. Leach, Kathleen
Haskell, Mildred E. Sweeney, Doris
V. Col tart, Edith M. Straw, NeUie

H. Hall, Jeannie D. McConchie,
Hazel teen W Simonson, Carol G.
Jillson, Lucille H. Curtis.
Purchase Street—Helen D. Perry,
Sarah D. Haskell, Helen R. Fisher,
Thelma E. Russell, Florence McLel
lan, Annie M. Rhodes, Susie C.
Sleeper.
Tyler Building—Esther F. Bird,
Marion Philbrook, Anna L Webster,
Addie R. Rogers. Ruth E. Brown,
Marjorie Cole.
Grace Street—Margaret A. But
tomer, Mary S. Glidden.
Crescent Street—Elsie M. Bur
bank, Anita G. Dean.
Camden Street—Julia O. Little
field, Madlene R. Jackson.
Highlands—.Emma C. Harding.
Benner Hill—Catherine Chisholm.
Particularly gratifying is the fact
that Joseph E. Blaisdell will remain
as principal of Rockland High
School, the affairs of which, under
his administration, has been run
ning as a well ordered machine.
Leroy Brown, a Rockland High
School graduate, who is completing
his course at Gorham Normal School
next month, will succeed Mr. Felker
as manual training instructor, the
latter having been drafted for Army
service. The Brown family is now
residing in South Thomaston.

Defense Schools

A “Thrill” Lecture

Native of Camden Will
Show London Pictures At
This Week’s Sessions

Lantern slides made from pic
tures showing the damage which
London and other cities in the
British Isles have suffered from
If you had gone shopping in London last week you would
German bombers will be shown
have realized what it means to live in a country which is at
this week at sessions of the Fed
war. especially a country which is as hard pushed as England.
eral Engineering Defense school
Here is what London housewives were paying:
for waterworks employes, firemen
Strawberries—20 cents each, not each basket, each straw
and public officials.
Problems
berry.
which Maine cities and towns
Cucumbers—50 cents each.
with public utilities might experi
Tomatoes—30 cents each.
ence
will form one of the inter
Lettuce—20 cents for a head with about four leaves on it.
esting
topic to be presented at
Mushrooms—60 cents a pound.
Orono, Augusta, Auburn, Port
land and Kennebunk on the re
SUCH THINGS AS SUBSTITUTES
spective evenings, beginning Mon
day.
The Federal Agricultural Department estimates that
Harry H. Fuller, chief engineer
243,000 maple trees have been tapped in Maine this Spring.
of
the Portland Water District,
But that is no guarantee that all of the maple syrup and
this weeks speaker, has received
maple sugar you eat came from them.
pictures and data relative to emer
gencies forced upon London and
MORNING’S NEWS IN A NUTSHELL
other cities from bombings. From
the pictures he has had 50 lan
Rudolf Hess, the No. 2 heir to the Nazi realm parachuted
tern slides made, each illustrating
to Scottish soil Sunday night and is today the most discussed
some phase of the damage to
personage in the world. The Germans make light of the inci
streets and. buildings from incen
dent, while the British hail it as flight from Germany to the
diary and other bombs. All will
United Kingdom. Developments arc being awaited with in
fit into the emergency situations
which the school is emphasizing
tense interest.
with the thought of solutions be
Oliver L. Loring. Bishop-elect of the Episcopal Diocese of
ing worked out in specific cases.
Maine, was consecrated at the Cathedral Church of St. Luke
A native of Camden. Mr. FulleT
in Portland this forenoon.
had
extensive engineering ex
New labor difficulties have halted work on $560,000,000 of
perience in power, dam and' bridge
warship construction on the West Coast.
projects before entering the serv
President Roosevelt has postponed the speech he was to
ice of the Portland Water District,
have made tomorrow night until May 27.
which he has served as engineer
The bill empowering President Roosevelt to take over
26 years. In his service with the
foreign ships in American ports and use them in the defense
Portland water system he has made
or aid-to-Britain program was approved without major changes
a study of equipment with the
yesterday by the Senate Commerce Committee.
thought of meeting problems the
growing utility has sought to an
itself provided that each license ticipate.
"shall expire on the 31st day of
July next succeeding the date of A WINNER AT BATES
David A. Nichols, son of George E.
”
Tangle Straightened Out issuance.
Nichols,
Lincolnville, a Jun:or at
Under the plan approved by the
Bates College, has been elected man
By Pro-Rating Licenses
attorney General, licenses for the
ager of men’s debating at the college.
first two months would be one-sixth
First’Two Months
It was announced today by Profes
of the whole annual fee, he said.
Tobacco dealers would pay the sor Biooks Quimby, Director of De
State Tax Assessor George E.
bate.
Hill says he has received an opinion full fee when they renewed their
Nichols graduated from Camden
from Attorney General Cowan ap license July 31, Hill said.
High School in 1933. where he was
proving a plan to "pro-rate" license
Milton Elwell is engineer on Mc active in all forensic activities and
fees for the first two months of
Maine's emergency cigaret tax law. Loon's smack "Silas”, succeeding graduated with honors. At Bates he
has been extremely active in extra
Hill said the preamble of the act Norman Pettigrew, who is a pa
curricular
activities, as a varsity de
directed him to put its provision tient at the Marine Hospital in
bater since his freshman year, as a
into effect June 1, while the law Portland.
member of the staff of the weekly
college newspaper, and as vice president of the Publishing Association.
He was named to the dean's list for
last semester.

Cigarette Tax Law

BASEBALL
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL

Pictures of the important work
in progress at the Snow shipyard
are being shown today (for the
last time) at Strand Theatre. The
yard is not mentioned by name,
but local movie fans had no diffi
TEL 294 culty in recognizing the scenes

Volume 96.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 57.

Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable ln advance; single copies three
cants.

Volunteers Called

GREGORY’S
416

CITY TEACHERS ARE CHOSEN

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

With the haddock catch much
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846 In 1874 the Courier
smaller than usual, total receipts
was
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
of $145 271 to Maine fishermen was established
established ln 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
during March were >12.000 less papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
than for the same period lasrt
year, according to the monthly
statistical report of the Depart
[EDITORIAL]
ment of Sea and Shore Fisheries
released1 by Commissioner Green
AN INTENSIFIED CRISIS
I
leaf. Decreased redfish landings
helped to make up for the loss
We note in daily newspapers that Col. Charles A. Lind
of haddock revenue but could not
bergh. once the world's most popular citizen, is now being
overcome it. During the period
booed when his picture is shown in some of the motioA pic
but 148 000 lbs. of haddock were
ture theatres, and that he is a target for venomous criticism
brought in compared' with the
from men who stand high in political circles—the result of the
1941 monthly total of 346,000 lbs.
defeatist
attitude which he has adopted in his public ad
The price was also lower.
dresses.
We
hold no brief for Col. Lindbergh in the present
There were also slight decreases
crisis
and
are
inclined to believe that his remarks are exceed
in clam, lobster, cod' and scallop
ingly
ill-timed,
and calculated to give joy to the common
production.
Bad weather was
credited with (being chiefly re
enemy, Germany. We do hear many persons express tho
sponsible for the smaller catches
opinion—very privately and very quietly—that Lindbergh’s
and income.
position is correct. These persons are, of course, in the small
Landings included (in pounds)
minority, but it tends to show that any nation in troublous
286.OCO, cod; 148.000 haddock; 31,times, is apt to entertain widely divergent views.
000 hake; 24.441 pollock; 268.000
Discarding the Lindbergh issue, as a highly regretful one,
cusk; 1,546.000 rosefish; 142.000
to say the least, what shall we say about such noted com
flounders; 140,163 crabs; 96,000
mentators as Wythe Williams? If you heard his broadcast
lobsters; 29.000 scallops; 13,198
Sunday
night you heard him paint the bluest word picture
shrimp; 1,606 smeits and 10,930
that
has
yet come out of the war, when viewed from the stand
sea eggs. Also there were 107,750
point
of
those who oppose the Axis powers. His view of the
clam worms and 56.549 bushels of
"Battle of the Atlantic’’—the out come of which means life
clams.
or death for Great Britain—expressed only the faintest hope
for that nation’s success on the seas, and if Lindbergh is a
defeatest what may we say about the commentator who has
been adjudged one of the keenest and closest war observers
Do You Wish To Serve In
on either side of the water? Can America save the situation?
Can it get supplies and ships there in time? Can it get them
Maine State Guard?
there without convoys and our own consequent involvement
If So, Read This
in the war?
A call for volunteers who wish to
Getting back to land, how long can England survive such
serve in the proposed Rockland
terrible experiences as those through which she is now pass
company of the Maine State Guard
ing? The one bright spot is the aid which this country is fur
has been issued by Lawrence K.
nishing in the way of airplanes. The despatches tell of the
Mansfield, who has been commis
havoc which the Royal Air Force is inflicting upon the in
sioned as captain for the purpose
vaders
but still they come, wave upon wave, and the great city
of raising that company.
of the British Empire continues to crumble, while historic
The meeting will be held ln
structures, and priceless relics, go up in smoke. The endur
American Legion Hall Friday night
ance limit must be reached some day. Will American inter
at 7.30.
The requisites—
vention be the saving grace, or is the hour approaching when
Able bodied male citizens over
the Western Hemisphere must stand the brunt alone? Not
18 years of age. and not more
pleasant to consider, but to be considered.
than 60.
Must have had one year’s service
WHERE IT’S “SQUALLY"
in the National Guard, three
months’ in the armed forces of the
Maybe it is "all quiet along the Potomac,’’ but the going
United States.
is
rough
for British ships and the world’s champion Cincin
Men who have served in the C. M.
nati
ball
team.
*
T. C. or R. O. T. C. are eligible.
No man will be enlisted who is
within the present selective service
FICKLE TEMPERATURES
age limit, except those who have
"Some of these warm days must tempt the stores to put
been placed in Class 3 by the vari
on
fur
sales,” remarks the Bangor Commercial. And we are
ous draft boards.
also having some days which tempt us to put on furs.
tion of automobiles in the State of
Maine.
SPEAKING OF FOOD PRICES

“It is the Intention of the law to
prohibit the registration or opera
tion of any motor vehicle by any
person: (a) who shall have vio
lated certain provisions of any
state motor vehicle law, or (b) who
has been involved, as an owner or
operator, in any motor vehicle acci
dent resulting in bodily injury or
death or in damage to property in
excess of $50, until such person can
give satisfactory evidence of his
financial responsibility.
“The evidence of financial re
sponsibility required is merely se
curity for the civil liability—not
criminal—Imposed by law for bodily
injuries or death or damage to
property caused by motor vehicles.
“The law is in no sense a com
pensation law under which persons
injured by motor vehicles shall re
ceive sums as compensation for
their injuries. The injured person
must still prove that the motor ve
hicle owner or operator was at
fault, and the evidence of financial
■ /
responsibility is simply to assure
the payment of a judgment for
damages.
"The most satisfactory way of
meeting the financial responsibility
requirements of the law, no doubt,
will be for motor vehicle owners
and operators to provide themselves
with adequate motor vehicle insur
ance in a company licensed to do
business in the state of Main£
"If the possessor of such insur
ance is involved in an accident or
Darling, y<w hadn't a line . • •
a violation and evidence of finan
And tied up those new ties of mine.
cial responsibility is required of him,
he will be able to file a certificate
That’s okay, at least
of
such insurance as required by
They 're all Wembley Nor-East*
the law. This certificate will be
‘Ind the wrinkles will come out just fine! furnished by the agent through
whom the insurance was purchased.
* fict, the exclusive Priestley fabrics of
“After the accident has happened
11 embley NOR EAST Ties have a way with
it
will be too late to secure insur
"omen, too! The ladies appreciate their
•■most miraculous resistance to wrinkles, ad- ance to cover that accident, and
Bllr* their crisply fresh look after repeated the metor vehicle operator must,
furnish some other
**«r.p,gs. See the many nesfr Spring colors therefore,
patterns in Wembley NOR-EAST Ties! means of security,” the commis
sioner observed.—From the Stand
Wembl»y, lac., New Orleans, New York
ard. New England’s Insurance
Weekly.

NOR-EAST?
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Edward L. Kirby, of
Boston Police Department,
Cites New England
Homicide Cases
Of the 200 men who attended last
night’s meeting in Temple Hall it
would be interesting to know how
many found reaction through the
familiar precess known as ‘night
mare.”
, The occasion was an illustrated
lecture by Edward L. Kirby, who is
attached to the Bureau of Records,
Boston Police Department. The
pictures were highly informative as
relating to the scientific work of
the police department, and grue
some in the extreme as the speaker
described specific cases of homicide,
some of which he had investigated
personally. Because of the nature
of the pictures the meeting was for
"men only.”
Mr. Kirby, who has lectured all
over the country, was brought to
Rockland by Winslow-Holbrook
Post, A. L, through the special
efforts of Daniel Noonan, whom he
had known personally for a long
time.
Last night’s audience bristled
with officialdom, a large percent
age of those present being State
Police, employes of the State Prison,
county and local authorities. Among
those who came from the State
Police barracks at Thomaston was
Lieut. J. E. Marks, officer in com
mand, who some years ago, had
worked on a case with Mr. Kirby.
The speaker was introduced by
Mayor Edward R. Veazie.
He devoted a considerable portion
of his talk to the methods and im
portance of finger-printing. Mur
der cases which have shocked New
England in recent years were de
scribed in dramatic fashion, and
the pictures furnished eloquent
proof of the speaker's stories. The
victims mentioned were frequently
young boys and girls who had been
sacrificed by sex fiends, and in
commenting upon this phase of his
lecture Mr. Kirby cautioned par
ents to keep a close eye on the
whereabouts of their children.

(By The Roving Reporter)

Maine friends on the Stephen
Daye Press at Brattleboro, Vt„
write back over the border: “After
‘Swing Your Partners’ comes out
on May 15, we expect to have lots of
calls from ’city slickers,’ who are
just learning to square dance; and
we’d like to be able to be a head
quarters for square dance informa
tion. There must be good fiddlers
and callers ln your neighborhood
and there must be people running
regular square dance programs to
which the public is invited. Would
you be willing, through your column
to suggest to these people that they
write to us so that we can keep
their names on file and tell ama
teur square-dancers about them
when we get inquiries?"

something about the Juice of tho
latter which is sweeter. Recently
there have been added to the col
lection a large number of clam
shells, tin cans, et cetera, all hav
ing I suppose some nutriment. They
are at least something to lug
around.

Two Days Of Music

College Athletic Field where a
program of competitive drilling
will be presented.
There will also be a massed band
performance Saturday morning at
the Bates Field with 2000 young
players under the direction of
Ralph E. Rush, Director of Instru
mental Music in the Cleveland
Heights, Ohio public schools and
President of the Ohio Musical Edu
cation Association.
Tlie musical groups from the va
rious New England High Schools
who will take part in the crowded
two day program Include, in ad
dition to bands and orchestras,
girls’ and boys' glee clubs, mixed
glee clubs, bugle and drum corps,
string and vocal quartets and
drum majorettes who will give
special exhibitions in baton twirl
ing.

You often hear the remark: "He
has the first dollar he ever earned.”
This may not be true otf F. H.
Smith of Ash Point, but he has tho
first three dollars he earned at Dix
Island back in the palmy days of
the granite boom—1873 or 1874.
Large old fashioned greenbacks,
they are and Mr. Smith is not
parting with them for much more
than their face value. But he does
wonder if any other old-timers still
have any of the dollars they
earned at Dix Island in the years
Editors have their troubles and mentioned.
they are not always caused by
schoolboys running across their
A press despatch says that Pola
lawns. Listen to Editor Robbins’ Negri has lost 18 pounds, living on
lament in the Deer Isle Messenger: short rations. That name sounds
I've always thought of a bone- vaguely familiar.
yard as a cemetery where the cal
careous remains of the departed
Each male of smoking age aver
were decently interred and sup ages 100 cigars a year. The prod
posed to remain so. The yard uct of 600 factories reporting to
around my house, however, is rap
the Census Bureau is more than
idly assuming a gruesome aspect
5,223,000,000,
cigars annually.
because of the litter of bones of all
sizes, ages, shapes and previous
condition of servitude which have j A bit of wishful winking is often
been accumulated by that hard a development among the younger
working and deep-digging canine. set in Spring —Bangor Commercial.
And isn't this the season of the
Scoop, I happen to know that he
year when a young man's fancy
has his own private burying ground
where he deposits the bones he is makes a detour?—Rockland Cou
rier-Gazette.
fondest of, but I swear to you that
And the frogs sing in the doormy family never furnished all the
yard spring—Bl-l-loo-o-oom!—Lew.
bones that now adorn the top of •iston Journal.
the ground, so I am positive that
he has discovered the private cache
One year ago: Margaret Chase
of Fritzie, the dog next door, and Smith was nominated for Congress,
ghoul that he is, has been on a jKnox County supporting her by a
number of exhuming expeditions, vote of 595 to 29.—Dorothy Trask,
perhaps in revenge for the num Vivian Falla, Donald Fogg and
ber of times Fritz has chased him Walter Butler won the Sophomoro
home when he, Scoop, has been prize speaking contest—-Palmer B.
too nosey. There are big bones, Martin. 69, died in Union.—Seventy
which seem to be chiefly for orna members of the Senior and Junior
ment, while the little ones get the classes of Rockland High School
more chewing. Evidently there is left for Washington.

All New England States
To Be Represented In
Lewiston and Auburn
Six thousand High School mu
sicians from the six New England
States will converge on the twin
ci ties of Lewiston and Auburn
Friday and Saturday, May 23 and
24 for the 15th annual New Engand Music Festival.
RepresentativeRigh School bands,
orchestras, chorus groups and solo
ists will compete in the two day
program of musical activities
which will be highlighted by a
concert in the Lewiston Armory
Friday evening and a monster pa
rade Saturday morning.
From early reservations it is in
dicated that about 60 High School
bands will be in the line of march
for the Saturday parade in addi
tion to the orchestra and chorus
groups. The long and colorful
line which will take approximately
an hour and a half to pass a given
point will proceed to the Bates

of Brunswick, president.
Ralph E. Pendleton, formerly of
Islesboro, vice president.
Daniel Chase, formerly of Bar
ing, secretary and treasurer.
Hold Their Annual Meeting Frank H. Bums, formerly of
In New York—Headquar Damariscotta, elected to the Board
of Trustees.
ters, Rockefeller Center
John A. Rodick, New York Man
At a business meeting of the ager of the Publicity Bureau, was
Maine Society of New York held elected Assistant Secretary and
recently (May 8) at the University will supervise, with the other offl
Club, offlcers were elected and it cers. general activities of the or
was announced that the Society ganization.
will direct its activities from the
The Maine Society’s new heacNew York office of the State of quarters in Rockefeller Center will
Maine Publicity Bureau, 30 Rocke serve as a focal point for all
feller Plaza A program of in State of Mainers living in New
activities in behalf of the State York, Maine visitors to the City
was also announced.
and people seeking, information
The following offlcers were elec on Maine's varied recreational,
ted:
Industrial and agricultural facili
Dr Ralph T< Barrett, formerly 4 ties

State Of Mainers

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
s again
would have made a rule to read ac__
poetry and listen to some music st
least once a week. The loss ot these
tastes is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin
THE SONG SPARROW
; Of all the merry singers
• With which the world Is blest,
I A happy little neighbor
Is the bird I like the best;
■ For wherever you go straying
You can hear his roundelay.
A- If his heart were saying
"How sweety-sweet - sweet the world
la.”
I can tell him by his motion
And the spot upon his breast.
j But by his little ditty
I know and love him best;
For he sings ln all the seasons.
In the sunshine and the rain.
He sings as If he reasons.
"How sweet -sweet sweet the world

la."

Though his song Is very humble.
He sings It from his heart.
He lures you not to wooded deeps.
By some Illusive art
But he bravely waits to meet you.
Like a genial kindly friend.
And with this song he greets you:
"How sweet—sweet sweet the world
Is.”

And so. my little sparrow.

We have named you for your song

For by your cheery presence
You help the world along.
And whoever passes near you
May catch the same refrain.
If he has ears to hear you—
"How sweet—eweet -sweet the world

to.”

• E C, Herrick

The Courier-Gazette The Memory Man
11111 — nWBS-A-WnK___
Come, and let us return unto the
Lord; for he hath torn, and he
wiil heal us; he hath smitten, and
he will bind us up.—Hosea 6: 1.

In Superior Court

Getting Ready For Annual Track Meet

Hears From Other
Memory Man, and Recites
a “Bog” Anecdote
(by Iree Member)

Book Review
(By K.

S. F.)

"The Lung Way Back,” by Har-

r.et T. Comstock.
With her km? list of successful
and poignant novels that captivate
the lover of tales well told, here
comes Harriet Comstock with this
artistically woven fabric of inti
mate life and its adventures into
love and sorrow, romance and un
derstanding come too late to avoid
tragedy
,
Youth of today do not give up
at the first urge of caution, they
go the full length of the plank of
adventure and thus pay dearly at
times Parents are somewhat at
fault in this age of self-determina
tion that is allowed full length of
tho rope.
America’s best loved story writ
ers deal w.th all problems in a
way that should be helpful to the
uninitiated in adventures of every
line. This is a diverting romance
becoming involved in love, honor,
determined spirit and how to meet
problems.
• * • •
l’human Thomas Ancel Thomas,
author.
Robert
Peter Tris*tram

Coffin. Pubishers, the Macmillan
Company, New York.
This now famous Maine author
strikes his flint with a brilliant
blaze in this new kind of hero.
The author grew up on a salt water
farm, and began his education in
a rural red brick schoolhouse in
Ills native Maine; thence to Bow
doin.
After broad experience in the
world of study of teaching, of
World War, of a whirlwind of ad
ventures in books in lectures in
poetry, in histoiy, w.th a halt now
and then for another degree, he
settles down in the Summer time
back to his farms on the banks
of the Kennebec, whose history he
wrote, and opened the eyes of the
world to the Rivers of America
series now so engrossing to the
reading public.
Mr. Coffin lias received many
honors, including the Pulitzer
prize for his volume of poems en
titled ’’Strange Holiness".
Mr.
CofTen is teaching poetry to a
world that needs soothing from
high tension.
The hero of this curious and
intriguing novel Thomas Thomas
Ancil Thomas, is not merely a
single man of one family, a single
man alone who lives and fights and
makes love and goes to his mod
ern war, but tiie father and
grandfather and great-grandfather
who did all these same things in
their turn* and now still do them
in him.
This really is the story of a
would-be hero which all men
think they would like to be and
could be if things were different.
A rather radical technique in the
treatment of this book but it’s
holding to the end as ail this diistlnguished authors writings are
apt to do.
THE CITY’S CHILI)
I For The Courier-Gazette)
The children on the city's streets
Are Just as sweet as yours and
mine;

They roam alone, the hours late,
The curfew does not ring at nine.
No brightly lighted homes are theirs.
With books and games strewn all
around:
No gentle mother hears their prayers
Ur tucks them In. all safe and
eound.
These are the children 'cross the
tracks.
"'The blessings of the poor” 'tla
said;
Where every penny must be saved
To pay the relit and buy their
bread.
I did for one the other day.
A little lass 'twtxt eight and nine.
With golden hair and eyes of blue.
As sweet a child as yours and mine
And an she happily went her way.
With bright new dress and shoes
ashlne.
Methinks I heard the Master say.
"Thesa little ones are also mine.”
Mabel Geraldine Grinnell
Union.

Living costs in Sweden are soar
ing.
Scmiblc Borrowing

can bring

Peace

of

Mind

Here any employed person, who
is honest and able to make small
monthly payments, can get a cash
loan of $15 to $250 or more
entirely on his own.
ifmlblf, Bntinett-Likt

Co-signers are seldom required
—employer or friends are not
involved in any svay. With cash
in hand you can put your finances
oa » sound basis that brings
peace of mind.
Whv not
write in today for full de
tails without obligation.
I Small Lean Statute
License
No.
1.
Charges 3% on un
paid monthly bal
ances up to S1SO;
2 '4*. monthly on
balances above.

Room 291 Kresge Bldg
241 Water SL TeL 1155
Augusta. Maine
Our Service Guaranteed by Good
Housekeeping
as
advertised
therein.
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The followng note from a reader
of The Courier-Gazette is much
i appreciated.
) "Have enjoyed reading the ’Iree
Member' and ’I Don’t Remember'
, masteipieces in The Courier-Ga' zette. Thought you might perhaps
know tne author as I should judge
he would be about your age. He
didn't .seem to remember Ira Sidelinge; who worked ler H H. Crie
Ac Co. for a great many years.
“I remember one morning as I
was sitting at the desk in Crie's
office, which was then next to the
stiec-t, that Ira was washing the
windows. A man going to his work
came along and said to him Wash•ng up, Ira?’ Ira said No, I’m
washing down.' Another man came
along and said, ‘Washing down
decks?’ The answer was ‘No, I'm
washing up.’ When a third man
happened along and said, “What are
ycu doing, Ira?’ Ira threw down
his hose on the sidewalk with a
bang and shouted “Can't you see
what I’m doing?’ Signed, ‘Old Man
Lufkin’.’’ (Thanks, Will.)
Sure, Iree Member, Ira, Small
man who wore a moustasche tinged
with gray and usually wore a jump
er and overalls. I know that I slip
upon many of the hundreds of
Rcckiandites with whom I came in
contact in my home town but when
my memory is Jogged a bit the old
familiar faces quickly appear in
memory’s eye.
I received a nice letter from A
Jay See recently to which a P S
was added saying that the letter
was not for publication but that I
could use extracts from it “if care
fully revised.”
He gave me some very interesting
dope about the old Farwell Opera
House orchestra which I believe
will add much to my memory sketch
which was printed some weeks back.
Here is a revised quotation.
“Prof. Delos W. Clark was a na
tive of New York State and he told
me many times that he had played
violin in every State in the Union.
““Although I played the drums in
the ‘drive’ for four years—practic
ally from its start in theatre work—
I can't give full dope on It. Chester
Rackliff was the first clarinet
player, extra fine. He was followed
by Luther A. Clark. Can’t recall
who was the first pianist but Addie
Gale, who afterward married Harry
Walker, trombonist, was pianist.
John Johnson, who was shown in
a Courier-Gazette picture as a
member of Joe Pray’s orchestra,
played baritone before Walker
brought in the trombone.
“John Johnson was a member of
the firm of Blaisdell & Johnson.
He married Grace Flanders and
they moved to California or Wash
ington. George Torrey played the
bull fiddle before Nick Marston
took over. I think Grace Emery
played piano in the F.O.H. orches
tra at one time.
“Others, besides your truly, who
handled the drum end of the or
chestra were Joe Emery, “Tommy
Nagle (of Bath) and Charles Mars
ton who played in the same band
as did Herb Kirkpatrick and George
Law in tne first World War.”
A Jay See goes on to say that he
walked many, many times from Mt
Pleasant into Rockland and had
some trouble getting there in time
for the 6 30 rehearsal. Once he
tried a short cut through the “Bog"
and had to wade in knee deep "bogwater” before he got across and on
safe ground. (Iree used to pick
bushels of cranberries on that old
bog and knows a bit about that
knee deep mirey water). Overture
at 7 15, says A. Jay See, and we
were paid $1 for matinees and $1 50
for evenings.
He ends his letter by saying that
he can’t walk now as in the old
days but that he never fails to
catch a ride both ways when he
comes to Rockland—which proves
that he lias lots of friends. Speak
ing of ’ knee deep” mire on the bog
I have been in to my waist many
times. Here’s a true yarn.
Tiie ’ Bog” is situated on the back
side cf Dodge's Mountain and cov
ers several miles of territory. Go
ing northward from the old Sherer
mill and mill pond the water be
comes increasingly muddy until,
some distance above the mill, it is
nothing less than a mire. On this
nuiey water some sort of mossy cov
ering has grown and short, wiry
bushes has taken root and welded
the mass into a fairly strong cov
ering over the mire. This covering
is broken in many places by little
’’canals, or waterways, which wind
in and out among countless little
patches of land (?) and on these
Jtlle patches, or Islands grew, in
my day. bushels of large, striped
with red. cranberries. I have picked
barrels of them and the memory of
the jars of “cranberries and sweet
apples” my mother used to put in
the cellar for Winter eating makes
my mouth water.
How deep is the Bog? No one
knows. I have “sounded” with the
longest pole I could drag but I

The track team of Rockland
High School is now in mid season
form and head.ng for the annual
clash with Lincoln Academy for
the Knox-I inccln championship.
Thus meet will take place at Rcck
land May 21 and finds the teams
better matched than they have
been for years.
As a rule, this has been a close

meet with only a few points sep
arating the victors and losers.
Rcckland has twice won the meet
in six years and looks good to
make it a third- time this year,
j Two meets have been run this
; year, one at the University of
' Maine and the other at Bates CciI lege these meets being run with
j several high school teams pooling

never found bottom. May be a mile
deep for all I know and the water
(?) is—well, ".slimy” describes it
E. J. R.
pretty well.
One day Oliver Rackliff .whose
Cheerio! Comrades and friends.
head was entirely devoid of hair, And now. for the news of our
and his young son, Abbott, ’ Wash” V.F.W. and its last meeting. AtBrewster (brother of Walker the tend-ng the meeting, and vlery
taxi man) and Iree went cranberry- gratifing it was. to see with us
ing We always tock along a couple again Comrade Hans Johnson, re
cently returned from Togus Hos
of strong boards for use as a bridge
pital and fully recovered from a
across the mire separating the little serious illness.
cranberry islands.
Commander A. J. Brickley’s re
These little islands varied in size port as to the monies spent dur
but few were more than eight to ing the past fiscal year proved
ten feet across from side or end. the abilities of the Post’s officers
They floated on top of the mire and the several committees.
and the weight of a person gradu
Our new flag pole is soon to be
ally sank them and it was a case of set in place, but lacks a flag to
pick all the berries possible before conform to the height of the pole.
the island sank too far for the arm It was suggested the Post contact
to reach them. Aslhe island sank, some Fraternal Order or Patriotic
the long stems—with cranberries Society for a suitable flag.
Under the able leadership of
on the top ends—floated upward
General
Chairman O. R. Hamlin,
and cne could skin them off by the
great strides are being made for
handful and get a lot before a hasty a successful State encampment
leavetaking became imperative.
June 27. 26, 29. Huntley-Hill Post
Oliver, who was short and stocky, of Rockland is the first to elect its
and weighed around 200 pounds, got delegates, namely Edward J. Roark,
his eye on a small island patch Ralph Cline, Hans Johnson, alter
which was literally covered with nates. G. W. Leonard. Charles Hill,
large, luscious cranberries.
The and James Warren.
Department Legislative Officer
stretch of mire which separated the
little island was only five or six and E.’ J. Roark has many new
feet wide and Oliver wouldn't wait resolutions in the offing to be pre
for us to get the beards and while sented before the Encampment
trying to find a solid footing from committees.
During a recent meeting of The
which to try a leap to the island
Military Order of Cooties V.F.W.
he slipped, feet first, into tiie mire first and second degrees were
and went out of sight much quicker given to E. J. Roark, Ralph Cline.
than I can say it. The mire closed James Warren and two comrades
over his head so quick triat a little from Bangor.'
spurt cf slimy mire shot up wiiere
During a lively business meet
the mire closed. Poor littlte Abbott ing after the initiation Oliver Ham
whimpered “Pap’s gone,” “Wash” lin was offered for the next De
ran for a board and I poised, ready partment Commander. Comrades
to help Oliver if and when he came Jamieson. Pelcher and Lynch of
up for air. It seemed a long time ; Bangor, Preble of Bath, Waller of
before Oliver's bald head slowly Waterville and Merrill were fav
ored as other Department officers.
emerged with the slimy water slip
In conjunction with the above
ping from it and thence down and
scratch Huntley-Hill Past’s auxili
through his short grey whiskers. ary also put on their Cootie
Only his head showed above the scratch, busload of sisters coming
level of the mire but his face was from. Bangor for this purpose.
very grey and his hands slowly came
Later a collation was served.
to the surface and began to claw
at the mess which surrounded hun.
He must have been half unconscious
for, instead of trying to reach for
Alabama
the board extended to him, he slow
California
Connecticut
ly turned and climbed, like some
Colorado
sort of lumbering animal, onto the
Connecticut
island which he had started for in
District of Columbia
the first place.
Florida
The island was small and by the
Georgia
time lie get on his feet it was
Illinois
sinking rapidly and then, lor the
Indiana
first time he spoke. It was more
Iowa
like a croak that we heard as he said
Kansas
(it sounded more like a groan 1 “Wal,
(noted by Donald Fuller)
here I am but I can’t stay long. No
Kentucky
help for it, I’ve got to get back
Maine
the same way I cum over” and,
Maryland
heedng not our pleas to grab the
Massachusetts
Michigan
board we shoved to him, he plunged
Minnesota
in again and clawed his way to the
Missouri
edge of the large island on which
Nebraska
we stood. We pulled a very sorry
New Hampshire
specimen of bedraggled humanity
New Jersey
from the mire and spent some time
New York
getting him safely on solid ground
North Carolina
and he waited net but hied him to
North Dakota
his domicile and I don’t think Oliver
Ohio
ever set foot cn the "Beg” again.
Rhode Island
Wash and I went back, filled a
South Carolina
meal bag with cranberries, left
Vermont
Virginia
part of them at Oliver’s home and
Washington
went on our way rejoicing.
Wisconsin
\vhat might have been a tragedy
• • • •
ended in discomfort only Good old
Alberta
days which we fain would live
Hawaii
again—but probably will not!
Mexico
[Our hat is off to these "mem
New Brunswick
ory men,” but have they forgotten
Nova Scotia
that Tommy Neagle was once the
Ontario
star catcher of tne Rockland base-,
Quebec
ball team?—Ed.]
All transport by rail, road or sea
A jararaca, pcisonos reptile, bit in India is now under government
ten-year-old Hilton Silva in an eye control.
lid as the boy slept i nRio de
Janeiro, Brazil, the lad was hur "We cannot compromise with
ried to a hospital and the snake fear and crutley.’’—Mrs. Franklin D.
killed.
Roosevelt.

V. F. W. Column

tures taken the next morning
showing the locale. Mr. Burridge
testified that he was drivir j along
the highway that night and a
Civil Docket Is Cleared and car passed him and later he came
Criminal Cases Are Now upon the scene of the accident.
Harry Carr was suing for dam
Being Heard
age to the truck which he owned
The cases of Harry Carr and and which was driven by SidneySidney Carr against Harold Bcyn- Carr and fcr the contents; for
ton went on tr.al yesterday morn damage to the truck that he him
ing, The cases arcse out of an self was driving and for damage
au&cmLbXe accident which tock to the contents; for loss' of use
place about half way between the of both trucks and fcr personal
Roxmont estate and the Witham Injuries, consisting of strained
lobster pound, cn the road be muscles and ? lame back.
tween Rockland and Rockport, j Alter the nocn recess the cases
The accident happened1 Jan. 3. were settled and taken frem the
1941, about 10.15 p. m. Sidney juiy an ent.y of “neither party no
Carr and Harry Carr were driving future action for the same cause ’
from Camden to Rcckland in two being made in each case.
trucks, Sidney Carr being in the
A Alan Grossman and Jerome
first truck.
C. Burrows appeared for the
At the price of collis on Sidney plaintiffs and Wil.iam B Mahoney
Car testified that he saw the Boyn- and- John B Themes cf Portland
ten car coming ever the brew of appeared for the defendant.
the hill and approached him at
• • • •
a rapid rate cf speed, that it was
Another suit arising cut of the
on his side of the read all the
way and crashed into him. A same accident was brovtht by
few seconds after the Boynton car Antonina Sparta of Caenden against
struck the frent cf the Sidney Harold Boynton and Harry Carr.
Carr truck, the truck driven by Sparta's sen, Peter, was a victim
Harry Carr struck the left rear of the accident. This case did
side of the Sidney Carr truck, net reach the jury, it being set
pushing it over three or feur feet. tled this morning. Judgment for
Sidney Carr testified that he the plaintiff was entered in the
was employed- by his father and sum of $2203. Frank A. Tirrell.
that he suffered injuries which Jr., and H. C. Buzzell of Belfast
prevented him frem working for appeared for the plaintiff, and
a period of six weeks. Sidney Cul
len, a photographer who took pic
tures of the accident, identified
them and testified as to the posi
tions of the cars, road' conditions
on that evening and produced pic-

—Photo by Cullen,
their men to run the freshman
team of the colleges.
Front row, left to right, Elmer
Small. Howard Edwards. Albert
Mills, Drury Rice. Sulo Salo, Al
bert Smith. Second row. Ray
mond Bowden, coach; Walter But
ler, Bertram Snow. William East,
Harrison Dow. James Economy,
manager Charles Huntley.

School Baseball
Today
St. George at Rockland.
Camden at Vinalhaven.
Lincoln at Thomaston.
Friday

Rockland at Camden.
Thomaston at St. George.
Vinalhaven at Lincoln.
♦ • ♦ •

Thomaston 8, Rockland 4

Thomaston High pounded New
comb savagely in the first inning
at Community Park Friday and got
away to a four-run lead. Alter
that it was touch and go, but the
horse had been stolen.
Staples cf Thomaston and Kal
loch of Rockland gave fine ex
hibitions of infield playing, while
Page and Chapman were attend
ing very nicely to the skybirds.
Batting honors went to Bodman
and Sawyer, both of whom hit
for extra bases.
Several Rockland scoring chanc
es were nullified by careless base
running. The score:

M.ller, lb ............. 5 2
Sawyer, c ............ 4 1
G. Simpson, p .... 5 L

3 4 1 0
2 12 2 0
1 0 1 0|

Grover, cf ...............

0 0 0 1

3 1

[William B. Mahoney and John b
Themes of Portland and John j
Connor and Fred H. Lancaster oi
Lewiston appeared fcr the (je.
fendants.
• * * *
Criminal* cases were in crder
at this morning’s session of Superior Court, the docket havii.»
been cleared of civil matter
Final adjournment is expected
not later than Thursday.

CATALOGUE Printing
04

/
/l

Smart selling reaches direct
to the consumer! Let us help
you plan more effective cata
logues.
TEL. 770

The Courier-Gazette
Job Printing Dept.

AND SPEAKING OF RANGES
Here is
C
Atlantic’s

Kelley, 2b ............. 3 0 1 4 1 0|
Chapman, rf ........ 2 1 0 3 0 0|
Biggeis, if .... ..... 4 0 0 0 0 0

Pride of’41

Combination

35 8 10‘27 8 2

Range

Rockland High

Cates, 3b ............
Small, ss ............
Bodman, c ..........
Page, cf .............
MtoConchie, rf ....
Kalloch, 2b ........
Chaples, lb .... ...
Sylvestri. If ........
Smith, If ............
Newccmb, p ......
Drake, p .............

No. 224

5 0
4 1
5 0
4 1
4 0
4 1
4 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 1

Available in
White or Sun Tan
Enamel
’’This range is
adapted to
• Coal or Wood.

C City or Bottled
Gas.

33 4 10 27 16 3
Thomaston .40000210 1—8
Rockland ..... 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 1—4 j
Two-base hits. Sawyer 2. Bod- j
man. Earned runs, Thomaston 4.
Thomaston High
Rockland 1. First on balls, off ,
ai) r bh po a e Newcomb 2; off Drake 3. Struck
Staples, 3b .......... 4 0 1 4 2 1 out, by Newccmb 5, Drake 2,
Verge, ss............. 5 2 2 0 1 0 Simpson 11.

• Oil Fuel if

Liberal Allowance For Your Old Stove
EASY TERMS

Desired.

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Fluid Driving
.a Thrilling
New Experience
YET THERE’S NOTHING NEW TO U4«N^

Out Of State Cars

gears or using th® clutch.

NO C1UTCH-PUMWMGI For extra pickup
Ko .hifU for you

powerful

DESOTO
FLUID DRIVE

eration gear 1 No manual sh.ft.ng)

WITH

SIMPUMMIC

SHlOOIH-AS-Oll

transmission

TALK OF THE
C14U4,
May IS— Arbor n.v
May 16 Appleton Ken
Community Hall, uponst
School senior class
MrtV lft Three--art com
Orandnia?" by Epworti,
M»rh(Xlirt restrv
May 16-1?
Stonington
Congregational Calendar
Fellows hall.
Mav IT Knox Pomona
Acorn Grange of Cushm
May ID Knox County V,
ventlon in Rockland
Mav 2b—Men* bowling
Elk* Home at 6 30.
May 21 Warren E\hlbl!
School Hobbv GroupMay 22
Thomaston
t
meets at Mrs C. F. Sh.
May 23 —Rockport
Begins at 16 ' by High
m tic Club at Town Ha
May 27 — Camden
School of Dancing An nt.
Opera House
Mav 3b M. m ulti Di,
June 5 — Warren - (
exercises.
June
12—Rockland
11
rrv e n
** n t
June 14—Llmerock V;.
meets with North Haven

Joseph Emery, Jr. is
the Lawrence Portland (
plant.

Rockland Townsendifi
invited to the meeting
den Club Thursday n
Winslow of The Co.
will be guest speaker
Tickets are out for
comedy “Where's Grant
presented by the Epwort
Pratt Memorial Chur
night. Proceeds of this
used for sending some <■
bers to camp this Su:
cast is excellent and si.
performance well worth
of the public. Call a Lea
or Dr. Wilson for youi
away.
There'll be ructions
ing of the Camden-Rtu
Club tonight if the b
makes good its threat t
the Lions bell with whiei
County organization
from Belfast recently
sent out by tiie King
Belfast brethren read:
finish with King Lion
he'll wish he had left c
at Whitcomb's Cafe "
other place—"We’ll kno
of Kelley."
At the meeting of
Friday afternoon repor:
ment directors were glv
following de legates, to
Convention JMonday at
tist Church were elect* 1
Mrs. Clara 1Emery , vice
Miss Leola Rob.iYon, t
surer; deleijates. Mis.
Hastings, M iss Ada Y
Mabel Greet,c. Mi |
Mrs. Emily fiituart. Mr
chant. Mrs. Christine
Etta Stoddai •d. Mr I l!
Mrs Mary P . Rieff?*Wter
Minnie Crc. s>. Mrs. Si
Mrs. Jeanne;,te Dunton.
ence Dunton . Mrs. Marg
ory. Mrs. EttiI Thompson
Mundy, Mrs Florence
Edna Pierce; Miss be
Committee f or receivin]
and guests. Miss Mab
Mrs. Edith Tweedie. J
Young. Mrs. Nellie Magii

Dandelion green dinm
o'clock, Wedi lesday. May
Methodist vestry. 35 o .

•’Silsbv-s Pansy Plant
will be ready for
through local store* es
Oet your pansy beds re

For flvlng instruction
Treat, 68 Grace St.,
adv.

COOKED FOOD
At THORNDIKE HO 11
8ATVRHAY, MAY 17Auspices Catholic W
Delicious loud, All H<

Kl .MMAGE SA
At THORNDIKE HOTI
SATURDAY, MAY 17Auspices Catholic W
Wonderful Assortment

Household .Articles am

RADIO SER
. / I
Aid

ALL MAKES—AI.I.
Repaired, Adjusted.

MAINE MUSK

TEL. 708,
E

RO4KI

<•
DAVID G. HODGK

.....
(.S&3K&
ONLY IN DE SOTO CAN YOU GET ALL THIS

PRICES START AS LOW AS

898

For t he hit; rev I)<? I .uxc
f mine delivered in Oc

troi t. All I tde r«i I taxes
paid.T r«insportat ion,
state and local taxes ex
tra . Pri'es subject to

th . n e without notice.

ROCKET BODIES...12 new colors
•••“Tailored” interiors!

105 HORSEPOWER...flashing
perforrpance...super economy!
MIRACLE RIDE.. .Synchronized
Springing ... Aero Shock Ab
sorbers... Ride Stabilizers!
121’A“ WHEELBASE ... new leg-

room, headroom, hiproom ...
bolster-type seat cushions!

SAFETY RIM WHEELS...vital new
protection...to keep flat tires
from rolling off the rims.

MORE value features! DeSoto
Division of Chrysler Corpora
tion, Detroit, Michigan.

MUNSEY AUTO SALES

BURPE
FUNERAL Ht
Ambulance Se

DC SOTO-PLYMOUTH DEALERS

21 LIMEROCK STREET,

OPTOMETRI
336 MAIN ST.. ROCK
TEL. 26
Office Hours: 9 to 12.30Evenings By Appoil

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TELEPHONE!
190 or 781-1 or 7
118-11Z LIMEROCK
ROCKLAND. N

Hvciy-Other-DaV

iam B Mahoney and John b
mes of Portland and John j
nor and Fred H. Lancaster Of
I«tcn Appeared fcr the
lants.
• • • *
minah cases were in crdeT
th: morning’s session of eu.
cr Court, the docket havii.,
H cleared of civil matter.”
tl adjournment is expected
later than Thursday.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Appleton—Ken McKenzie at

, :.
ml tv Halt, sponsored by High
‘ . Jl .eiilor class.
it Three-act comedy ‘‘Where's
by Epworth League at
u»fi'udPt vestrv.

CATALOGUE Printing

•
16-17
Stonington— Festival bv
( ,\ ...t ,tional Calendar Club at Odd
Peliows hall17 Knox Pomona meets with
.
Grange* of Cushing.
.. . iy Knox County W.Q.T.U. con
vention in Rockland.
..
20 Mens bawling ixanquet at
r " Hme at 6 30.
21 Warren—Exhibition of High

c

Hobbv

Oroups.

1'2
Thomaston— Gurden Club
1(t Mrs. C. E Shorey’s.
23
Rockport— Comedy ‘’Life
, at 16” bv High School Dra' club at Town Hall.
May 27 — Camden — Doris Heald
s
: ,,t Dancing Annual Recital at
rtoera House.
v
30 Memorial Dav.
j.u..- 5
Warren — Commencement

* j

e

12—Rockland

o, ■■ -’lencement
Smart selling reaches direct
to the consumer! Let us help
you plan more effective cata
log ues.
TEL. 770

he Courier-Gazette
Job Printing Dept.

IF RANGES”
Here is

Atlantic’s

Pride of ’41
Combination

Range
No. 224
Available in
White or Sun Tan
Enamel
This range is
adapted to

9 Ccal or Woo:l.
C City or Bottled
Gas.

• Oil Fuel if
Desired.

IRNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

High

School

14—Limerock Valley Pomona
wi h North Haven Grange.

j eph Emery, Jr., is employed at
;il, i iwrence Portland Cement Co.
plant.
_____

“Silsby's Pansy Plants” (30.000)
be ready for distribution
through local stores, early in May.
Get your pansy beds ready.—adv.
50-tf
will

Among the traverse jurors drawn
for service at the June term of Su
perior Court in Sagadahoc County
is Edward V. Reed of Woolwich, a
former resident cf this city. His
selection has special interest locally
because of the probable trial at that
term of Dr, Merrill Joss of Rich
mond, who lies in Kennebec County
jail charged with murder of his wife.
Dr. Luverne Joss, in Richmond
Justice Raymond Fellows, who pre
sided over the February term in
Knox County, will preside.

For flying instruction see Charlie
Treat, 08 Grace St., Rockland.—
nriv
2-tf

—Mary Leigh.
Ripley—At Rockland. May 7. to Mr.
nnd Mrs. Fred Ripley, a son- Fred
Eugene.
Birk more — At Portsmouth. N H.,
May 12. to Mr. and Mrs. Earl H Bickmore (Ellen Maddocks). a son Robert
Harold.

MARRIED
D'Aprlx-Blair—At Rockland. May 10.
Harry DAprlx and Dolly Blair, both
of Rockland By Rev. C. A. Marstaller

Merritt At Sharon, Mass., May 10.
Alonzo H. Merritt, formerly of Rock
land. aged 75 years. 24 days. Inter
ment ln Sharon, Maw.
Cross At Lincolnville, May 10. Au
gusts A. Cross, aged 77 years. 3
months, 19 days.

COOKED FOOD SALE

IN MEM OR IAM
In loving memory of Mary Grierson
Baum who passed away May 14, 1939:
There Is someone who misses you and
Is sad.
A i pices Catholic Women’s Club
And . finds the time long since you
Delicious Food, All Home Cooked
went:
57-59 There Is someone who thinks of you
dally.
And tries to be brave and content.
But our hearts just ache with sad
ness.
RUMMAGE SALE
Our eyes shed many a tear
M THORNDIKE HOTEL STORE God alone knows how we miss you,
SATURDAY, MAY 17—10 A. M. At themother.
dawn of another year.
Lovingly remembered but sadly missed
Au pices Catholic Women’s Club
by her daughter, Mrs. Emery Niles.
Wonderful Assortment of Clothing, Rjckland;
her granddaughter Mrs.
Household .Articles and Accessories Henning Jolyuon. and her great57-59 granddaughter. Miss Harriett John
son. Clarks Island.
*

It TI(CKM>IKE HOTEL STORE
SATURDAY. MAY 17—10 A. M.

IVE

;ion
•moderate extra cost.

CARD OF THANKS

RADIO SERVICE
ALL MAKES—ALL MODELS
Repaired, Adjusted, Installed

MAINE MUSIC CO.

TEL. 708,

ROCKLAND, ME.

40-tf

DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR.
OPTOMETRIST

We wish to thank all our neighbors
and friends who did so much for us
at our recent shower given at the
home of Mrs. William Clement. South
Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Hurtubise
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our deep appre
ciation
for the many kindnesses
shown Allison during his long Illness,
and we thank you all for the beau
tiful flowers and for your sympathy
In our great bereavement.
Mrs. Allison Rackliff. Mr. and Mrs.
Edgar Rackliff and family.

336 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 26

'U GET ALL THIS:

value features! DeSoto
Ion of Chrysler Corpora'letroit, Michigan.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Harmony When They Sing

• • • •

IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Ruth L. Rogers, Librarian
Every week-day: 9 a. in. to 8.30 p m.

• • • •
Bocks. 1 k*» friends, should be
few and well chcsen. Like friends,
too. we should return to them
again and* again—for. like true
friends, they will never fail us—
never cease to instruct—never
cloy — Next to acquiring good
friends, the best acquisition is
that of good books.—Colton
• • • •
A loss to the literary world is
Edward J. OBdien, most famous
compiler of short story anthologies
and editor of the Fifty Best Ameri
can

Frant Rew, left to right; John
Munsey, Lincoln McRae, Harrison
Dow. Kenneth Mignault, Walter
Butler. Edwin Edwards, Instructor,
Howard Edwards, Raymond Chis
holm. Milton Wcoster, Osmond
Palmer.
Second Row: Sherwood Strout,

Donald Estes, David Bicknell. Ben Rollins, William Hopkins, Phillip
jamin Shapiro. Joseph Anastasia, French, Richard Stevens, Richard
Ronald Lukin, Albert Hallowell. Sukeforth.
Last row: Morton Estes, Herbert
Drury Rice. Gordon Wotton. Byron
, Ellingwood, Everett Small, Clar
Keene. Charlie Seaman.
Tnird Row: Douglas Perry, Rob ence deRochemont. Richard Giles,
ert Paul, Horatio Cowan. Joseph Bickford
Sylvester.
Raymond
Dondis, Sheldon Billings, Harlan , O'Brien, Jchn Knight.

Osteopaths Met

Herbert Butler of Alfoany, N. Y. YOUTHFUL PIANO STUDENTS
and Mr. and Mrs. Sumner R ch
Mrs. Collemer To Present Her
of Auburn, Mass., arrived Friday
Pupils In Recital Thursday
night to visit Mr. Butler’s mother,
In Camden
Mrs. John D. Sherer. Mr. Eutler
Will return tomorrow, Mr. and Mrs.
Piano pupils of Mrs Ruth Colle
Rich remaining for a longer visit
mer of Camden will give a recital
"Johnny” Upham, court messen Thursday at 8 oclock at St. Thomas
ger, forgot official cares Sunday Episcopal Parish House The public
when he pitched for the Thomaston is invited.
The program:
locals at Ellsworth^ His team was
: Plano trio.
defeated 6 to 3 in this game, but
Marlon McDermett, Mary Hatch
made a very good showing. In Spring Song.Patricia Hatch
John Thompson
the opening game Thomaston lost
Spencer Apollonlo
Moonlight
Waltz.
Armour
14 to 2.
Betty Thurston

Dr. Knowles of Boston
New President—Knox
County Represented
At the annual convention of the
New England Osteopathic Associa
tion, in Boston, Dr. William T.
Knowles of that city, was elected
president: Dr. Lyle W. Jacobs, of
Springfield, Vt„ was elected vice
president, and Dr. Foster D Clark,
Torrington,
Conn., sergeant-atarms. Dr. Floyd Moore. Brookline,
and Dr. Mildred E. Greene, Wal
tham, were re-elected, treasurer
and secretary, respectively, lor tlie
eleventh consecutive year.
A new occupational disease, asbestositis, an inflammatory condi
tion of the lungs caused by inhaling
asbestos dust over a period of time,
was described by Dr. Ralph L.
Fischer ol the Philadelphia College
of Osteopathy.
‘Very dramatic results” in the
osteopathic treatment of infantile
paralysis without the use of casts
and massive braces, were announced
by Dr. Harold D. McClure, director
of public clinics at the Kirksville
College cf Osteopathy and Surgery.
"Contrary to wiiat the text-books
advise,” ne said, ”our treatment
includes heat in the form of hot
packs, as hot as the skin can stand
after the application of peanut oil.”
He declared that “in re-establish
ing the use of an affected part by
■passive exercise,’ is is highly im
portant to maintain the mental
pattern. While the operator is
moving a temporarily useless arm.
for example, through its range of
motion, the child should make be
lieve’ that he or she is doing it.
Otherwise it may prove difficult for
the child to regain mental control
of motion, and satisfactory recovery
will be considerably prolonged.” He
urged physicians to defer surgery
in a case until at least two years
have elapsed, since nature needs
this amount of time to show how
far it can take the child towards
recovery.
Dr. John A. McDonald, of Boston,
former president of the American
Osteopathic Association and a na
tional authority on osteopathic
principles, demonstrated a treat
ment for bursitis which, he ex
plained, while being as effective as
usual methods of handling this con
dition, is less protracted, and oth
erwise more agreeable to the patient.
A "Mother’s Day” tribute was
paid to the memory of Dr. Alice
Parfitt Gants, who died in Provi
dence April 4th. As an ‘‘osteo
pathic mother" she occupied a place
believed to be unique in the profes
sion. Her husband, Dr. Samuel L.
Gants, is a practicing osteopathic
physician in that city, where their
three children are practicing osteo
pathic physicians also—Dr. William
A Gants, Dr. Frank A. Gants, and
Dr. Edwin A. Gants. The family
was represented at the convention
by Dr William A. Gants.
Those attending included: Bruns
wick. Dr. Cora E. Barden, Dr. Ver
non H Lowell Fairfield, Dr. Rus
sell H Bridges. Farmington. Dr.
Wallace L. Bursey. Gardiner, Dr.
W. H. Lum. Gray, Dr. Kenneth
Russell. Kittery, Dr. C. B. Robbins.
Old Orchard Dr. Donald C. Skilling.
Patten, Dr. George R. Hoelzema.
Portland, Dr. Florence Alice Covey.
Dr. L. M. Hardy, Dr. Royal A. Mc
Williams,
Dr. JSdith T Walker, Dr.
,
Harry H. Campbell. Rcckiand, Dr.
James P Kent, Dr. Donald T. Leigh.

For dependable radio service call
Office Hours: 9 to 12.30—1.30 to 5.30 the Radio Shop, Tel .844. 517 Main
street. Complete Philco Line.—adv.
Evenings By Appointment
26-25

headroom, hiproom...
^r-type seat cushions!

RIM WHEELS...vital new
ctiori...to keep flat tires
[rolling off the rims.

art of flower arrangement—in both
Thursday night's meeting of the
design creation and color com Baptist Men’s League promises to
bination. A book for every Gar draw the largest attendance of the
den lover.
season—a distinction which always

Although the weather man was
against them Winslow-Holbrook
Unit, American Legicn Auxiliary
conducted a very successful peppy
sale Saturday. The entire money
received from the sale of the pop
pies w.ll be used for welfare work.
The committee takes this oppor
tunity to thank all these who
helped to make it a success es
pecially The Courier-Gazette for
the publicity.

ckland Townsendites have been
d to the meeting of the Cam
den Club Thursday night. F A.
About 900 visited the Veterans
Vi'.:, low of The Courier-Gazette
Administration
Facility at Togius
will be guest speaker.
Sunday in observance of National
Tr keLs are out for the three-act Hospital Day. This is an annual
comedy "Where’s Grandma,” being affair sponsored by the American
Legion Auxiliary. Hostesses were
,i;i l ilted by the Epworth League of
National
Chaplain. Marietta Green
p- ut Memorial Church Friday
law;
Department
President, Mary
n lit Proceeds of this play will be
Milliken;
Department
Secretary,
u.p'd for sending some of the memAnna
Lovely;
Department
Re
bn to camp this Summer. The
habilitation
Chairman,
Kathleen
ca t is excellent and should give a
performance well worth the support Watts and' members of the auxili
ut tn- public. Call a League member ary members frcm Winslow-Hol
or Dr. Wilson for your ticket right brook Unit No. 1 attending were
Department Vice Commander Earl
away.
Alden, Mrs. Ann Alden, Mrs. Susie
There’ll be ructions at the meet- Lamb and Mrs. Mary Dinsmore.
in., oi the Camden-Rockport Lions While there they visited patients
Rockland
among
them
Club tonight if the Belfast Club from
Peter
Prock,
Rockland
’
s
only
sur
makes good its threat to recapture
viving
Grand
Army
Veteran,
De
ti., Lions bell with which the Knox
partment
Vice
President
Bernice
(minty organization made away
from Belfast recently. The notice Jackson and Minnie Smith were
ent out by the King Lion to his also there, Mrs. Jackson served on
B-Hast brethren read: ‘ Before we refreshment committee.
finish with King Lion Bill Kelley
Mr. and Mrs. E. Carl Moran and
lu ll wish he had left our bell right
son
Paul, home from Hebron Acad
at Whitcomb’s Cafe.” And in anatlier place—"We'll knock tlie ell out emy. were special guests Saturday
at the launching of the cargo steam
of Kelley.”
•
er Exceller from the yard of the
At the meeting of the W.C.T.U. Bath Iron Works. Among others
Friday afternoon reports of depart present were Vice President John E.
ment directors were given and the Slater of the American Export Lines,
; i How ing delegates, to tlie County his wife, and Miss Paula Kalloch.
(\mention Monday at First Bap- daughter of Charles W. Kalloch,
l. t Church were elected: Ex-officio. former Rockland boy, who is Euro
Mi Clara Emery; vice president; pean manager of the steamship
Miss Leola Robirtsbn. county trea- company for which the new craft
.,i:er; delegates. Miss Florence wa.s built. The Slaters have a Sum
Hastings, Miss Ada Young, Mrs. mer home at Newagen in Lincoln
Mabel Greene. Mrss J.,ena Stevens, County. The Exceller cost $2,205,000.
Mr Emily Stuart, Mrs. Flora Mer and is the first of four cargo ships
chant. Mrs. Christine Dorr, Mrs. being built for the American Ex
E ta Stoddard, Mrs.. Ida Simmons. port Lines at the Bath Iron Works.
Mi Mary P Ricftr alternates, Mrs. A sister ship, the Extavia, is on
Minnie Cross. Mrs. Susie Lamb, parallel ways, and keels for the
Mi Jeannette Dunton. Miss Flor- other two ships will be stretched as
n..e Dunton, Mrs. Margaret Greg- soon as the blockings are ready. Mr.
t ry. Mrs. Etta Thompson Mrs. Mary Moran met in Bath John I. Dempsey
Mundy, Mrs. Florence Pike, Mrs. of the United States Maritime Com.
Edna Pierce, Miss Lena Miller. mission and they spent an interest
Committee for receiving delegates ing hour “talking shop.”
and guests, Miss Mabel Spring,
Mis Edith Tweedie, Miss Alena
Koule—At ItocRland, May 10. to Ur.
Young, Mrs. Nellie Magune.
and Mrs. Gilmore Soule, a daughter
r,

Dandelion green dinner, 11 to 1
o'clock, Wednesday, May 14, at the
Methodist vestry. 35 cents.
56-57

RN!

J. A. MacDonald of the Sonotone
Maine Co. 'will be at Hotel Rock
land May 19.

Percy Dinsmore of the Central
Fire Staton was in Topsham Sat
urday attending the Maine State
Hand Engine League.

, . j6—Arbor nay.
p;
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BURPEE’S

Open house was held yesterday
at Knox Hospital, in observation
of Hospital Day, and visitors dur
ing the day were much impressed
by this fine institution. Tea was
served in the lobby, beautiful
flowers adding to the pleasant
scene.
Dick Reed says that excellent
reports are coming in from Mcose
head Lake with trout predomin
ating. Among the hot spots on
the lake are Beaver Creek, Moose
River and Spencer Bay. Pierce
Pond near Caratunk is producing
in great style and a party of six
non-resident anglers came out
with their full limit of 60 pounds
cf squaretails and salmon over
the week-end.

Information will be sent upon
application to any prospective mem
ber of the Regular Veterans Associa
tion of Maine. Letters should be
addressed to Maurice Jones. Clark
Island. This Association will ac
cept any man who has one year or
a voluntary enlistment in the
armed forces of the United States.
The branches of service which mav
enter the R.V.A. are: Army, Navy,
Marine Corps and Coast Guard.

CLOSE RIFLE MATCH
The Lincoln County Rifle Club de
feated the Eastern Division Rifle
Club of Rockland, 898 to 861. in a
rifle match at the Damariscotta
range Friday night. Verne Batteese
was high gun for the winners, Har
old Mitchell for the losers. Harold
Mitchell of the Rockland club was
the winner of an individual rapid
Are sitting match. Irving Merry of
the winning club was second and
Clayton Dolloff third.
LCRC
OH. P Total
Verne Batteese ...... 87
100—187
Irving Merry .......... 80
10O—18C
Radcliff Robinson .. 82
96—178
Ed Reed .................. 79
98—-177
James Fuller ......... 80
96—176
898
EDRC

Harold Mitchell ....
Clayton Staples ....
Murray Whalen ....
Weston, Young ........
William Gray ........

OH. P Total
77
100—177
74
100—174
77
96—173
72
98—170
70
97—167
861

Sanford, Dr Mary F. Donovan.
South Cushing, Dr. Louis A. Bensen. Thomaston, Dr. E. R. Biggers.
Augusta. Dr. Lennie Lynds, Au
burn; Dr. Albert E Chittenden.
~~~

BEANO

WEDNESDAY EVENING

At 111 Pleasant St.—7.30
lc Card Merchandise Cou
pons, Some Grocery Specials
57-It

BINGO

TELEPHONES
390 or 781-1 or 781-11
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, MR.

TONIGHT, 7.45, SPEAR HALL
Door Prize Dinner; 2 Attendance
Prizes. Large Lace Tablecloth and
$2. Big Prizes on Evening Play.
57‘lt

Tell,”

Rossini

Barbara Burrage
King Arthur March,
Hopkins
Robert Witham
Home On The Range, cowboy
song.
David Witham
A Frolic Outdoors.
Hopkins
Joy True
The Fairy Wish.
Hopkins
Muriel Handley
Duet March Mllitalre.
Greenwald
Muriel Handiley. Mrs. Collemer
Tales from Viennn Woods.
Strauss
Dennis Rider
Duet-On A Visit,
Martin
Geraldine Rider, Dennis Rider
The Robins Return.
Fisher
Geraldine Rider
Selections from Stephen Collins
Foster.
Prudence Weaver
Duet Blue Birds Lullaby,
Preston
Prudence Weaver, Mr

Collemer

Dance.
Brownell
George Young
Duet Schottlsche,
Streabogg
Robert Young. Oeorge Young
The Monkey and the Elephant. Farrar
Robert Young
Minuet.
Paderewski
Joan Greenlaw
Duet—Betty's Waltz.
Martin
Indian War

SUBMARINE DIVING
WEIR WORK
AND SALVAGING
291 LIMEROCK ST., ROCKLAND
48‘T*57

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST.

TEL. 882
ROCKLAND. ME.

M-tf

Qulcklv Exterminated by “SMAXEM"
■‘just Spray. That Gets 'EM”
Safe. Sanitary. Stainless
Mail Orders Filled, Gallon J1.60
GREEN CROSS CHEMICAL CORP S', j
92 Green St., Jamaica Plain, Mass.
57-59
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O’Brien

died at his London heme in Febru
ary' at the age of 50.
• • • •
The recent death of "Elizabeth.”
Countess Russell, will be felt
throughout a world which read and
loved her novels In many langu
ages. She was no longer young,
fcr her books—from "Elizabeth ln
her German Garden” to “Mr.
Skeffington”—have spanned two
wars and many years Yet time
failed signally in blunting her
sparkling wit and deep wisdom.
• • • •
Another of those popular story
hours was held Friday afternoon
at the library, with 41 children in
attendance. Mrs. Gatcombe told
the stories. "The Magic Flute,”
"How Tutpulin won the Princess"
and "Glennie, the Parlor Stove,"
with blackboard illustrations. The
play “The Fisherman's Wife” was
dramatized with ^he following
children taking part: Fisherman.
John
Blackman;
Fisherman's
wife. Margaret Hughes; Fish.
Richard Robarts; Servant, Fran
cis Emerson.
• • • •
That children may become bet
ter acquainted with nature, a Wild
Flower contest is being started at
the library and' will continue un
til June. For the two bringing in
the largest variety, prizes will be
offered. The contest Is new un
der way, and all children are
eligible.
• • • •
We recommend the following
new books:
They Came To A River”, by
Allis McKay. The reader follows
the experience of "Chris" Hallo
well, from the time her heart was
old' enough to skip a beat for the
handsome youth who lived up the
canyon, through love and mar
riage, loss and heartbreak, and
through her struggle to bring up
her children, until she reaches ma
turity and flndts fulfillment and
happiness. The river in the title
of this rugged story is the Colum
bia River in the Washington apple
country—at the time this territory
was being settled.
• • ♦ •

PLAYHOUSE

with
Cary Grant, Rosalind Russell
AU Seats 20 Cents

WALDO THEATRE

« • • •

"Flower Arrangement In Color.”
by F F Rockwell, garden editor
of "The New York T.mes" and
Esther Grayson, authors of “Flower
arrangement” have again collab
orated in producing this new
volume that gives complete In
structions in every phase of the

Colored movies on the Ice Fol
lies were shown by Miss Jane
Miller of Thomaston during the
Senior Y-P.C.U. meeting Sunday
evening. Everyone enjoyed the
beautiful colors and the marvel
ous skating. Tlie devotional was
prepared by Hazle Bohn and led
by Ruth McMahon. They were
assisted by Helen Crockett, Louise
Veazie, and Ruth Seabury. At the
business meeting conducted by
Richard Spear. $25 wa.s voted as
a donation to the church. Virginia
Bowley and Miles Sawyer were
made delegates and Richard Spear
and Ruth Seabury were made al
ternates to the State YP.CU.
convention this coming week-end.
A bus will carry both Junior and
Senior YP.C.U. members to Pitts
field Friday and return with them
on Sunday. Miss Eileen Beach of
the Comrades and several Junior
YP.C.U. members were guests at
this meet ng. Dr. Lowe also at
tended the meeting and gave a
cordial invitation to the union to
have another outing at his home
in Round Pond before the season
ends.

Ellen Glasgow’s new novel "In
This Our Life” concerns a South
ern family in reduced circum
stances. Asa. his invalid wife, and
his two daughters, Roy and Stan
ley. Roy is married) to Peter
KingsmiU, brilliant young sur
geon. Stanley, spoiled and lovely,
knowing no law' save that of her
own wilful nature, is engaged to
the radical young lawyer, Craig
Fleming. When Stanley elopes
With Roy's husband she all but
ruins her sister's life. Roy gal
lantly fights her way back, find
ing seme satisfaction in the re
lationship with Craig, only to have
this new serenity shattered by
Stanley in a manner even more
devastating.
Asa,
loving his
daughters, helpless to intervene,
looks on in anguish of heart. How
they work out their problems
makes an interesting story of fam LOOK AT the BEAUTY
ily life.
LOOK AT THE EXTRAS
• • • •
“They Went On Together, ' by
LOOK AT THE PRICE
Robert Nathan. Robert Nathan
tells the story of one family that
had to join the stream of refugees
leaving their homes for an un
known haven, fleeing frcm an un
seen enemy. In telling the story
of this one family he has told
the story of all refugee families'
everywhere in the world. [Paul
stuffed hid treasures in his pockets
while his mother packed a baby
carriage with food and clothing.
At first the flight was like a pic
nic—eating by the roadside, sleep
ing in the fields, making friends
with children of other refugee
families—but his mother’s weari
Am I happy ;•; with a
ness, the scarcity of food, the
Magic Shelf—Vegetable Bin—
necessity to go cn and on, no one
•asy-to-dean stainless
knew where, and finally tlie dive 1
steel Cold-Ban— Oversize
bombers attacking the road full
Crisper—Polar Light—
of people brougnt the horrible
Meat Chest—and the most
reality to full realization. Leav
beautiful refrigerator
ing his mother for dead. Paul fled
in the world—
through the fields with a girl who
Keivinator for 41i
had lost her parents. Together
they wandered until by great good
fortune they were rescued and
agaan joined the crowd of those j
seeking safety, somewhere. Tlie
story is short novel length, but
timely.
“Where Beauty Dwells” by Emilie
Loring, "Who Is This Girt?” by
Helen Topping Miller, “Lover’s
Alibi" by Margaret Widdeimer,
"Weekend With Death" by Pa
tricia Wentworth.

IT'S NEW IT’S DIFFERENT

9

In a "Mother’s Day” letter,
Maurice K. Shepherd writes from
Mitchel Field, L. I., N Y , that he
and Herbert Poland have received
promotion, each to the rating of
sergeant These certificates are in
the form o4 a diploma and will al
ways be highly prized by the boys.

Three Room Camp
(FURNISHED)

FOR SALE
At Reasonable Price
• IxK-ated on Georges River in
Warren.
One mile from
Monument.
• On "Middle Road." Open all
Year round.
• Camp and Garage newly
shingled. Screened porch.
• Acre of land, good perpetual
Walled Spring.
• Pumps domestic water direct
from river.
• Electric lights, good float*
boat, etc.
Write to—

ONLY

$14495*
MODEL S 6 \ Completely
Equipped
Dtllwtd m pur klklmn with JTmt PnlKfltn Pin
In the moist still cold of this

[Kelvin Crisper, there’s 30 per centi

more room for us leafy
vegetables—it’s glass-covered

and slides like a drawer.

Mighty handy to have me and

the other dry vegetables right

JOHN M. RICHARDSON

1 there when you want us—thanks

CARE COURIER-GAZETTE

to Kelvinator’s Vegetable Bin
that holds over a bushel.

MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100

SHOW TIMES: Matinees
Sat. 2.30 D.S.T. Sun. 3.00 D.S.T.
Single Evening Show 8.00 D.S.T.
TUES.-WED., MAY 13-14
TIIE ALDRICH FAMILY

(XRAY)
FLUOROSCOPIC CLINIC

in

“LIFE WITH HENRY”
with
Jackie Cooper, Leila Ernst,
THUR.-FRI.-SAT., MAY 15-16-17

DOROTHY LAMOUR
BOB HOPE
BING CROSBY
in

DR. DONALD E. HASKELL
• CHIROPRACTOR
Announces the addition of a new unit .of the latest type
to his x-ray laboratory. In order to acquaint you with the
value of x-ray in Chiropractic analysis, you will be given,
without cost, during this Clinic, a complete Fluoroscopic ex
amination, including the spine, sinuses, heart, chest, lungs,
stomach, etc.

You’ll hardly believe your eyes when
you see the 1941 Keivinator It’s so
beautiful—offers so much more. And
thanks to a new, less expensive way of
doing business you save up to $30. Stop
in and see your Keivinator — todayl
Prices start at
for a big 6% cu.
ft. model
•Frte«» lhown ar. for d.livary In your kltcfion wlffl
S-Y«ar ProWctioo Mon. Slot, ond local taxM extra.

Get More—

also

If an x-ray picture is indicated and you care to have it
taken, it will be charged for at reduced clinic rates. A spe
cially trained x-ray technician will be tn attendance.

M.G.M. Crime Does Not Pay
Subject. “Forbidden Passage”

^KHVINATOR

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY—CALL 1355

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

“ROAD TO ZANZIBAR”

BED BUGS, ROACHES

Stories.

‘‘Down The Read a Piece.” by
Margaret Flint. The author of
Joan Greenlaw. Mrs. Collemer
the "Old Ashburn Place” gives us
On Rose Time.
Armour
another Maine story in this new
Constance Knight
Medicine Man.
Armour novel. The big house was empty
Ruth Sheldon
Spring Song.
Mendelssohn after the old folks had gone, leav
Sina Hansen
ing Clem and Elinor alone, and
Duet March of the Boy Scouts. Martin
Elinor, particularly, felt let down.
Sina Hansen. Mrs. Collemer
Wedding Selections.
Then Laidlaw came back—that
Norene Tibbetts
Duet—Polonaise.
Martin stimulating outsider wiio had said
Norene Tibbetts. Mrs. Collemer
June Roses.
Spaulding he loved her—and he urged upon
Patricia Hatch
her a life of greater excitement
Nocturne,
Gelbel
and activity. But. thcugh it took
Mary Hatch
Finlandia.
Sibelius time, Clem came around soon
Philip Pendleton
enough to an understanding of
Plano trio.
Marlon McDermott. Mary Hatch
himself
and the woman he loved.
Patricia Hatch
A story of Maine pecple, their quiet
Encouraging reports come from humor, their griefs and their joys.
• • • •
Bernard Thompson of this city, who
“
What
the
Citizen
Should Know
is a patient at Eastern Maine GenAbout the Army,” by Harvey 8.
sral Hospital.
Ford. An informative account for
civilians cf the army’s organiza
tion, the development and func
tion of the general staff, and the
eligibility, training, and duties of
FRIENDSHIP
officers and enlisted men. Chap
Wednesday, May 14
ters on the air corps, armored
force, and artillery, as well as
At 8.00 o'clock
medical service, chemical war
fare, and ordnance.
“HIS GIRL FRIDAY”

Hedda Hopper

Ambulance Servict

Ambulance Service

Overture from opera "William

ARTHUR D. OGILVIE

BENEFIT BEANO
I. O. O F. HALL
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
Bargain Prices, 2 Cards 15c
Good for 16 Games
Plenty of Good Prizes
Door and Attendance Prizes

FUNERAL HOME

Shepherds Lullaby.
Armour
Douglas Green
Tire Wandering Minstrel.
Armour
Mary Kennedy
Old English Nursery Rhyme.
Rolfe
Carlton Apollonlo
Cradle Song,
Brahms
Jane Carter
Norwegian Songs (the native
costume).
Sina Hansen

Short

"The Redemption of Democracy,"
by Heimarm Rauschning.
The author's first book. "The
Revolution of Nihilism" told wiiat
he learned from first-hand ex
perience about Hitler and the
men who made up the Nazi party
—and the evil tiiat would befall
the world were their ideas to
spread. Now he ventures into the
future and shows what? England
and America can do to secure
themselves from the perils of the
Nazi way. The book is filled with
a reverence for the democratic
ideals and a belief in tlie ultimate
triumph cf that form of life. It
.is a book that every man and wo
man who wishes to live in our
sort of a work! will want to read.
• • • •

falls to the founder of the organiza
tion, Rev. William J. Day, who will
be the guest speaker. His subject.
“Pen Pictures of the Past and
Present," hints at a most interest
ing address. It is the last meeting
of tlie season, and following tho
custom of several years will be a
ladies' night, and the annual straw
berry festival. Officers will bo
cliosen for the coming year.

Coming: "The Ziegfeld Girl,"
“The Devil and Miss Jones.”

39 UNION STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

315-319 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

Page Fouf
recent guests at the Gay home on
Friendship street.
Mrs. Laura Teague ls visiting
her granddaughter Mrs. Warren
Pearl in Madison.
Meadowlark Troop of Girl Scouts
entertained their mothers at tea
Monday afternoon at their Main
street club room.

WALDOBORO
ft ft ft ft
MRS IOUTSE MTUUSB
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
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Several members of the Wo
man's Club are attending the Lin
coln County Union meeting in
Wiscasset today.
Mrs. James Lockery, Mrs. Ed
ward Cummings and son. Edward.
Jr., of Bath and Miss Orace Cot
ton of Revere, Mass, were guests
Sunday of Mrs. Lilia Blaney and
Miss Marcia Blaney.
Rolliston Linscott of Boston has
been visiting his mother, Mrs.
Jennie Linscott.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Robinson
of Portland were guests Sunday
of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Standish.
Everett Welt has returned to
Boston after visiting a week with
his parents Mr. and Mrs. Osborne
Welt.

Miss Adelaide Feyler and Mrs.
Audrey Mack visited recently in
Rockland with Miss Flora Fish.
Mr. and Mrs. Harris McLean of
Melrose, Mass., passed the week
end with Mr. McLean’s mother.
Mrs. Cora McLain.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Benner of
Boston arrived Saturday to spend
a few days with relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Glid
den of Melrose. Mass, spent the
weekend at their home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Weston
visited Mr. and Mrs. Claude Kelley
in Keizer Falls over the week-end.
Mrs. Gladys Grant spent the
week-end with her mother Mrs.
I. S. Bailey in Newport.
Mliss Harriet Smith and Miss
Lura Paine of Boston have been

WARREN
ft ft ft ft
ALENA L STAKfURT
Oorrespondeoft
ft ft ft ft
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Mrs May Rokes will be chair
man of the public dinner to be
served Wednesday by the E. A.
Starrett Auxiliary, SU V. Members
not solicited will furnish sweets.
Members are also requested to
take department handkerchiefs.
Ralph Crockett who has been a
patient at Togus several weeks
returned home Friday.
Mrs. Iaura Seavey is chairman
of the public supper to be served
Thursday at the Baptist Ladies’
Circle.
The Woman's Club will give an
exchange program tonight at the
Woman’s Community Club at
Union, directed by Mrs. Frank
Rowe.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Rowe of
ElLsworth were visitors Sunday at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
D. Rowe.
A crew of C.C.C boys was called
by the fire department from the
Camden Hills Camp Sunday after
noon to extinguish a fire in the
Charles Kigel pasture at North
Warren which burned over five
acres.
Perry Greene has been pre-

Park Theatre, Today, Wednesday, Thursday

•'Arkansas Judge” with the
Weaver Bros, and Elviry in the
top spots. Is a penetrating comedy,
whose most serious moments deal
with evils of idle gossip.
Judge Weaver founder of the
community and natural leader of
its affairs is distressed when the
towns people turn upon their old
neighbor and friend Mary Shoe
maker, when circumstantial evideuce points to her as a thief. The
situation is made more complex
bv the fact that Hettie Hudson,
daughter of he local banker is the

Initial Steps In Airport Construction

real thief, but Is determined to
crucify Mary in order to save his
daughter’s reputation. Included in
the outstanding cast are Spring
Byington, Veda Ann Borg and
Torn Martel. The second grand
attraction is "Here Comes Hap
piness,” a film packed with love.
laughter and action. The film is
’ based on a story of money and
matrimony that will please all
members of the family. Mildred
Coles and Edward Norris star in
J this hilarious comedy, ably sup' ported by Russell Hicks, Marjorie
■ Gateson and Richard Ainley.

Work is progressing rapidly on the new Municipal Airport at Ash Po.nt with over 100 men busy clearing
the runways of brush and heavy timber, getting ready for the graders to go to work to level the land and build
the runway foundations. The section shown here is the northwest-southeast runway and cleared of timber for
almost its entire length. The runways will be 3000 feet in length and 500 in width with a landing strip 150
feet wide hard surfaced. The barn of the Courtney Foster farm has been razed, and the house is about to be
moved to another location where it will be used for a construction office and tool house. —Photo by Cullen.

sented with the last harness worn
by ‘‘Chinook” An 1929 on the Byrd
Antarctic expedition.
The gift
comes to Mr. Greene from Arthur
T. Walden of Wonalancet, N. H.,
originator of the Chinook breed
of dogs, who was dog team driver
for Admiral Byrd on that expedi
tion. The harness suitably in
scribed, is to be worn only by the
best
specimens
in
Greene’s
Chinook team. The harness fits
”R:ki ’ perfectly. Rtki is Greene’s
lead dog.
Miss Verna Robinson is employed
at the Millsyde Lunch.
The Woman’s Club study unit
will meet at 2 o'clock Thursday
at the home of Mrs. Lula Cunning
ham. The program will include
the sketch of Edgar Guest's life
by Mrs. Carrie R. Smith and the
reading of poems by the members.
Ivy Chapter, O.ES. will conduct
the annual memorial service Fri
day at the stated meeting. Re
freshments committee is Mrs. Car
rie Smith. Mrs. Mildred Gammon
and Mrs. Laura Starrett.
Miss Lili an Russell of Cam
bridge, Mass., and Russell Smith
of Providence passed the weekend
at their home in this town.
E. A. Starrett Auxiliary, S.U.V.
will conduct a cooked food sale
Friday afternoon at the Andrew
Block. Mrs. Augusta Moon, Mrs.
Lcuella Crockett and Mrs. Edna
Jones are the committee.
Mrs. John Marshall, who has
been very ill several months, is
up and about the house.
Carl Oxton is making a trout
record this Spring, his latest catch
Friday being a 15*4-inch brook
trout, the weight of "which was one
pound and six ounces.
Mrs. Herbert Emmons returned

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW
—OF—

STEAMBOAT LORE OF THE PENOBSCOT

Thursday from Concord. Mass., STONINGTON
where,
accompanied
by Mrs.
Mavis Brown of Medford, Mass.,
Rcbert McKinley of Union, she who has been visiting her aunt Mrs.
had attended a hocked rug exhibit. Annie Richards, has returned heme.
Rev. and Mrs. Walter Smith ar
District Rebekahs Assemble
rived this week and will occupy the
A successful meeting of the dis Methodist parsonage.
Howard Ellis has employment in
trict 15. Rebekah Lodges was con
Kittery.
ducted at Mystic Rebekah Lodge,
Thirty-four applicants for auto
Saturday by Mrs. Ruth Pease of mobile licenses passed their driving
Appleton, district deputy president tests Tuesday.
with 65 registered in the afternoon
Alvin Lord passed the week-end
and 104 at the evening session.
in Hermon.
The address of welccme was de
Lucile Stinson has been visiting
livered by Mrs. Doris Overlock, her parents or two weeks.
noble grand of Mystic Lodge, the
Norman Sellers has been making
reply by Mrs. Carrie Cummings of repairs on Benjamin Tracy’s house.
Golden Rod Lodge of Appleton.
Neil MacDonald of Sunset is
The two demonstrations were painting William Keating's house.
given, one by Bethel Lodge of
Priscilla Parsons of Boston has
Union, and the other by Golden been passing a few days with her
Rod Lodge. The afternoon ques- parents Mr. and Mrs. Edward Partion period was conducted by Mrs. sens.
Marie Clark, warden of the Re- j Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Cousins and
Mrs. Howard Nerves visited Mr. and

bekah Assembly of Maine.

In the evening, the annual
memorial service was conducted
by the hostess lodge. Good Luck
Lodge of Waldcboro exemplified
the degree.
Fourteen lodges outside district
15 were represented. Among the
guests were. Mrs. Melissa Brackett

of Dixfield, president of the Re
bekah Assembly of Maine, Mrs,
Marie Clark of Millinocket War
den of the Rebekah Assemby,
Mrs. Grace Knowlton cf Belfast,
Secretary of the Rebekah Assem
bly. Mrs. Carolyn Thompson of
Bath. District deputy president of
district 10. Rebekah Lodges, Mrs.
Ruth Pease, district deputy presi
dent of district 15. Rebekah Ledges.
Mrs. Belle Lewis of Auburn, and
Mrs. Alice Palmer of Belfast, both
of whem are past presidents of

1 Mrs. Richard Howell at Quodtiy re
) cently.
1 James Stinson has bought GiegorX Merchants speed boat.
Mi-, and Mrs. Clarence Welch and
Katherine Ncvells were recent visi
tors in Castine.
Peari Gross is heme from Bath
and is employed at the yacht Basin.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Small passed
Sunday in Rockland.
, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Crozier
were recent visitors in Brownville.
Bennie Nelson of Lowell has been
passing a few days in town.
Frank Robbins received an $85
award at the theatre Monday.
Fred Hutchinson is having lights
installed in his hcuse.
Mrs . Annie Richardson passed
Mother’s Day with her daughter
Mrs. Sadie Powers at Deer Lsle.
Mrs. Margaret McGuffie has re
turned from a visit with relatives in
the Rebekah Assembly of Maine.
Vinalhaven.
Viola Conley passed Saturday
SPRUCE HEAD
night with her sister Ethna Conley
Allison Rarkliffe
at Tea Hill.
Allison Rackliffc, who recently
Everett Allen who passed the
died, after a lingering illness, was Winter with Mr. and Mrs. Walter
born in Rockland 26 years ago, son Coombs, is now residing with his
of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Rackliffe. grandmother Mrs. Josephine Sellers.
Hls fine personality and naturally
Friday was Seniors Day at the
happy disposition made him a great j High School, when all of the Seniors
favorite wherever he lived, and his taught the classes. Those who
early death was mourned by a host taught were Charlotte Goodrich,
of friends.
Basil Greenlaw,
Helen Gray,
For two years he was an attendant Frances Bye. Ethna Conley, Mar
at the Pownal State School, then jorie Tewksbury, Phylene Sturdee,

worked for two years as mechanic David Sturdee, James Gray, Grace
in Munsey’s Garage.
iFifield, Connie Coombs, Mabel HasHe leaves his wife, Madeline kell and Shirley MacDonald.
Raynes. his parents, two sisters, two The Congregational Calendar
brothers, and grandmother.
I Club is giving a May Festival Fri-,’J

—
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Nation’s Grangers
The newest innovation in the
postal service of the United States
is the “highway mall coach,” which
is a veritable postofflee on wheels.
The first of these coaches was put
into service between Washington,
D. C., and Harrisonburg. Va., Feb.
10, and has been making daily
trips between these points since
then. Operated cn the same basis
as the railway mail service, the
mails are carried cn large bustype truck, completely equipped
with all facilities for sorting,
handling and dispatch that are
included in railway postal cars.
Following the British victory
over the Italian fleet during the
closing days of March, marine un
derwriters announced reductions
in war risk rates to and from Easttern Mediterranean and Red Sea
ports. The rate on shipments to
and from Greece, Syria, Palestine
and Turkey via the Cape of Good
Hope and the Suez Canal was re
duced from 10 percent to IM per
cent. On shipments to and from
Alexandria, via the Cape of Good
Hope and the Suez, the rate of
7V4 percent was cut to 6 percent.
On shipments from the United
States to Iceland by American
and Icelandic vessels, the rate was
doubled, advancing frem 114 to
214 percent. The rates on imports
from Iceland to the United States
by American and Icelandic vessels
remains unchanged at 1‘4 perenet.
One of the worst state highway
barriers in the country was elim
inated recently when Governor
O Daniel of Texas approved an act
raising the gross weight limit on
motor trucks to 38,000 pounds. The
former load1 limit for trucks in
Texas was 7000 pounds.
Any
heavier load than that was sup
posed to put an unreasonable
strain cn the highway. There was
an exception providing that 14,000
tons could be carried, in going to
or from the nearest railroad 'sta
tion.
The Tennessee Legislature re
cently increased the gross weight
limit for trucks from 24,000 to
30.000 pounds.
On May 31 the wheat growers of
the country will be asked to de
cide the question whether or not
marketing quotas should be estab
lished. While corn, cotton and
tobacco farmers have been par
ticipating in such referenda un
der the Triple A. this will be the
first time that the wheat growers
have been asked to pass on mar
keting quotas. Every farmer af
fected by the quota will liave one
vote, whether he grows wheat on
20 or on 20.000 acres. Quotas will
be put into effect only If twothirds of all wheat farmers voting
approve it. According to offleia!
figures, there is enough export
wheat in the world for nearly
three years. We have a huge sur
plus of our own; Argentina, Can
ada and1 Australia also have big
surpluses. Under these circum
stances, it appears quite 1 kely that
marketing quotas will be approved.

day and Saturday afternoons at
Odd Fellows hall. The booths will
be: Aprons, Katherine Cleveland
and Vallie Smith; fancy work, Bes
sie Judkins, Colista Sawyer; cake,
Lillian Noyes and Sarah Spofford;
ice cream, Eva Gray, Muriel Jud
kins and Josie Sellers; cookies and
brownies; Hester Warren and Nina
Gross; candy, Sadie Eaton and
Bessie Gray; breads and hot rolls;
Jellies and Jams; Iola Robbins and
Charlene Crozier; Glenna Spofford
will act as balloon girl.
Hazel Barter will serve tea Fri
day. Cafeteria supper will be served
Saturday from 5 to 7 in charge of
Dorothea Dunton and Mabel Bill
ings.
Frank Sweeney
Frank Sweeney died at hls Oceanville home May 5 at the age of 63
He was a native of Frankfort, son
of Jane Cullen and Patrick Sweeney,
and had resided here about 10 years.
He is survived by his wife and
five sons, Frank of Detroit, Patrick
of New Bedford, Haven, Fernan
and John who live at home; and
one grandchild.
Requiem Mass was celebrated at
St. Mary's Catholic Church.

UNION
“BELFAST"

“Steamboat Lore” will tell in vivid pictures and informal yet authentic words
the intriguing story of the rugged days of steam on the Penobscot.

See the old

steamers once again. Learn of their intimate doings and of the trail blazing men

who ran them.
“Steamboat Lore” begins with the “Maine” and the “Patent” — carries
through the roaring days of the growth of steam to the Golden Age of the
“nineties” with its wars and its amazing development—and continues down the
sunset trail to the present. You will know these boats—and love them, too.

It is the story of “Steamboat Days” revised, augmented, with many addi
tional pictures and stories.
Copies ordered for November delivery, $3.50.

JOHN M. RICHARDSON
The Courier-Gazette
ROCKLAND,

MAINE

Edward Everett Horton, as Flo Ziegfeld's press agent, has just per
suaded Charles Winninger to allow hls daughter, Judy Garland, to join
the “Follies.” .As a result, he Ls reluctantly forced to try one of Wlnninger’s cigars! The scene is from “2ieg-feld Girl,” starring Miss Garland
with James Stewart. Hedy Lamarr And Lana Turner, in the most mag
nificent musical to come out of Hollywood since “The Great Ziegfeld,”

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. Davis of
Rockland were week-end guests of
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Burkett
The St. Cecelia choir went to
Rockland Sunday night to sing at
the church there, under leadership
of Mrs. Ross and Mrs. Burgess.
The W.C.T.U. meets Thursday at
2.30 with Mrs. Laura Daniels The
Missionary Societies of the Metho
dist and Nazarene Churches are in
vited.
Mrs. Hilda S. Stockbridge of Ap
pleton has been employed by Mrs.
Bertha Bryant the past week.
Work has begun on the founda
tion for the Creighton storehouse.
Mrs. Sadie Burgess visited Thurs
day at the home of her son In South
Union.
Mrs. Pearl Athearn ls night oper
ator at the telephone exchange.
Robert F, Clark ls visiting his
cousin. Mrs. Effie Rowell, at iBurkettville for a few days.
The missionary meeting was held
Thursday at the home of Mrs. Jen
nie Thurston, after which lunch was
served. The next meeting will be
With Mrs Ross

Every-Other-DaV

'Vinalhaven
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After the meeting of Ocean nJ
Rebekah Lodge tonight there v.
* birthday party. Members a:
miested to take a filled May bn
The new Methodist district
intendent Rev Herbert Aldrlcl
Augusta preached Sunday at tj
Church. Hla theme tor ,1.
o’cleek service was m keep
Mother’s Day. “Forego, not a
,nd good woman, for her t
above gold.” It was a 1110-1 a
intgjressive sermon. There
,‘ipecial selection b\ the quart J
also by the vested choir Tl I
tendance was la.ge At the 1 j
service Rev. Herbert Aldrich I
cn the -subject, “The relatioi.l
man's upreach to hls outre]
Mrs. Blanche Kittredge wa
The chcir sang several set,
The organist for the evenln |
louifc Burgees; for mornin.
Leola Smith. While the
tendent was in town he wa)
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar C I.am
returned Monday to Augu t.
Mai"saret Kinley and
Black were Rcckland visitor

Join Now, While Quantity Lasts!

KENWOOD BLANKET CLUB

Sale $9.95
Buy this famous KENWOOD ARONDAC BLANKET
on the club plan. We will hold it for you and deliver
when you want it. You pay only 50c a week for 20

urday.

weeks.

Harry Wilson wen Satu
Norridgewock to visit his da |
Mrs. Harold Clark.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon .Arc]
Bruce returned Saturday
Kockland. Mr Arc;, hai
I
Uent at Knox Hospital tl
week.
Harold Vinal of New York
Saturday at his Summer hoin
Moors,'’ on J.ane’s Island
Mrs. Ola Ames went Wedm
Scituate, Mass
Marguerite Clayter left Sa
for Washington. D. C.
E. G Carver and grandson

A very popular Kenwcod Blanket of strong, firm
weave and thick, soft nap. Made of specially select
ed fleeces to provide the utmost in blanket value.
Very warm and exceptionally long wearing.
All Wool—treated to
resist moths.
Green, Peach, ('open, Rose

GRAND FOR . . .
BRIDES’ GIFTS
BIRTHDAYS
YOUR OWN USE

Wine, Cedar Tan, Gold

CLUB PLAN—50c down, 50c a week

jr., returned Friday from
where they attended the circ

In Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUND

TO LET

LOST Sunday.—Green purse lnitln:
A W.
Between Rockland via Km;
road to Glentnere
Liberal rewarl

“A. M. W.” % Courier-Gazette

57-59

FURNISHED apartment to let. 3
rooms and piazza; also unfurnished
apartment. 4 rooms and sunporch.
FURNISHED cottage for sale at Ba\Inquire 12 Knox St.. TEL 156-W 34-tf
stde (Northport), shore front, hot and
TENEMENT to let. 5 rooms, bath. cold water, electric stove, bathroom
VP rag" J S. GARDNER. West Meadow j For further Information addre-s H
Rd., Tel. 691-M_________________ 57 59 M ROSE. Brooks. Me.____
56*58
THREE-room. furnished apartment
USED stovgs of gA' kinds for talc,
to let. heated and ltapted; continuous bought and ‘sold AC E GROTTON
hot water, electric range. Tel. 579-W i 138 Camden St., Tel 1091-W
56 ;f
FLORA COLLINS 15 Grove St
53-tf j
COW
dressing
for
sale
6
or
3
cord
CLEAN attractive rooms, centrally I
AI-FR ED CHURCH. Tel 114 J
55-57
located to let. Bath, lights, contlnu- |
8-ROOM house for sale, good con
ous hot water
TEL 1247-M
56 tf |
dltlon. paint and shingles almost new.
FOUR-room apartment to let. all bath, furnace, 2-car garage, garden
modern. Apply at Camden and Rock plot. In destraWq_ residential section
land Water Oo . TEL 634.________ 53-tf reasonable price. TF. H. WOOD. Rock
THREE room furnished apt. to let. land, Me__________________________ 57 59
adults preferred Inquire at 11 JAMES
ONE rotary White sewing machine
ST., or 12 ORANGE ST.___________ 50-tf with drop head for sale. L F. POR
57*59
FURNISHED apartment to let at TER. Rockport.
283 Main St
V. F STUDLEY. Tel
MONROE refrigerator for sale Can
1154 or Tel 330.
_________ 48-tf be seen at 42 Union St., Camden or
FURNISHED 3-room apartment with call at J. L. STAHL. 58 Rankin S'
‘iF
57*59
sun porch to let at 5 Grove St.; also 7- Clty.^.s
room house and garage at 27 Chestnut
EASY washer for sale; also piano
St. ISADORE GORDON. Tel. 299-W
melodlan. household furniture, an43-tf tlques
4 NORTH MAIN ST.
57*88
FOUR-room heated apt. to let. auto
SEED
potatoes,
seed
oats
and
grs
matic hot water
At 15 Summer St seed for sale. WALKER DELAWARE
H. M FROST. Tel 318-W
52-tf SEED STORE 70 Park St._______ 57-59
5-ROOM tenement with bath to let.
PLANTS for sale--Broocoll, cabbage,
Newly renovated. Opposite Maine Cen lettuce, ‘tomatoe, larkspur. bleeding
tral Station. Rent reasonable. Inquire heart, pansies,*- fOrget-me-nots, can
M ARMATA. The Men’s Shop. Main terbury bells, etc. Will have all kinds
& Park St«., Rockland.
52-tf of plants next.mpnth. Tel. 671-J. E
A DEAN RodrtWWrt
___________ 57-62
SEED green mountain potatoes tor
sale, grown from certified seed in
1940. $1.25 per bushel. H E SMITH
DRIVER salesman wanted
Steadv North Cushing. Me.. Tel. Thomast vi
year around Job. Good pay, time and 189-31_____________________________ 57*59
a half for work over 40 hours Excel
SEWING
machines
and
vacuum
lent chance for promotion. Monthly e’eaners repaired—all makes; reason
bonus to man who produces results. able cost
Satisfaction guaranteed
Product ls a staple article, oldest and Estimates free
P O. BOX 157. Can largest seller In the state Not an ap den. Me.
56*58
pliance or insurance Job. Applicant
ONE
double
ender
for
sale,
14
feet
must be 25-35 and married Have high
school education Must give two char three row boata, 12 feet; all new n
acter references and names of last A WHITMORE, Rockport, Tel 259?
three employers. Interview will be ____________________________________ 56*58
arranged for the best qualified Ad
DARK loam for sale $2.50; crushed
dress your letter to "A. 8.” care of rock. $2 a load.
LUSTER SEAVEY
The Courier-Gazette.
57-59 Tel
1085-J. Rockland___________ 56*58
EXPERIENCED hair dresser wanted
STRAWBERRY plants for sale at
Please give full particulars.
Write Glen Cove. Premier (Howard 17i.
“C.” care Courier-Gazette.
57-59 Dunlap, $1 per 100
W C LUFKIN
56*58
ROOFING work, wanted. Staging R D.. Rockland. Tel _44-3
furnished. Free estimate. WILLIAM
F.ARX.Y oabbage and tomato plants
YOUNG. JR., Thomaston. St, Tel for sale.
CaJl 1214-W or CHARLES
591-M.
57-59 WADE. 70 Waldo Ave
56-58
135 PRESERVING Jars for sale’
RESPONSIBLE young girl wanted,
willing to learn cooking and do down Mostly quarts. Lot sold cheap MR-H
stairs work In family of man and wife, F, O CORMIER 17 Crescent St _ 56*58
little girl. Infant and young nurse.
STRAWBERRY plants for sale. How
Only
slight
experience
necessary.
NELSON MOODY
Wages $10 weekly.
Tel Georgetown ard Seventeens.
Appleton
Ridge.
56*58
2-3 or write BOX 15. Popham Beach.
____________________________________ 57-59
NEW milch cow and calf for sale.
Cobbler and
POSITION wanted as pastry cook Ouensey and Holstein
Have had boys camp and hotel ex Green mountain seed potatoes W I
MERRIAM.
Tel.
8-5.
Union.
56*58
perience. Best of references. Write
MRS. M G GRAY. 19 Union St..
STRAWBERRY-plants for rde Pre
Waterville. Me.
57*59 miere and Oatsklllls. $5 per thousand
IF you life to Draw. Sketch or Paint OSCAR HOLMBBRG East Warren R’
— Write for ad In Mlscellaneius 137.________________________________ 56*58
column, “F. S." care The Courier-Ga
SBCOND-hand furniture for sale
zette.
57*59 Bureaus, chairs, gas stoves. tabl*k
Apply
34 FULTON ST___________ 55-57
MODEL A Ford roadster wanted,
cash. Contact HENRY FISHER, "Sinll
FORD coupe. 1939. for sale; a
Ing Cow’’, Camden.
56-58 spring tooth harrow; new Howe -e»
C J FROST. Waldo
MOTHER'S helper wanted at 115 Ing machine
LIMEROCK ST
56 58 boro._________________________________ 55*57
TESTED seed from the most rel la hi''
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
called for and delivered T J. FLEM growers at tha oldest seed store h»
ING. 19 Birch St.. Tel. 212 W.
56-tf the city. C. C TIBBETTS. 288 Mai”,
St______ ,_________________________ _ 52 tf
MODERN 8-room house at 22 l.tnd
sey St . for sale to fettle estate A R
BACHELDER, 110 Union 8t
52-'/
I have some nice new sauer kraut
CLEMENTS Red Chicks and ClemEDWIN A
cross pullet chicks are available for at my house. 3 lbs 25c
52 Y
shipment during April and May. Why DEAN Rockland, Tel 671-J
not have the most profitable strains
FERTILIZER, bone meal, nitrate
at reasonable prices? Hatched In the soda and greenhouse special for ynur
best equipped sanitary hatchery in lawns and flowers Tel after 5 p ni
the State. Personal attention to every 347-M. V. L. PACKARD. 45 Granite S'
order. Send a postal card for free 1651-tf
page Illustrated catalog and price list
CEKllri
Au
Oreen
Mountain
p
’’
Tel. Winterport 39-24 collect for rush
orders.
CLEMENTS BROS. FARMS toes fot sale, SPROWL BROTHER5
______ 81-W
Winterport. Me.
41-58 Searsmont.
BIRD houses, trellises, fencing. !n
stock and built to order C. L RAYE
Prescott St.
57’62
DARK loam for sale, first class d't
llvered RICHARD MAKIE Tel 553-M
NOTICE To Mariners: You are here
48*59
by advised that under date of Mav West Meadow Rd.
12. 1941. the Director. Bureau of Navi
1937 FORD coupe for sale, good con
gation & Marine Inspection Wash
dition. not used for 2 years A real
Ington, D C., has authorized the buy only $210 TEL Warren 3 41 48 if
change of the name of the 8.S Red
RICH dark loam for sale for flo**/
Jacket (238891) to the 8 8 Santa
Monica. J. T. Sylvester. Collector of gardens and lawns. Delivered Sms'
Customs.
37.60 amount of loam can be bought «’
residence for house plants. WILL'AM
Notice; I will pay only ANDERSON. West Meadow Rd R*l’
8,^ntr^ted by ntywlf from May land, Tel 1245
46*51-«
13. 1941.
LAWRENCE ORCUTT JR
FARM.
41*2
acres
for
sale.
7-rnctn
57* It
house, barn, garage, good well, e’.w
*?’,
40 Dr*w- Sketch or trie pump and lights, gravel pit
—Write foe Talent Test (No wood lot. same lumber 20 acres, b'.ut£***• Give age and occupation
"F. berries, flne buildings
Price $2100
S
care The Courler-Oazette. 57*5» V F. STUDLEY, 283 Main St
D1,
45-tf
CURTAINS nicely done. 30c pair. 1154 or 330
Tinting. 10c extra.
Ill PLEASANT
40-ACRE farm for sale ln Washing’
51______________ ___________________52-tf ton. wood and lumber Would exch«n8f
for
property ln Thomaston or Rock
LAWN mowers sharpened Called for
and delivered Prompt service. $125. land. C M OVERLOCK. 135 Home’
44-jf
H H CRIE & CO . 328 Main St . TeL 8t . Tel. 774-M
205. City.
51 tf
Hard wooa per foot, fitted. »' 5®;
M. B. A C 0
MEN. Women! Want Vim? Stlmu- Sawed, tl 40; long. $1.30. ”
j2-tf
Unte ln Ostrex Tonic Tablets pep up PERRY. Tel. 487
bodies lacking Vitamin B-l, Iron Cal
hard ooal. egg, atove. nu»
cium. Phosphorus Introductory alee •14.50 per ton. del. Houaehold eoft «*■
only 35c. Call, write C. H MOOR <Sc W per ton. del. Nut slae New River
*70, and all other good drug stores.
££!*««»«» W ton del. M. B
52*62 Ol. PERSY, 51# Main st.. TW. 487 53-U

Make
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FOR SALE

TEJ
Ameriq

WANTED

Eggs And Chicks

MISCELLANEOUS

• Look at the
outmeasures th<
longest inside —h|
seating width,
room and front
doors! Larger
completely Nl W
siblc by ’’SLOV. •
— plus improvonew stabilizer, a
Only lor !
|
power, extra smu
economy of its
pay you to mec
“Measuring Sti<
present car ... an)
really tempting |
NOTE: FIRST IN
The big 19 11 I • »r
in this year's big, *1

< ,in\OO 1 cooooiy 'T

BE WISE-BUY NO
For the best dl
in town, see
local Ford Deal
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I

M
kocklJ

Every-Other-Day

I

Every-Other-Day

JNE'S
.asts!

CLUB

wool.

DAC BLANKET W
you and deliver
,c a week for 20

H*1

,f strong, firm
Specially selectblanket value.
Bring.
IND FOR • • •
IRIDES* GIFTS

birthdays
Ol lt OWN USE

)c a week

AND FOUND
hiday- Green purse Initials
ftw en Rockland via Kean
Glenmere Liberal reward
Courler-Gnzette 57-59

SALE
IED cottage for sale at Bayiport). shore front, hot and
electric stove, bathroom
r information address H
Brooks Me.
56* 58
oves of YuT kinds for sale,
d sold
C E GROTTON.
n

St . Tel.

1091-W

56 If

s-mg for sale 6 or 3 cord'
HU RCH. Tel. 114 J._____ 55- 57

"house for sale, good con
it and shingles almost new.
ia;-e 2-car garage, garden
■ labia. residential section.
pr.ee
F H WOOD. Rock________________ 57 59

Vinalhaven Lions

one that he is making to Grassy
Ledge, near North Haven, where the MONHEGAN
State is going tot do some rodent Capt. and Mrs. Earl Field and
and mother, Mrs. Hannah
ft ft ft ft
Remember Former Mem exterminatian. Grassy Ledge is the son,
Richards went Saturday to New
ICHS OSCAR O. LAMB
breeding
ground
of
the
eider
duck,
ber Who Is In Soldiers’
one of the very few in this country, Harbor. They will visit Capt. and
Correspondent
Camp, and Hit the Pins
and the State and Federal Govern Mrs. Field’s daughter, Betty at Lee
Academy.
After the meeting of Ocean Bound Meeting at the Unicn Church ves ments are both very much worried
Mrs. Irene Davis and son Norman
Jtoekah l odge tonight there will be try last Thursday night the Vinal , over the effect the rats are having went to North Edgecomb last week.
cn
the
breeding
of
this
rare
and
Kbirtj„uy party. Members are reMrs. Davis will spend a week with
unusual duck.
11 ,,-vted to take a filled May basket. haven Lions Club, after lifting the
Some very favorable reports have her parents Mr. and Mrs. Lester
roof a few inches while practicing
The new Methodist district supersome new sengs, put in some time come frem those who have seen Bennett.
Capt. Leslie Davis went to Port
,ntendent Rev. Herbert Aldrich pf and blunted quite a few pencils as the State's pictures of its native
Clyde
last week with a trip of lob
Augusta preached Sunday at Union
they completed their post card wild life and a full attendance of
Church- His theme ifor the 11 shewer to Lion Donald Poole who Club members is expected. A com sters.
Miss Elva Brackett has gone to
oclcck service was in keeping with is stationed at Ft. Bragg. N. C. Lion mittee has charge of the special ar
Portland
on business. Mrs. Helen
y-’thcr' Day. “Forego, not a wise
Don writes that all is not love and rangements. On account of the
‘„d u,;cd woman, for her grace is kisses in the Army, and his fellow State Convention there is no meet Stevens is substituting in the post
office during Miss Brackett’s ab
Toove gold.” It was a most able and I club members thought a word from ing scheduled for May 22.
-□re
■.? sermon.
There was a ■ them wculd be appreciated.
After the meeting the directors sence. Linwood A Davis is assist
ing.
"aeciai - i f tion by the quartet and
Plans for tiie State Convention in met some routine matters disposed
Mrs. .Martha Trefethren went to
a-.o !’■' t-'-p vested choir.
The at Poitland, May 22-23 were discussed of and a donation was voted to help
tendant' • was large. At the evening and it is expected that a sizable furnish the recreation room of the Thomaston recently.
Mrs. Frederick Dorr Steele of
e: v,
Ret, Herbert Aldrich spoke delegation will go from Vinalhaven. soldiers stationed in Portland Har
New
York has opened her cottage
cn the object, “The relation of a Another matter which came up for bor.
fcr
the
Summer season.
nai; upreach to his outreRch.’’ discussion was the holding of a spe
Malcolm Hopkins cf Worcester,
Miss
Elva
Brackett received word
pl.tr. he Kittredge was soloist, cial meeting May 15 in order to have Mass., was the cnly guest. Follow
that
her
niece
Miss Gladys Hutch
heir sang several selections. the privilege of seeing some of the ing tiie breaking up of the meeting
ins
was
married
in December to
ThP r inist for the evening was wild life pictures sponsored by the seme of the Lions who did not want Hadley McClain of Kennebunkport,
Lou
Burge.-- ; for morning, Mrs. Inland Fisheries and Game Depart, to rush right home and get between j Mr. and Mrs. McClain are now reLeci.i Smith. While the superin- ment of the State of Maine and the sheets, landed at the Cascade i siding in that town.
tP, (; .• wa .n town he was gife.-t of shown in charge of Joe Stickney. bowling alleys where the Lions who
The Utility boat of the U. S. Coast
y, t I Mrs. Oscar C. Lane. He While in Augusta some time ago, could bcwl did so and those who i Guard station at Burnt Island
retu;:."d Monday to Augusta
Past King Lion O. V. Drew made couldn't went through the motions. called here last Tuesday bringing
The score:
Margaret
Kinley
and
Phyllis arrangements with Stickney for the
Morong of South Portland,
The Four Lions—Ames 226, Hop Fred
Black were Rcckland visitors Sat- showing, the trip coinciding with
machinist.
Mr Morong came to
kins 256, Webster 223. Sanborn
I urday
inspect the lens at the light sta
284;
total
989.
Harry Wilson went Saturday to ball games. Enroute they visited in
tion, returning to the mainland the
The Lions Four—Bennett 249,
Xorr.dgewcck to visit his daughter, Portland.
same day.
Lane 245, Gilchrist 224. Carver 237;
jlrs Harold Clark.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dyer ar
Mrs. Ernest Clayter and Carlene I total 955.
M- .md Mrs. Leon .Arey and son Young have returned from Fairfield.
rived Friday, and have opened
returned Saturday from
their cottage at Lobster Cove. Mr.
Vinalhaven High wras defeated Fri
Rockland Mr. Arey has been a pa day by Thomaston.
MINTURN
and Mrs. Dyer spent the Winter in
Portland.
tient at Knox Hospital the past
Harold Haskell and Bernard School Notes
Earl Field, Jr., and Alfred Stan
Ericson returned Monday to Whit
geek.
Grammar School—Fcr first half
Kar‘ I I Vinal of New York arrived insville, Mass., having been in town cf term those receiving all A s were ley went to New Harbor, Boothbay
gaturciav at his Summer home, “The to spend Mother's Day.
David Turner ar.Vl Alton Sprague; Harbor and Friendship recently.
Mogi
cn Line’s Island
Mrs. Albert Wooster is guest of all As but one—Dorothy Johnson, Returning with them < was Miss
Mr.-. Ola Ames went Wednesday to her daughter, Mrs. Chester Dyer, in Richard Jellison, Charles McHenan, Mary Packard, R N.. of Friendship.
Miss Packard graduated from the
Sc.tuate, Mass
North Haven.
Ramona Davis, Sheldon Carlson.
Marguerite Clayter left Saturday
The Lions Club will hold its next
Not absent cne-half day—Sheldon Maine General Hospital last Feb
Ifor Washington, D. C.
meeting at Lee Shore Country Club. Carlson, Kenneth Turner, Dorothy ruary.
What is redder than red? Ask
E G Carver and grandson Albei t,
F L. Roberts and G A. Lawry re Johnson. Arlene Davis, Richard Jel
“
Torn
” Orne. A few days ago a
jr returned Friday from Boston turned Friday from the Masonic lison, Charles McHenan, Ramona
resident
caught a glimpse of
. pre they attended the circus and Grand Lodge meetings in Portland.
Davis, David Turner, Norma Stan
“Thoms’’ truck through the trees
ley.
Leaders in spelling contest— and mistook it for a scarlet
Richa’d Jellison, Dorothy Johnson, tanager.
Ramona Davis.
Primary Room—all As: Altha NORTH WARREN
Mrs. Verna Wiley recently visi
Orcutt.
June
Sadler,
Juliette
ted
her daughter. Mrs. Walter
j Bridges, Etta Buswell, Beverly
| Joyce, Rcnald Dunham, Dorothy Feyler in Union.
Mrs. Laura Daniels of Unicn
Davis, Franklin Johnson, Lester
Kent. All As but one, Marion ! spent a few days the past week
with Mrs. C. A. Webb.
Turner.
White Oak Grange was repre
Not absent—Juliette Bridges, Vernard Stinson, Dorothy Davis. Rcn sented by 11 members at the Po

VINALHAVEN

Make Tea - Easily

SALAM
TEA-BAGS
America’s Finer Tea

ald Dunham, Beverly Joyce, Frank

mona Grange in Hcpe.

lin Johnson.
John Poulakka is employed at
Leaders in spelling contest—June the Camden shipyard.
Sadler, Dorotny Davis, Beverly
Edward Rcss of Washington was
Joyce. Lester Kent.
a caller Thursday at C. W. Mank’s.
A crew of men are working at
Read The Courler-Oazette

C. W. Robinson's sand pit.

ary White sewing machine
head for sale. L. F. POR-

;port.__________________ 57*59
I refrigerator for sale. Can
42 Union St . Camden, or
L STAHI.. 58 Rankin A’
57‘59

va her for sale; also piano,
household furniture, anNORTH MAIN ST,
57*68
otatoes. seed oats and gra-s
-ah
WALKER DELAWARE
)RE 70 Park St ______ 57-59
for sale Broccoli, cabbage,
lomatoe, larkspur, bleeding
insies,1 forget-me-nots,

can-

ell^ etc Will have all kinds
next month. Tel. 671-J. E
RocldWfd _________
57-62,
trren mountain potatoes for
wn from certified seed in
per bushel H. E SMITE
rung, Me Tel. Thomsrton
______________________ 57*59

Ford OutnusuKS the "other two"

IN 8 MAJOR DIMENSIONS!
See the MAN with the ORANGE “MEASURING STICK”... Learn About Ford’s New Bigness!

machines
and
vacuum
repaired all makea; reasonlt
Satisfaction
guaranteed
ire
P O BOX 157. Cam-

56* 58
14 fept;
boat*, 12 feet: all new n
MORE, Rockport. Tel. 2M»
■ ■ ' nder for salp.

______________ 56*58

im for sale J2.50; crushed
load
I.HSTER. SEAVEY.
I. Rockland___________ 56*58

7

KRRY plants for sale at
r
Premier
(Howard
171,
[>er 100
W C. LUFKIN
kiand. Tel 44-3______ 56*58

I

nbbage and tomato plants
f all 1214-W or CHARI
Waldo_Aye___________ 56-58
1ESERVING- Jars for sale
lartLot sold e.heap MTS
IMIER 17 Crescent St 56*58

L '41 FORD outrneasores

RRY planta for sale. How
ens.
NELSON
MOODY,
d ge.____________ ___ __ 56*58

!i row and calf for sale,
d Holstein
Cobbler ana
tain seed potatoes. W I
Tel 8-5. Union.____ 56*58
RRY~p"lant.s for asle Prev-klllls. $5 per thousand

MBERG, East Warrerv^
land furniture for *»■'’
lairs, gas stoves, 'a,sJUTON ST
55-5».
jpe" 193o' for sale. »I*n
harrow, new Howe ^e»

C

J. FROST. W.ndo-

»ed from the most relish1'
the oldest seed
C TIBBETTS. 288 MsW
8-room house at 22 Dr,j*
ale to settle estate. A “

■ 110 Union St

5£u

me nice new
*'
e 3 lbs 25c
EDWIN J.
land. Tel. 671-J
52 R. bone meal.
■enhouse special for
iwers
Tel. after 5 P "
PACKARD. 45 Oranlt*^
ED-Green Mounts inPSL’
sale
SPROWL BROTHERS-,,

trellises. fenclnk-^1
1 built to order. C. L RJ\.g2
it
•* - loam for sale, first classRICHARD MAKIE. Tel 5W
houses,

the " other

;

See no* the
FORD

• Look at the chart—sec how Ford

BISKS'

outmeasurcs the "other two.” It’s the
longest inside—has the greatest total
seating width. You get extra kneeroom and front head-room. Wider
doors! Larger windshield! Try its

SBAUNO

completely NEW RIDE . . . made pos
sible by "SLOW-MOTION SPRINGS”
— plus improved shock absorbers,
new stabilizer, a more rigid frame.
Only Ford gives you the extra
power, extra smoothness and proved
economy of its V-8 engine. It will
pay vou to meet the man with the
"Measuring Stick”. . . bring your
present car... and find out about our

MD WNDOWSl

kND*t**'

really tempting "deal.”

NOTE: FIRST IN PROVED ECONOMY!
T he big 1941 Ford was first in its class
in this year’s big, official Gilmore-Grand
( anyon Economy Run.

EE WISE-BUY NOW!

adow Rd.__________________ " -

)RD coupe for sale, good
lot used for 2 years, a
.
8210 TEl. Warren_3 41 * ...
_irk loam for sale for
and lawns. Deliveredof loam can be boug rM
for house plants.
in West Meadow Rd ■ a
1245__________________
♦1>, acres
6K
m garage, good wen. flnf
> and lights, gravel pn
f.
same lumber 20 acres.
,ne buildings
Price.
I*1
d
IDLEY. 283 Main St
farm for sale In
and lumber Would e*cRoc»rty In Thomaston or
f,
M OVERLOCK. 135
,f
774-M_________ .___ -jrljr
wooa per foot. ««*»•„£
40 ~ lor:
loti $1.30.' M. B- • 52-tf
1 40;
Tel 487
Btt*
store- -o»J
_ hard ooal, «id
eort
r ton, del. Household **
n. del Nut .l«e
^ned $9 ton del.
tsn

r

Y. 519 Malo St..
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For the best deal
in town, see your
local Ford Dealer!

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
~ -a.ar. TFI.FFHONE 475
ROCKLAND, MAINE, TELEPHONE

ss

WALDOBORO, MAINE TELEPHONE 01

root ocAia flisr xowtcosrjmdcaic
fob

km

QUEER BOATS, THESE ARE

-- „
........... . !
-- - -«
MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST
Monday through Friday at 1.M P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG. Worcester; WCSH. Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN. Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.

Corn Meal Sticks—One cup corn
We picked up a few ideas for you
meal,
*4 cup boiling water, 2 eggs,
at the Culinary Show’ week before
well beaten, 1 tablespoon melted
last though mest of us aren’t likely
Land O’ Lakes butter, milk. 2 tea
to turn out the ornate and grand spoons baking powder, ■« teaspoon
iose concoctions hotel chefs labor Sterling salt, 1 tablespoon sugar.
Scald corn meal in boiling water
; over. There was a neat idea in
one of the cocktail snacks the Hotel and let stand awhile to soften Add
eggs, butter and enough milk to
Statler let everyone sample. Cooked make a batter (net too thin). Add
rice and raisins, flavored with rum, baking powder, salt and sugar. Beat
rolled in little balls and then egg thoroughly. Pour into well greased
1 and crumbs and deep fat fried, bread-stick pans Bake in moder
i Try them as dessert with lemon or ate oven (375 degrees F.) for 25
minutes. Makes 12 sticks.
rum sauce.
Baked Kidney Beans. Spanish
A hint of garlic salt or juice add Style—One large can Friend's Brick
ed to canned salmon gives another Oven Baked Kidney Beans. 1 cup
Statler canape the “touch" and you canned tomatoes, drained, 1 table
might remember it when making spoon chopped onion, 2 tablespoons
salmon sandwiches. Chopped chick chopped green pepper, 8 bacon
en. hard cooked egg, green pepper slices.
and pimiento . . . curry-seasoned, Open beans and place in buttered
made another different snack, but casserole.
Arrange tomatoes on
the same combination would be top of beans. Sprinkle top with
good as a sandwich filling.
onion, green pepper, and dash of
Sometime when you have Crown salt. Arrange raw bacon slices on
Roast of Lamb for a dinner party top. Bake in moderate even (375
encircle it with small glazed onions, degrees F.) about 30 minutes, or
then alternate radiating strips of until bacon is crisp. Serves four.
carrct, white turnip and asparagus Scalloped Tcmatoes De Luxeand fill in the ends of your best One No. 3 can tomatoes, 4 table
silver platter with green peas or spoons Land O' Lakes butter. 4
mint jelly. Lovely effect. Jellied tablespoons Ceresota flour. 4 table
tongue or veal loaf could wear a spoons sugar,
cup bread crumbs,
garnish of tomato baskets filled broken but not sifted, 1 cup light
with pineapple and garnished with cream, pinch of seda
mint leaves . . . another blend of
Put tomatoes in a saucepan.
nice colors and flavors.
Cream the butter and fleur to
A beautiful bronzed baked ham gether, add a little juice from the
on its silver platter was garnished tomatoes, then the sugar. Add to
with small, chunky pineapples, the tomatoes, then add the crumbs,
split lengthwise, spines left intact, soda and the cream last. Season
hollowed out and filled with fresh to taste and serve hot. Serves six.
fruits and garnished with red and
Chccolate Peppermint Tapioca—
green
cherries. The ham, of course, One egg yolk. 2 cups milk, 3 table
Grass boats sailing on Lake Titicaca in Bolivia at 12,500 feet above sea
level No rope, canvas, boards or iron cf any kind used. It is sewed to was to be served cold and the fruits spoons quick-cooking tapioca, dash
gether with cither hide or grass rope. The blocks for hoisting sails is made cculd be marinated in Fiench of Sterling salt, 1 egg white, stiffly
out of hardwood. They claim these boats have been made the fame way dressing and supply the salad.
beaten, V4 cup crushed peppermint
At the Maine dinner Arthur Race sticks.
for *000 years.—Photo furnished by Captain William II. W’incapaw.
of the Copley-Plaza gave his guests
Mix egg yolk with milk, then add
small lobster tails stuffed with lob tapioca and salt. Place over rapid
TENANT’S HARBOR
APPLETON RIDGE
ster in cocktail sauce, a luscious ly boiling water and heat until
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. (Romkey and thin Cream of Mushroom Soup, ,scalded. then cock about live min
Roland Edgecomb and family
were recent guests of Mrs. Lizzie William F. Iliffe of Belmont. breast of duckling with Cumberland utes, stirring frequently.
Cocl
Mass., and Mrs. Lillian Sheehy of : sauce . . . the one made with melt- slightly and fold in eg4 white and
Edgecomb in South Montville.
Watertown, Mass., are spending a ■ed currant jelly, crange rind, stock
Rev. and Mrs. Clark and daugh week at their cottage. They had and sherry . . . sweet potato slices candy. Chill. Serve with Kre-Mel
ter Winona were visitors in Levant as week-end guest9 Mr. and Mrs. candied with green grapes, string Mix chocolate sauce. Serves four.
MENU
the past week.
W.lliam Riley of Somerville, Mass. beans and Sultana Roll with Claret
Breakfast
J. Asbury Pitman of Eelfast was Edward Pease and Ernest Pease Sauce. Any ideas there for your
Chilled Pineapple Juice
a recent caller in this neighborhood. have been gradrg the grounds Spring dinner party?
JDropped Eggs on Toast
I could hardly wait to tell you
* Coffee
Milk
Eleanor Fuller, Eleanor Pitman abcut the Rcmkey cottage.
about the new Land O' Lakes offer.
Lunch
Charles
Hathcrn
has
empV>'and Winona Clark were in Rock
Send an Indian Head girl cut from
‘Friend’s Baked Kidney Beans,
land last Saturday, also called at ment at Sncw’s Shipyard in Land O’ Lakes Sweet Cream Butter
Spanish Style
Rcckland.
the heme of Mrs. Pitman's parents
with 25 cents, to Marjorie Milts.
’
Corn
Meal Sticks
A committal service was held at ! Yankee Network, Boston. Mass., or
in Waldcboro.
Crackers
and
Shefford Snappy
Carolyn Hart passed last week the cemetery’ Sunday fcr Mrs. your cwn station and get a melody
Cheese
Mabel Rawley Haml.n of Brad Maker Dcor Ctiimc. You attach it
end in Burkettville.
Tetley Tea
ford
(formerly cf this place* Rev. ' to your own electric doorbell in
Dr. and Mrs Hill (Florence Har
Dinner
•Meat Dumplings in Beef Brotli
rington of Exeter, Call!., and Mrs. Byrd Springer officiated. Burial two minutes and instead of a bell
your door chimes softly when it is
was in the family lot.
Crisp Crackers
Grace Marsh of San Francisco are
rung. These Melody Maker Door
Mr.
and
Mrs.
(No
’
.
man
Barter
Asparagus on Toast
Visiting Mrs. Lizzie McCorrison.
Chimes are a real dollar value, but
•Scalloped Tomatoes De Luxe
Mr. and Mrs. Clark Dearborn and daughter Miss Mary Barter and for a short two weeks, you may
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Benner at
•Chocolate Peppermint Tapioca
were callers Sunday at Frank
Coffee
tended the funeral services for have them courtesy Land O' Lakes
Hart’s.
•Recipes given.
Sumner Teel Sunday at the Ad Sweet Cream Butter. But do send
your Indian Head girl and your
Mrs. Leroy Moody and daughter vent Church, Pert Clyde.
quarter
now with your name and
Lucy were visitors Friday and Sat
Mrs. Emma Williams who spent address because this is something NEW HARBOR
urday in Augusta.
the Winter with her sister Mrs. I know ycu’ll enjoy having.
Mrs. Ellen Richardscn and sis
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Mitchell Bert Osborne of Lewi«ton has re
We re in another week of the G. ter Miss Sue Search of Exeter, N.
spent las tweekend with Mr. and turned home for the Summer.
Washington Broth Ace contest H. spent Sunday at the Savage
Mrs. Walter Sprowl in New Hamp
Miss Jennie Coolbroth of Bos right now. Send your best Summer cottage.
shire.
ton is visiting her parents Mr. recipe using G. Washington Broth
Mrs. George Gilbert and daugh
Aces, and the senders of the best ter Aarolyn visited several days
Mr. and Mrs. No:man Clark of and Mrs. Charles Coolbroth.
25 recipes each week will be win
Bath spent a few days recently at
Mrs. Grace Ccol'broth Wilson ners of handsome electric hot cups, the past week in Presque Isle ss
the heme cf his mother. Mrs. Emma and Mss Arlene Coolb’.oth are
guests of Mrs. Fred Huntley.
handy gadgets for heating a small
Clark.
employed by Mrs. Christine Dor quantity of water in a hurry just
Mrs. Helen Williams of Exeter
foena Sprague recently visited man at the Dcrmanette, Rockland. by plugging in to the nearest elec N H.. and Mrs. Annie Gardner of
her father Edgar Ripley.
A delegation from here including tric outlet.
Twenty-five prizes Cambridge, Mass., spent Wednes
Ray Taylor of Northboro, Mass., the pastor attended the young every week, and three weeks to go. day and Thursday at the Wil
is with his sister Mts. Evelyn Pit people's
conference
held
at Get in on this contest now and if liams cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard McFar
man for a few days.
Charleston Friday and Saturday. you entered last week, and didn’t
Callers Sunday at Earle Sprowl's Rev. Howard W Ferrin president win. try again. This may be the land, son Stantcn and Earl Mer
were Mr. and Mrs. Abner Grant, of Providence Bible Institute and lucky week for you. Send your G. ton attended the launching Sat
Belle Grant and Evie Perry cf this F. Carlton Bocth, song leader Washington Broth Ace Summer urday in Bath.
Mr. and Mrs. Reger Duncan cf
town. Dr. and Mrs. Hill and Mrs were in attendance. The young recipes to Marjorie Mills, Yankee
Network, Boston, or your own sta Cambridge. Mass., spent the week
pecple
frem
here
and
Pa9tcr
Grace Marsh of California. Mr
end in town
Springer were pleased to meet the tion.
Hill took several pictures.
You may still send for the 50
Several of the boys who are em
former pastor. Rev. Newell J.
Miss Barbara Bryant of Isleford Sm th and Mrs. Smith at the con flowering annual plants—it's plant ployed at the Pratt-Whitney air
was overnight guest Agcnday of ference:
ing time for most of us. To get craft factory in East Hartford.
them send 25 cents and a Oood
Miss Lucy Mloody.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Peterson Luck label from any Good Luck Conn . were in town to spend Sun
day with their parents.
entertained Saturday her brother
Subscribe to The Courfer-Oazett* Alfred Fuller and a party of dessert or Good Luck Prepared
Mother's Day service: were con
Pie Crust to Marjorie Mills. Yankee ducted Sunday at the Method'st
friends frem Tcgus.
Netwcrk. Boston, or your own sta
James Davis of Elmore recov tion. And the annual plants are Church by the pasor. Rev. V W.
ered from illness sufficiently to 10 you'd want in any garden. There Vincent. Mr. Curtis and Mrs.
attend church cn Mothers Day. are petunias, snapdragons, zinnias, Helen Reed each sang a solo end
He was given a warm greeting by cosmos, bachelor buttons, mari choir sang “My Mother’s Prayer.”
those in attendance.
golds, chrysanthemums, calendulas, It was a beaut ful and very im
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Hooper of asters and strawflowers. The plants pressive service.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter M .Fin
Malden. Mass spent the week-end are guaranteed to arrive in good
with their parents Mr. and Mrs. condition and are sturdy and land spent the week-end in Rcck
Rodney Wiley of WaHstcn and healthy. Send now and have the land with Mr. and Mrs. Lew.s
Tarr.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hooper of start of a lovely colorful garden.
Francis Gctt cf Camden spent
Free
bocks
you'd
like
for
help
in
Martinsv.lle.
menus? We can help there. A Sunday here wuth his family.
brand new Three Diamonds Crab
Mr. end Mrs. Rudolph Shea cf
NORTH HAVEN
meat recipe book, the Kemp’s Waterv Me pas ed the week-end at
Miss Beatrice Mills of Kents Hill recipe book, using Kemp’s Sun- Turtle Rock cottage.
was weekend guest of her parents, Rayed Tcmato Juice, the Nestle’s
Mrs Nellie Moon *prnt Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Mills.
Semi-Sweet recipe bocks, the Mid- w th her mother Mrs W.ibur Fc co folder, the “Quick Tricks” G. ett in Uhamberla n.
Washington Broth booklet, and the
Dr. diaries E. Hclah of Bath is
Knox Gelatine recipe bocks. We spending a week at the ’’Charlene”
can send you the free Kirkman cottage.
premium catalog too, and for the
asking you may have the Oravymaster trio of splendid recipes,
each one on a spotproof card. Ad-;
VINALHAVEN
dress Marjorie Mills, Yankee Net
work. Boston, or your own station.
&
ROCKLAND
You know the way mother
Meat
Dumplings
—
One-half
pound
used to bake her beans—to a
STEAMBOAT CO.
lean veal, ground. ’4 pound salt
tender, tasty, golden brown.
EOCKLAND, MF..
That’s the way Baxter’s
pork, ground, *4 teaspoon sweet
Finest Beans are baked in
Service ta:
marjeram, '» teaspoon thyme, 1
Maine the way Maine people
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
dash cloves, ground, 1 dash red
like them—ever so slowly for
ington, Itde au Haul, Swin’i
pepper, dash black pepper, J4 cup
10 hours in huge brick ovens,
Island and Frenchboro
according to an old-fashioned
dried bread crumb6, 1 small egg
New England recipe.
beaten, ’g cup salted sherry, butter, j
WINTER SERVICE
Whether you prefer YellowGrind
the
veal
and
salt
pork
Subject
to change without notice.
eyes, Red Kidneys or Pea
separately. Then mix and grind '
Beans one trial will convince
you that Baxter’s Finest are
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
again. Combine with all other in- I
Best.
A. M.
«». M.
gredients. Roll in small balls the
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
size
of
a
large
pea
ar.d
saute
light‘
H.C.Baxter & Bro.
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
ly in butter. Drop them in hot G
Brunswick, Maine
7.30
Lv.
North
Haven,
Ar. 3.30
Washington Brown Band Ace
!
8.30
Lv.
Vinalhaven,
Ar.
2.45
broth and cook 20 minutes For
TOR SflL< BV VOUR

irtD-ep-eno^nT gboC€P.

meat balls served as meat course in
crease the recipe three times and
fry in butter until done.

9.30 Ar.

Rockland,

Lv. 1.30
t1»-»(
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NORTH HAVEN

A party of 16 attended the dance
Saturday at Glen Cove. The trip
was made in the motor boat J. O.
zv xs xs
z\
zx
Mr. and Mrs. Irven Stone and
NAOMA MAYHEW
SHIRLEY T. WTIJ.TAMB
son Douglass were recent over-night
Correspondent
Correspondent
visitors in tcwn.
ft ft ft ft
ft ft ft ft
i The Puller Cemetery Association
Tel. 190
Tel. 713
j met Tuesday at the home of Mrs.
Eda Leadbetter fcr its annual meet
ing with a good attenadnee. DurA gratifying response has been
Mss Aletha Shoemaker, special
ing the past year much has been
noted in the effort of organizing ar. representative of Dix.e Hotel in
done for the improvement of the
emergency auxiliary force to supple New York, passed the weekend at
Fuller
yard and with the working
Wadsworth
Inn.
ment the Thomaston Fire Depart
bee
that
was held last fall a marked
ment and the first meeting will be
Mrs. Carrie Newhall spent the
interest has been created. Plans
held nt the Thomaston Garage weekend in Portland with her
were made for other improvements
Friday night at 7 o'clock. It has daughter Mrs. Raymond Pooler,
during th^ coming year Refresh
not been possible to contact per-, Miss
Dickens, R. N. and
ments
were served at the close of the
sonally all who may be interested, Miss Grace Terry of Boston were
meeting.
but an invitation is extended to all. weekend guests of Dr. and Mrs. Lee
1 MRUST
Mrs. Maude Davfs of Vinalhaven.
including members of the Depart Dickens.
ment.
who
has been employed at Nebo
The Dandylions will entertain I
Lodge
the past few months, has re
Members and guests of the High the Lions Wednesday night at the !
School Orchestra and Glee Club YMCA. Mrs. Basil Goodwin, is1 Chief Allen Payson of the Camden designed compartments. The maxi- | Due to Chief Payson’s ability, the turned home, and Mrs. Gray of
Fire Department with the depart mum height is but five feet eight town of Camden owns a modem Vinalhaven is employed in her po
who went to Portland Saturday for chairman.
ment
’s hook and ladder unit. He inches, allowing high rpeeds with no piece of fire apparatus at less than sition.
Junior Day of the Federation of First Aid courses will begin Wed
designed,
and built it. using a Ford danger of top-heaviness causing an one-third of the cost of a similar
Music Clubs, had a mast enjoyable nesday night at the Opera House
A few friends gathered Friday
I unit manufactured by a fire truck night at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
day. In the morning the Glee Club under the direction of Edwin Dodge. m ton truck for the tractor, and upset on curves,
sang ‘Lift Thine Eyes," by Men Certificates will be issued by the spent eig’ht months in building the j Athough the unit is 33 feet in i builder. All who have seen the Clarence Waterman to celebrate
ii. rv
iv no
wiiu pass trailer section which carries all, length, it can be whipped around a unit in action say that it is equal their wedding anniversary.
delssohn. and "The Green Cathe rii.iviic
American
Redu Cross to
all who
dral,” by Hahn. At nocn the offi DirexaminVtion witli'aVs per cent ‘ eduipment, with the exception of the'corner with ease due 10 the hinge to any Product of the regular manu.
Jesse Ames of Boston is occupying
facturers.
cers were entertained at luncheon rating. The only cost to this course ladders, under cover In especially action of the tractor and trailer.
his cottage at Bartletts' Harbor,
at the Congress Square Evangelist is 60c, the price of the Red Cross
known as the Eunice Brown place.
Church The orchestra’s contribu text book All who are interested
mates took place in Boston when ness men together in an effort to “Happy Birthday” Was Theme
tions to the afternoon program in educating themselves along the
Mrs. Maria Oxton Keller of Miltcn, present tiie Gospel to the public by
I •
•’
A surprise birthday party wras
were "Marche Milltaire," by Schu lines cf first aid, are asked to at
Mass., Miss Emma Brewster of Bed- placing the Bible in hotels, hos- given Friday night to C. S. Staples
I
bert, and Ethelbert Nevin’s “Mighty tend classes Wednesday night.
ft ft ft ft
Ditals and other public places. The
ford. Mass.. Mrs. Ethel Wall Spear, Gideon organization, now interna at his home. Mr. Staples had sat
Lak a Rose.”
An appreciative
Community Hospital News: Mrs.
i.rru a. CBAUPWt
who is spending several months in tional in its scope, has devoted over down to enjoy a few games of crlbaudience witnessed a fine exhibition Geneva Leadbetter, of Linsolnviiie,
Correspondent
showing the excellent and untiring Davin Crockt
! Cambridge. Mass., and Mrs. Diana a quarter of a century to the distri bage with a neighbor and amid a
Jr • and Bridget
ft ft ft ft
training given by the director. Mrs. Hart-Davis are surgical patients;
| Wall Pitts, who was spending sev bution of Bibles. It has placed one downpour of rain had expected no
tbl aaa»
Ruth E. Sanborn. At 5.30 the grouo Mrs. Erickson and chi’.ci returned
eral weeks in Framingham, Mass., and a quarter million copies and further guests for the evening.
met for luncheon and a sight seeing has reached and influenced thou After playing only a few deals of
adjourned to the Eastland Hotel Sunday to their home :n Rockport.
where a banquet was served. The Col. E A Robbins who has been
Mrs. George W. Lane was hon tcur about the city. Reminiscences sands of men and women. About the game the door of his home was
special guests were Mrs. Carolyn confined to the hospital for a long ored as the oldest mother present centered about the good old days 9000 copies of the Bible have been opened and 16 friends made their
Fenno Chase, chairman of Com period has returned to his apart- ft the Sunday morning service at > at* Rockport High from which all placed throughout the State of appearance for a friendly surprise
petitive Festivals, Mrs. S. Margaret ment. Will Wellman, who has been the Baptist Church when a special ' were graduated.
Maine, and requests for more copies and social evening.
The visitors brought gifts, also a
Mrs. Mabel Withee is having her are being -received from various
Farnham, past State president, and a pneumonia patient returned home tribute was paid to all mothers.
freezer
of sherbet and cakes, and
Honors for the youngest mother annual vacation frem the Camden sections of the State.
Mrs. Everett Littlefield, State presi Saturday.
after
stories
and singing were en
National
Bank
and
in
company
with
present
were
divided
between
Mrs.
dent of the Federation.
A pleasing feature of the Sunday
William G. Hobbs of Boston and
joyed
the
refreshments
were served.
Theodore
Ames
and
Mrs.
Elsie
Mrs.
Inez
Crosby
of
Camden
will
Mrs. E A Wing, who lias been Miss Ruth Brock of Braintree were
night service was a vocal duet “My
visiting her brother and sister-in guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. J. Pierce. Mrs. Elsie Bryant had the take a two-weeks' motor trip to Vir- Mother’s Book” sung by Rev. C. V. This occasion also marked the
largest number of children present Jginia. She will visit relatives and , overman and Mr. Washbon These birthdays of Jennie Beverage and
law, Dr. and Mrs. E. R. Biggers Crosby Hcbbs.
and Mrs. Ida Watts, the largest will also include in the trip visits to i men were former members of a Mrs. Winona Brown, both being
several weeks, returned Saturday
Mrs. Fred Greenlaw of Vinalha number of children and grandchil
Williamsburg, the Natural Bridge quartet who used to sing in various present.
to Bangor, her daughter and son- ven is visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Mr. Staples is one of this com
dren.
Each
received
a
beautiful
and
the Luray Caverns.
| cities and towns throughout Massain-law. Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Page, Leroy Ames at the Hobbs apart
munity's
oldest residents, having
coisage
arranged
and
presented
by
Edmund
W.
Spear
has
returned
chusetts
when
Mr.
Overman
was
a
and children, Richard and Sandra, ment. Chestnut street.
Mrs.
C.
V
Overman,
who
accom

reached
the
age of 89 He came to
from
Nobleboro
where
he
spent
th
J
student
in
Theological
School.
This
coming for her
Mrs. A. E. Thomas entertained panied the presentation with fitting Winter with his son Wallace.
I was thejr first reunion since that this town when a young man of 21
Private Vaughn Anderson of Fort
over tiie weekend Mr. and Mrs. remarks. Each mother present also
Miss Josephine Pitts returned : time. Also assisting in the service to teach in the public schools.
levett, spent tiie weekend at home
Tillson D Thomas and children, received a growing pansy plant, Sunday to Colby College after' was Millard Hart, who read the
He was asked by one of the sur
Maynard Linscott, Jr., and How Louise and Robert of Rumford and
these
being
distributed
with
the
as

prise
party how he happened to
spending the week-end with her , scripture, Carl Cassens who offered
ard Miller, went Sunday to Nortn Mr. and Mrs. Prank A. Thomas and
sistance
of
Miss
Alice
Miller
and
come
here
and he replied “I came to
paients, Mr. and Mrs. Everett Pitts. ; prayer, both of Rockland.
Weymouth, Mass., for examination children Mary, Fiank and Leah of
Miss
Peggy
Yattaw.
A
sermon
ap

Vinalhaven
on the boat Pioneer and
Miss
Sandal
Ericjtson
spent
the
____________
for employment. Mr. and' Mrs. Rockland.
propriate
to
Mother's
Day
was
de

walked
to
the
North Haven ferry,
past
week
with
her
grandmother,
Stanley Miller motored there to
Miss Pauline Bowden, formerly livered by Rev. C. V. Overman and Mrs. Joseph Wheeler.
having been informed that the dis
'
House
rents
in
Shenghai,
intake them.
of this town was married May 3 to a duet by Rev. and Mrs. Overman
Mrs Fred Tainter cf Swans creased 40 percent in the last year. tance was four miles. After walkDr E. R. Biggers and son, Elmer, Romeo J St. Pierre of Augusta. She brought tp a close an unusually ef
Island
was guest the past week at i —l^————■
went Friday to Boston, Dr Biggers is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. fective service.
the
home
of Capt. and Mrs. George
to attend the New England Osteo Walter Bowden, upper Elm street.
An
enjoyable
reunion
of
schoolLane.
pathic Convention and both to at
Augustia A. Cross. 77, died at Lin
Miss Dorothy Burns who has be^n
tend the ball game Sunday. They colnville Saturday, following a long
employed
in Philadelphia during
Co.;
Mrs.
Hervey
C.
Allen,
of
Rock

returned Sunday night.
illness. She was the daughter of
pr. Douglass Walker, of the New Louts Robbins and Frances Bogues land, one gallon paint from J. C. the Winter arrived home Sunday.
She was accompanied by Miss
Haven Hospital staff, arrived home and formerly resided in this town Curtis Inc.
Mrs. Winnie Conley of Lincoln Eleanor Reilly of Chestnut Hill who
Saturday night for 10-days vacation Funeral services were held Monday
ville
Beach, pictures at Prince's; will be her guest for a week.
with his parents. Mr and Mrs. Lee at Good Funeral Home, with Rev.
Among those from Harbor Light
Melden
Smith, cake and the
W. Walker.
Duncan Rogers officiating.
Chapter
O ES., who attended visi
container
at
Dougherty's
Store;
Members of the Rook Club jour
Tne Methodist Ladies’ Aid So
neyed to Rcckland Saturday night ciety will meet at the vestry Wed Arthur E. Davis of Thomaston, a ting Officers’ Night at Golden Rod
ham at Brown’s Market; L. L Pease Chapter, Rockland, Friday, were,
to meet at the home of Mr. and nesday at 1 o’clock.
of Appleton, iced tea glasses at Mor Mr. and Mrs. Edward Auspland.
Mrs. Howard Cole.. Prizes at rook Winners in “Camden Days”
rows; Luella Tuttle, pair of lamps Mr. and Mrs. Leman'Oxton, Mrs
went to Mrs. O. F. Williams, suOCamden
Days
proved
to
be
a
big
at the Village Shop; Minnie Luce, Cora Upham. Miss Helena Uphan.x I
stituting, Weston Young. Mrs.
attraction to the surrounding towns flat iron at Bud's Automotive Serv Mrs. Marion Ingraham. Mrs. Elsie!
Theodore Rowell and Albert An
derson. Others present were Mr. of Hope. Lincolnville, Appleton, ice; Hester Crone, roofing paper at Hawkins, Mrs. Edith Buzzell and
Searsmont, Rockport, Rockland,
Williams. Mrs. Young. Deputy War Thomaston and Belfast, as well as George H. Thomas Fuel Co.; Mary Mrs. Louise Holbrook. Mr. and ,
den Rowell. Mrs. Anderson and Mr local townspeople. Business flour Hall, suitcase at Haskell & Cor- Mrs. Auspland filled the stations
t hell’s; M. E. Redman of Lincoln of sentinel and warder respectively.
and Mrs. Warren Knights.
ished, old friends met and every ville, paint and varnish at J. H.
The flag on the Village Gre n.
Honor' at contract were won by one had a good time registering for Hobbs; Alice Baker, kitchen set at
placed
there in connection with the
Miss Lucy Rokes and Mrs. Arthur the gifts which were drawn at D E Crockett’s.
boulder
honoring the men from
Elliot at the meeting of the Con Camden Theatre Saturday night.
town
who
enlisted in the Spanish
Mrs.
Maude
Davis,
Rockport,
the
tract Club held Friday at the home
The winners were: Dora Robin surprise box at Achorn s; Mrs. Frank War, was flown at half mast Mon
of Mrs. Lee W. Walker. Mrs. May son of Thomaston, box of candy
three gallon oil can at A day out of respect to Alton W.
nard Spear will be hostess next from Stevenson’s Candy Shop; John Morrow,
L. Anderson’s; Ernest F. Crockett Richards who died May 19 at his
Friday.
B Marriner of Hope, $5 in printing of Rockport, pass to the theatre;
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Kelley of at the Camden Publishing Co.; Lin Mrs. Era Masalin, decorated gift home in Rockland. Mr. Richards
Trevett, and Mr. and Mrs. Shirlev wood Cilley cf Camden, two quarts cake at Sandwich Shop; Fred Kim was a former Rockport boy. Fu
Kelley and daughter, Miss Barbara paint at Camden Hardware Co.; ball, Rockport, box candy at Boyn- neral services will be held this
of Bernard were guests Sunday of Evelyn Mayhew, electric clock at ton-McKay’s; D. M. Jones of Ban afternoon from the residence.
Miss Carolyn Richards, daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Wendall Barlow.
Libby's Pharmacy; Georgia Dean ger, dress at Wentworth's Gown of Mr. and Mrs. Roland Richards,
Mrs. Blanche Lermond as guest •the only double winner) chicken Shop.
entertained a group of friends in
organist and Miss Helen Stetson as dinner at Packard’s Market and two
The merchants were so well met, honor cf her eighth birthday anni
guest associate conductress, parti records frem W. D. Heald; Mrs. M. that they may make this an annual
versary. Tiie time was delightfully
cipated in the observance of Guest C. Richards of Camden, set of or semi-annual affair.
spent
with games, after which re
Officers' night Friday at Goldenrod dishes given by Carleton-French
Twenty-five free ice cream sodas freshments were served. Carolyn
Chapter, O.E.S.. in
Rockland.
are to be given at the Camden received many nice gifts including
Others attending from Grace Chap at the Federation of Music Clubs.
Drug Co to: Henry Benson, Ellen two beautifully decorated birthday
ter were Mrs. Lura Libby. Mrs.
Prof. Horace G Thacker, director Birmingham, Lona Regnier, Mary cakes. Those invited were: Elinor
Leila Smalley. Mrs. Madolin Spear. of the vocational department at Wiggin, Lillian Pomeroy, Harry Auspland. Nancy Cunningham. Hope
Mrs. Bertha Seekins, Mrs. Avis Bost; n University’s College of Busi Spear, Mrs. Alice Hunt, Marjorie Cunningham, Arlene Daucett, Ar
Brazier. Miss Helen Studley, Mrs. ness Administration, will address an Steen; Gils Kobs, Mrs. R. W lene Edgecomb, Mary Churchill,
“It’s such a time-releasing service. All I have
Emma Young and Laurence Perry. assembly of Thomaston High School Cripps, Charles Trask, Miss Esther Helen Young, El.zabeth Moorse. Put
Mrs. Alice Macgowan of Deering Wednesday. Prof. Thacker will dis Pease, Mrs. William Clayter , Jr,. Staples, Dottie Richards.
to do is set a time and temperature dial and
Chapter also went from Thomaston. cuss the values of a college educa Richard Knowles, Amos Hardy, W.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Shaw and
Howard Anderson of Whitins tion in his talk to Thomaston pupils. Fred Gregory, Nina Richards, Avis son Spaulding of Lewiston were
my cooking is done automatically. When I re
Mr and Mrs H W. Whitehill and R •Brasier, Carlene Grottcn, Mrs. guests Sunday at the home of Mr
ville. Mass., spent the weekend with
turn it’s done to a turn. And always the same!”
daughters Martha, Florence and Katherine Robinson, Della Smith. and Mrs. D. A Whitmore.
his family here.
Mrs Evelyn Spear of Waldoboro Joyce had as dinner guests Sunday Inez Henderson. Nora Cotta, Avis
Fred Kimball and family, who
is occupying one of the Barlow Mr. and Mrs. Harold Whitehill and McLain, and Frances Eddy.
for
the past nine years have occu
daughters Patricia and Barbara, Mr. Baptist Pastor Re-elected
apartments.
pied
the caretaker's residence a:
Millions of women all over the land think the
Williams-Brazier Auxiliary will and Mrs. Chester Hunt and son
Rev.
W.
F.
Brown
was
elected
to
Orchard
Farm, are returning to
Clifton
and
daughter
Joan
of
Rock

meet Friday at 1.30. There will be
the eighth year of the pastorate Hope to occupy their old heme.
same as this young woman but there are other
election of officers and delegates land, Mr. and Mrs. Norman White
of
the Baptist Church at the an- Friends here regret their departure.
hill
of
Thomaston,
and
Mrs.
Isa
and alternates for the Department
Mr. Kimball's place at the farm
features also, a few of which are its dependabil
son Roger of Warren ’! coTrzintV,
nual meet
ng held
Thursday.
Convention to be held June 20-22 ir Teague
w—
__ _and. ...
xmnw
__ x _ The
seventh year
ofF t-the pastorate
will will be taken by Ben Morang, who
Mrs.
Whitehill
received
many
nice
Lewiston.
will move there soon.
ity .. . eleapliness ... no flame (a health and
Mr. and Mrs. Francis T. Dona gifts including a beautiful decorated end in October. There were over
Miss
Marion
Lane,
daughter
of
100
in
attendance,
and
the
repoits
hue have returned to New York Mother's Day cake.
safety feature) and no soot-stained walls and
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Bowman of fcr the year of the departments Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lane, Jr., is
after a brief visit here to attend
confined to her home with the flu.
the funeral services of Miss Kather Portland were weekend guests of of the church shewed unusual ac
windows.
Hart>or Light Club held a success
tivity and progress.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Davis
ine Donahue
ful
food
sale
Saturday
at
Masonic
Others elected to office were:
Arthur Piper of Portland. Ore., The Third District Council,
American
Legion
Auxiliary,
will
Mrs.
Annie E. Tuttler, clerk; Mrs. hall.
called Friday on Mrs. Clifford Clark
meet
Thursday
at
1.30
at
Waldoboro.
Rita Hopkins, assistant clerk: Dr Address on Gideon's Ass’n
Mrs. Olive Brazier has returned
Members desiring transportation Sherwood Armstrong. treasurer;
from a visit in Portland.
An interesting service was held
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Gutoske should call Mrs. Sadie Chaples or William G. Williams, auditor; Mrs. Sunday night at the Baptist Church
Mrs Edna Young.
Emily Jagels. to the board of
of New York are gue-ts of her par
Miss Angela Upham of Augusta trustees: Mrs. Lillian Raynes. Mrs. with Roy Washburn, secretary cf
ents. Mr. and Mrs. James Felt.
New England District of Gid'■pent the weekend with her parents Welthea Blood, and Mrs. Eleanor the
eons as
speaker. Mr. Danker,
Miss Marie Clark was home from here.
Farmington for the weekend.
u .ins.
tie advisor* beard; i president, also spoke at length on
Fifteen members of the Baptist Mrs. Jennie Cleveland and Miss
is the average monthly cost per
Miss Hope Farrington and Leslie Junior
the origin and history of this 42
Choir were present at the
family to cook electiically in our
Clark spent Saturday with Mrs Maine Federation, of Music Clubs Flora Wright, registrars of finance; year rid organization. Both speak
Mrs. Margaret Spruce and Miss ers gave many a nazing facts con
territory.
Lucy Clark
held Saturday in Portland. The
Mrs. Olive Brazier and Mrs. group participated in two different Jessie Rankin, registrars of mis cerning the results which have been
Blanche Wilson are the committee choruses. singing in all six selec sions; Mrs. Martha Clark, trea- accomplished. Organized in 1899,
of m ssions; Miss Lillian membership in the Gideons was
in charge of the suppe- preceding tions These attending were Ma- surer .V
the meeting of Mayflower Temple. rion Hall. Lucille Gillis. Joan Vinal, Grey’ MfS Wlnlfred Meservy mu originally limited to traveling men.
P S , Friday night. All who have Vera Chapman. Dorothea Stanley’ sic comm’ttee; Miss Teresa^ Arau O her business n.en, attracted by
gifts to contribute to the sunshine Hope Paulsen. Gwendolyn Jackson, care of the instruments;* Mrs. the results, soon asked for the op
basket are requested to take them Phyllis Kalloch. Betty Seekins, Jennie Cleveland. Mrs. Martha portunity’ of ^haring in the work.
to this meeting.
Grace Paulsen, Peter Barton, Percy Clark and Mrs. Margaret Spruce, Now the Gideon Association is open
Grace Chapter, OES, meets Stanley,
Paul
Simpson.
Dick missionary committee; Mrs. Erne- to any Christian business man. and
Wednesday night. Mrs Lura Libby Staples and Walter Chapman.
, line Sykes. Mrs. Mabel Stinson and is supported entirely by the dues of
POWE
>AMY
and Mrs. Avis Brazier are on the
Miss Anna Dillingham arrived i
ASn'es Kncwlton. flower ccm- the members and outside contribu
refreshment committee.
Saturday from Beach Bluffs, Mass. ™ttee; Adin Hcpk ns. head usher; tions.
•
Mrs Ray Kalloch and son. Philip, to open her Summer home here for Carlton
Wood. Mrs. Edna Aimes,
~
The members, banded into local
went to Portland Saturday and on the season.
Miss Lillian Grey, Mrs. Lillian “Camps" promote the work on spare
return were accompanied by her
Mrs Alvah Smith is visiting her Raynes, Raymond Oxton, Miss time without remuneration. The
daughter, Phyllis, who had partici daughter. Miss Lucille Smith, at Corinne Jordan and Mrs. Lillian : purpose of the Gideons is to bring
pated in the Junior Day activities Gilbert Head, this week.
Shaw, Finance Committee.
Christian traveling men and busi-

THOMASTON

CAMDEN

ROCKPORT

ing ftour and one-half miles I made
inquiries* only to find I had four
and one-half more miles to walk.
The next day after my arrival neces
sary preparations were made for my
school teacher's position.’
At the age of 28 Mr. Staples be
came a permanent resident, sett ng
up a grocery and dry goods business
in which he was most successful, in
1919 he retired and sold the store to
W. S. Hopkins, who is the present
owner
Before the guests departed at a
late hour, hands were joined and the
group sang "God be with you till we
meet again.”

HOPE
Miss Priscilla Crawford of Cam
den is with her aunt, Mrs. Mildred
Dunton, while convalescing from an
appendectomy.
Elmer True was in Poitland fcr
the Masonic meetings the past
week.
Thimble Club met Wednesday with
Mrs. Kenneth Mank and worked on
Red Cross sewing and knitting
Mrs. R. E. Brown returned Mon
day from two weeks’ visit in Wal
tham. ^lass., with her son, Walter
M. Brown.
Enroute home she
stopped In Portland one night to
visit her son, David E Brown.
Rehearsals are progressing for the
play to be given soon under leader
ship of Mrs. Helen Wentworth.
The Farm Bureau meets Wednes
day with Mrs Mildred Dunton and
MrsMarjorie Beverage on the din
ner committee.
Word has been received here of
the birth of a daughter to Mrs. Con
stance Lincoln Just. Mrs. Just is
the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs
Leander Bills, long residents of this
town.
The Thimble Club meets Friday
with Mrs. Evelyn Brown.

WASHINGTON
Visitors Sunday at Mr. and Mrs.
Bruno St. Pierre's were Mr. and Mrs.
Gilbert St. Pierre and son of Au
burn, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Campbell
ton and family of Chelsea, Charles
Chase of Augusta, Mr and Mrs.
Ernest French, Robert Peaslee, Paul
Parideas, Basil Grotton cf Somer
ville, James Quillen, Robert and
Fred Dyer, Joy and “Dot" Blocd,
Donald Moody of Rockland. Robert
HSsler of Washington, Charles Pratt
of Togus, and Wallace Pelton of
Weeks’ Mills.

Save This List
Of Agricultural Fairs In
Which The CourierGazette Readers Are
Much Interested
The Department of Agrlcmt the 104]
Maine fairs, starting July 27 ft..M
the new Bangor Pair and
With the department's own a.:.
tural Trades Show at I ■
. '
20-22. 1942.
The roster listed dates of 37 fa.
Under a new law p
90th Legislature and effective
26. midways of all fair, h :
will be policed bv the S'
p,;
with the Agriculture Do
continuing to supervise the quale-!
of agricultural exhibit
ance with the stipend In o n ,
that cattle exhibited ar.
Bangs disease or bovine tub. rculi ;
The fair roster includes the follow
ing dates of local interest:
Somerset Fair, Skowhegan, .
10-16.
North Knox Fair, Unit, A' •
19-22.
Lincoln County Pail D
scotta, Aug. 26-28
South Keimebec Fair. Wnd,
Aug. 29-Sept. 1.
Bluehill Fair, Aug. 30-Sept 2.
All-Maine Fair, Lewiston, s-p
1-6.
Unity Fair. Sept. 9-10.
has announced

Topsham Fair, Oct. 14-18

ROUND POND
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Chamberlaii
who spent the Winter in FloriiU
have returned home.
Mliss Fannie Carter of PuitlaiK
was heme over the week-end
Eugene keland is home afte
spending a few weeks with in
dan 1 titer Mrs. John Narcroft ol st
Albions, Vt.
Fred Swett has employment
the Camden shipyard.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Doeniig are
in Needham, Mass., to visit n.a.
tives for a few days.
Mrs. Martin Leeman is a p.iticn

in tiie Damariscotta Hospital
Argentina has issued a permit
for the Italian Rome-Latin Amt...
can airlines to enter Buenos Am
and the route may be ex ..
from there to Santiago, Chile

Thai s MODERN Electric Cookery!”

CENT

city-

_____

Miss Kendra Edit I
daughter of Mr. and
Ocodwin, Old Countv
Sated her first fcirt’.
Kendra’s guests wen
grandmother, Mrs. Ju
and grandparents, Mi
William Paisley of Ba
jLjrS James Goodwin 1
parents, of North Bei
Williaim Paisley, Jr
Dana Goodwin of N
mnts, Mrs. Isabelle Ki
Pr iscilla Paisley of Bi
Clara Allen of N01 th
MJrs. Nellie Chandler
daughter. Miss Evelv
guests for tire past
purest Karl returned
Vinalhaven.

Mrs. Leonora P. Wal
ley. Mass., who lias bet
month of Mr. and Mi
ens, Talbot avenue, h .
The Weirs, N. H
Mabel Geraldine Gi
leans, Cape *Cod. win

guest for several da
Thorndike, is at the
cottage, Sennebec Lat.
the guest of her so;iN Kelley.

Louise Franchesci 1
inuklng a short v
mother, Mrs. Anna Bu
street. She was nci
Rockland by her son
ter, who had been pi
weeks' school vacatii
New York.
is

The friends of Mi
son of Bangor were
to note a fine picture
at the coffee urn tab
tary Anns recept.on
House Sunday. This
the Bangor Da.ly Nev
Mrs. Rodney Week
Mich, and Miss Mi
of Lexington. Ma.
weekend in this city.

Mrs. Carl Christ.-.!!
hostess Wednesday ni
Circle, at her home
street.

“?1s free os the winds to go os I choose!

ECONOMICAL?

Stanley A. Gay.
searsmont Grammar
t;ie week-end at his

Mrs. Wilbur Senter
Thursday afternoon .
cf Commerce Auxillai
to 5 o'clock. Her ass:
will be Mrs. Thomas
Donald Leach, Mrs.
Mrs Robert M Allen
Congdon, Mr
Prai
Mrs. Sherman Daniel
clore S. Bird and Mi ■
F. ank A Andrew
Ohio arrived yesterd
days’ visit with I11
Frank W Fuller
Spencer ind'ividu
Service. Coisets, g.r<
and suigical support
McIntosh. 235 B:
22-M.

visit Lucien K. Gi
second floor. 16 Sch<
Fellows Block, City,
Coats and Clotii Coal
prices.

ONEH,
Reg. $5 PARK
Start Cooking Today with Tomor
row’s Range . . . Westinghouse’s
“Commodore”

NENT ..
Reg. $7 NEW
NENT ..
CHILDREN’S

PERMANER

ECOM
366 MAIN S I 111 I

SPECIAL
S3 Monthly In
stalled On Our
Regular Plan.

(*.

YES!

Reg. $10.(1

Supreme
Oil Wave

IHE

(latmp and Tinier at slight
additional cost.)

My

This List

OCl ETY.

Agricultural Fairs In
ich The Courier:ette Readers Are
sh Interested

In County Fair, DainariJ
Aug. 26-28.
Kennebec Fair, Windsoi
i-Sept. 1.
till Fair, Aug. 30-Sept 2.
laine Fair, Lewiston, Sep|

Stanley A. Gay. principal of
Mrs. H. Nelsen McDougall re.
c nont Grammar School, spent turned Sunday to Portland, after
£♦ bp“‘‘
-end at his home in this spending a week as guest of her
W“l **
daughter. Mrs. John H. McLoon
and other relatives. She was ac
Kendra Edith Goodwin, companied on return by Mrs. M E.
,?,J>iter of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Wctton, who will spend a week with
Godwin. Old County ro2d, cele- 'her.
______
. te, her first birthday Sundcyx |
Indra's guests were her greet
Mrs. Lemuel Moody and daughrandmother, Mrs. Julia A. Boyd, | ter Miss Louise Moody and Mrs.
r‘j t andparents, Mr. and Mrs. James Sewall and daughter Miss
Ji-illlam Paisley of Bath; Mr. and Margo Sewall of Old Town were
y.x James Goodwin other grand- I callers Sunday on relatives in this
\rent (,f North Berwick; uncles city, enreute to Portland to attend
Wiiliaim Paisley, Jr., of Bath ar.d consecration services for Rev.
Dana Goodwin of North Berwick; Oliver L. Loring of New Bedford,
unt, .Mrs Isabelle Kennedy. Mrs. Mass., who today becomes the fifth
p bcilia Paisley of Bath and Mrs. bishop of the Maine Episcopal
diocese MSss Moody was returning
Cjra Alien of North Berwick.
to Radcliff College.
ym Nellie Chandler and grandMrs. Keryn ap Rice, M’rs. Arthur
daiigiiter. Miss Evelyn Snowdeal.
quests fcr the past week of Mrs. F. WLsner, Mrs Oeorge H. Avery,
t Karl returned yesterday to Mrs. George Kenyon and Rev. E
O Kenyon attended Sunday the
Vinalhaven.
diocesan registration tea for dele
Leonora P Waller of Welles- gates to the annual meeting of the
jPy M,
w ho has been guest lor a Maine Branch of the Women's
month of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Stev- Auxiliary of the Episcopal Church
e;. Talbot avenue, leaves today for in Portland, at which 44 guests were
present.
The Weirs. N. H.

Fair. Sept. 9-10.
lam Fair. Oct. 14-18.

>an

Department of Agrlcultui
the 1941 roster J
starting July 27
'J

ik unced

Or Fan- and endinl
ie ti part.nent's own AgricuJ
how at Lewiston

1947.

'

’

; t-r lifted dates of 37 fajJ
I new law passed by •J
2 latum and effective Jm|
•H fates hencefortj
(1 bv the State F»ol:< #,
A'uculture Departing

P
e

■
qualffl
cultural exhibits in accord]
it.i the stipend law and , J
are free frorj
or bovine tube:
ir !•■) er includes the follow]
ps of local interest;
I- Fa r, Skowhegan, A:n
,t.e exhibited

Knox Fair, Union, AnJ

D POND
nd Mrs Henry ChamberlaitJ
ent tiie Winter in Florida
turned home.
Fannie Carter of Portland
lie over tiie week-end.
I 1

••

oil

is

home

altrifl

weeks with hia
John Narcroft of stl

r Mr
Vt.

MaU l Geraldine Grinnell cf OrCape Cod. who has been a
gue>t lor several days at Hotel
Thorndike, is at the Bliss Fuller
cottage. Sennebec Lake, this week,
:.e guest of tier son-in-law, Dr. J
N Kelley.
1 n e Franchesci of New York
making a short visit with her
1 .,1 Mrs Anna Bickford, Betcli
treet She was accompanied to
Kockland by her son, John Sylvestt . who had been spending a three
ueeks' school vacation with her Jn
New York.

tl ha employment .:o
Inden shipyard.
I
nd Mi
Fred Doering ara
ibi friends of Mrs Harry D BenJliain, Mass., to visit relw-1
,uii of Bangor were much pleased
few days.
■, note a fine picture of her. seated
Martin Leeman is a patienlj at the coffee urn table at the Ro
Damariscotta Hospital
tary Anns recept.on at the Bangor
House Sunday. This picture was in
itina has issued a pcrmitj the Bangor Daily News Monday.
I Man Rome-Latin AmeriM’.s Rodney Weeks of Jackson,
ii
to i nter Bueno.s Aires]
route may be extended Mich and Miss Mildred Gillette
rf Lexington, Mass., spent the
pre to Santiago, Chile.
weekend in tilts city.

Mrs. Shelden Eaton (Myra Watts)
who has been a patient in the Law
rence Memorial Hospital, New
Londcn, Conn., has returned to her
home at 28 Linden street, and would
like to hear from friends. She was
accompanied by her mother, Mrs.
John Watts.

Mrs. Orel E. Davies will entertain
E F A. Club Wednesday afternoon,
at her home on Main street.

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Ryer cf
Bangor were weekend guests of Mr
Ryer’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Ryer. Camden road.
Mrs. J. L. McAleney and son Srgt.
Janies McAleney of Portland were
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Collamore.

Observed Their Silver Wedding

News items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

♦

£

These who planned the affair
Mr and Mrs. Emil Rivers of Emma Johnson of St George;
were
Mrs. Hanna Hamalainen, Mrs.
;
speech
by
Emil
Ruuska
o
f
Long
Rockland, prominent FinnLsh resi
'Cove; the presentation of a chest , Thcinas Monden of West Rock
dents of this ccunty, who observed I n;’ flat silver, and a silver. coffee port Mrs. Simon Samalianen. Mrs.
their silver wedding anniversary jse'vice complete with trav from Eino Lehto and Mrs Hulda Maki of
May 6, were honor guests at a re the friends present, by Mr. and Rcckland, M>s. William Pekkanen,
ception given Saturday night at Mrs. John Niemi of St. George, and Mrs. John Lilja of Union, Mrs.
Glover hall, in Warren, the de and to which Mr. Rivers replied Martha. O’Jala of Rockville, Mrs.
lightful affair attended by 250 resi in Finnish and in English Mr. John Niemi cf St George.
Mr. and Mrs. Rivers, residents cf
1 and Mrs. Niemi were the attend
dents of this section.
Following the usual procedure, ants of Mr. and Mrs. Rivers at their Rockland the past 3 years, natural
ized citizens, were married in Rock
they were led to seats of honor up wedding 25 years ago.
on their arrival by their daughters, Following the program, the Finn land by Rev. Piiny Allen, pastor of j
Mrs. Simon Hamalainen .and Hiss ish coffee service was held at the the Rcckland Universalist Church.
Mr. Rivers came to Rockland first
Linne Rivers both of Rockland, Mrs Warren Grange Hall. Seated with
Rivers dressed in a soft medium Mr. and Mrs. Rivers at the guest as quarryman, and since has been
blue silk, and wearing a corsage of table were Mr. and Mrs. Henry associated in the county’s blueberry
talisman roses. The wedding inarch Bird, Mr and Mrs. Karl Maki. Mr. industry, both as inventor of the
was piayed by Georges River Or and Mrs. Simon Hamalainen. and only cleaner-grader of the berries
chestra, and the chairs were deco Miss Linne Rivers, all of Rockland, {on Lire market, and as raiser. This
rated in silver crepe paper caught Mr. and Mrs. John Niemi and machine was invented in 1925, and
Oliver Niemi of St. George. Centre since then he has made many addi
in place with rosettes.
With Mrs. John Lilja of Union piece of the table was a three tier tions and improvements on it. Mr.
as mistress of ceremonies, this bride's cake, twenty-five inches in Rivers is treasurer cf the Finnish
short program was presented: | diameter at the base, with lighted Relief Committee of Rockland and
Speech in Finnish by Rev. Alex silver colored laptiz on each . ide. vicinity, serving his second year in
Raitta of Friendship: song by Mis [The table bore also a bouquet of that capacity. He is director of
Gus Laine of West Rockport; ac 'sweetheart roses, and a large and the Maine Blueberry Growers Inc.
cordion selections by Charles I.un 'handsomely decoiated cake made of West Rockport, and the past
dell of Rcckland, Oliver Niemi cf by Mrs. Neimi of St. George. The season was engaged for the first
St George and George lives of other tables bore potted begonias time in the juniper berry harvest
Waldoboro; vocal solo Dy Anselm of a very bright pink shade, for ing work in this section.
Besides their two daughters, the
Lampinen of Thomaston; spe >rfc by , their centerpieces.
Dancing completed the evening's couple have a grandson, David
Otto Kari of Union; vocal duet by
1 Hamalainen of Rockland.
Mrs. Jennie Anderson and Mrs. , pleasure.

WATKINS

SPRING
Cleansing Service
SUITS, COATS

lav with TomorWestinghouse’s

Rcq. $5 PARK AVE. PERMANENT.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $2-50
Ret). $7 NEW QUART PERMANENT.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $3.oO
CHILDREN’S PARK AVE.
„
PERMANENT.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $2.00

1

_y.

75c
“SANITONE” Service with
Special Individual Attention

BLOUSES, SKIRTS
TROUSERS
SWEATERS

35c

ECONOMY BEAUTY PARLOR
.”.66 M\IN SI REET

Regular Service

$1.00
>5"^
-SW

ROCKLAND, OVER LEACH'S

TEL. 122

Sanitone Service 50c

CURTAINS
and light weight
DRAPES Plain

SPECIAL $4.00

NATURALISTIC
OIL

75c pair
3 pairs for $1.95
6 pairs for $3.30

RUGS
.

—i

Domestic 3c Sq. Ft.
Min. 40c
Orientals 5c Sq. Ft.
Min. 75c

"'n^.

$7.00 Deluxe
Oil
Permanent

w

$3.00

STORAGE
Garments or Rugs
Stored All Summer
Only 1 '. of Valuation
Plus Cleansing Charge
Minimum 50c
Daily Call and Delivery

52&54-Ttf

Reg. $10.00

Supreme
Oil Wave

<

Mr. and Mrs. Emil Rivers are shown w'th their two daughter", Linnie and Mrs. Simon Hamalainen, at the
party giveH by the Finnish residents of Knox County on the occasion of their 25th wedding anniversary.

Mrs. Lolita K. Drinkwater, who
is employed at Senter’s, Inc., in
Bath, was the weekend guest of
Rev. and Mrs. J. L. Pinkerton of
her mother, Mrs. Margaret A.
Dresden Mills returned yesterday
Knight, Otts street.
after spending several days with
Mr.
and Mrs. F R. Pinkerton, Sim
Mrs. Carl Christcffersen will be
The Methodist Missionary Society
mons
street.
l.oste. .. Wednesday night io Tonian will meet Thursday afternoon at.
C'ir: ,c at her home on cnestnut 2 30 at the Talbot avenue home of
Rev W. J Day, who is to address
.street.
Mrs. William Ellingwood.
the season’s closing meeting of the
Mi Wilbur Senter will be hostess
Capt. Corwin H. Olds, spending Baptist Men’s League Thursday
Thursday afternoon at a Chamber a 10-day leave at his home in this night, arrived yesterday from Win
, [ Commerce Auxiliary tea, from 3 city, will speak tonight at 6 30 on throp Miass., and is a guest at the
ta 5 o'clock. Her assisting hostesses i station WLBZ. Eaaigor. giving ines- heme of Mrs. Fiances Ryder, 36 Ma
vill be Mrs. Thomas C. Stone, Mrs. 1 sages from the boys at Camp Bland- sonic street.
Donald I.each, Mrs Earle Gowell, I ing to their folks.
Mr. Robert M. Allen. Mrs. Stafford
The Baptist Mission Circle met
Cai. don. Mr.-:. Frank A. Tirrell,
State Patrolman and Mrs. Rob recently in the church parlors, with
Mr. Sherman Daniels, Mrs, Theo- ert O. Emmons visited this week a large attendance. In the absence
,1 c S. Bird and Mrs. Lloyd Daniels. with his mother. Mrs. L. M. Em of President Helen MacDonald
mons and sister Mrs. F R Pinker Mrs. IL W. Frohock presided. The
F.ank A. Andrews of Cleveland. ton.
fine program included a paper
Ohio arrived yesterday for a few
“Other Babe ' read by Mrs. Frohock,
days' visit with his sister, Mrs.
Miss Joyce Cumming, who leaves and papers cn Hunan China by
Frank W. Fuller.
soon to make her home in Houlton, Mrs. Cora Snow, Mrs. Conis Ran
was given a surprise party Friday dall and Miss Blanche Sylvester.
Sp n?er Individual Designing night at her home on North Main
Service. Coisets, girdles, brassieres 1 street, a farewell gift being pre
and suigical supports. Mrs. Mona sented to her. Games furnished
M Intaxh. 235 Broadway, Tel. ! diversion and refreshments were
Guests were the Misses
22-M
57*60 served
I Vina Delmonico. Sandra Hallowell,
visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s Sylvia Adams, Jeannette Gardner,
.‘econd floor, 16’school street, Odd Lois Meyer, Lucille Treat, Edith
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur Carr, Georgia Treat. Faith Long,
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate Florence Knight, Betty O’Brien and
prices.
9-tf Pauline Stevens.
PLAIN DRESSES

ONE HALF PRICE SPECIALS

ROCKLAND TEL. 133
VESPER A LEACH
CAMDEN TEL. 775

D’APRIX-BLAIR

Miss Dolly Blair and Harry
D'Aprix, both of this city, were
united in marriage Saturday, Rev.
C. A. Marstaller officiating at the
ceremony, which took place in the
Littlefield
Memorial
parsonage.
They were attended by Mr. and
Mrs. George P. Miller. The bride
and her attendant wore navy blue,
and their corsages were of roses and
j carnations.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs.
Richard Blair of New York, and the
! bridegroom is the son of Charies
D'Aprix, also cf New York.
The ccuple will reside on Knox
street. Mr. D'Aprix is employed at
the Rockland-Rockport Lime Co.
Lieut Kenneth Mills, command
ing officer of Battery E at Fort Wil
liams, was home over Sunday.
Miss Constance C. Snow of Bos
ton spent the week-end with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Snow,
Suffolk street.

Browne Ciub will meet Friday
night with Mrs. Bert Gregory in
Glen Ccve.
David Keating cf Hartford, Conn
was the weekend guest of his
grandmother, Mrs. Henry J. Keat
ing.
W. W Gregory was the honor
guest last night at a surprise dinner
party in honor of his birthday an
niversary, held at tiie Gregoiy
home on Center street. The cen
terpiece of the dining table were
cut flowers, and a birthday cake and
gifts were presented to Mr. Greg
ory. Guests were Mr. and Mis. Al
den Perry and sons Warren and Ar
thur, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Rol
lins of Cainden. Mir. and Mrs. Bert
Gregory of Glen Cove, Kenneth
Mignault and Mrs. Gregory.
Mrs. William Hccper enter
tained Monday Niters last night,
prizes for high scores going to
Mrs. John Mills. Mrs. Fred Vinal.
Mrs. Ray Small and Mrs. Austin
Huntley, consolation to Mrs. Clar
ence Kncwlton and travel prize
i to Mrs. Small, who will be hostess
at next week s meeting.

SILSBY’S
FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND
TEL. 318-W

Now Ls the time to give your
In

garden serious consideration.

a week cr two it will be too late to

plant shrub :—so order now.
Perennials alsc should be plant.

»

PINE TREE GIFT SHOP

ed now. We have a fine stock of

THOMASTON
RICHARDSON A LIBBY

some of the commoner kind and

invite your inspection.

WATKINS

at slight
*t.)
375 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. PHONE 142
:

? ,-CT-ra - -rrr.......... ...tv?.- •■-■■■■•■x ■••••■• ....

This And That

GRANGE CORNER

Regarding annual seedlings it

Cleansers, Furriers
57-It

would be well to order early.

57-It

Mother’s Day Party
Junior Auxiliary Sponsors
An Interesting Event At
Universalist Church
Members of the Woman's So
ciety of Christian Service were en
tertained Wednesday night at the
vestry at a Mothei’s Day party
given oy the members of the Ju
nior Auxiliary cf the church with
over 59 members and guests
present.
The decorating was very beautifully done by Mrs. Lendon Jackson, Jr., who used large bouquets
of flowers everywhere.
Opening with a hymn prayer
was offered b.v Miss Ruth Regers
who presented Mrs. E. E. Trask.
Jr., president cf the auxiliary, who
welcomed the guests. Mrs. Trask
gave a short reading by Wili am
Lyon Phelps, titled “My Mother",
a special dedication to her own
mother as well as these present
after which she presented the
opening with a sclo by Elsie Bur
bank, ’"House By The Side of Th?
Road.” Wilbur Senter showed very
interesting p'etures taken on his
trip to Florida and the Worid s
Fair in New York, explaining the
pictures as they were shewn. Solo,
Mrs. Lcrita Bicknell, a guest,
reading. Ruth 'Rogers and “Gcd
Bless America ” with the ent re
audience taking part. Mrs. Charles
Jillson w’as accompanist.
A social hour followed, with
Mrs. Jillscn and Miss Burbank in
charge of refreshments which
were served from an attractively
decorated table, the centerpiece
be ng a bcuquet of tulips. Refresh
ments constated of sandwiches,
brow’nies, cake, tea and coffee.
Mrs. H V. Tweedie, president of
the Women's Society of Christian
Service and Mrs. E. E. Trask, Jr.,
the auxiliary president, peured. A
rising vote of thanks was extended
to Mr. Senter. At the close of the
even ng. led by Mrs. Tweedie, ap
plause was given for the auxiliary
in appreciation of a del ghtful
evening.

A THOUSAND VISITORS
How National Hospital Day
Was Observed at the Togus
Institution

Over 1C20 visitors attended the
National Hospital Day observance,
Surday at the Veterans Adminis
tration Hospital in Togus. marking
one cf the largest attendances on
such an occasion in the history of
the ho: pi tai.
Augusta, Hallowell, Gardiner. Bel.
fast, Waterville. Rockland. Port
land, Old Tqwn, West Paris, West
Baldwin. Winthrop, Waldcboro,
Gray. Rumford, Pittsfield. Lewiston,
Banger and Orono American Legion
pc:ts and auxiliaries were repre
sented among those present.
Governor and Mrs. Sumner Sewall
gave cigarettes for the hospitahezd
men and also sent a bouquet of
flowers which graced tiie refresh
ment table.
Thomas W. Cole Unit, No. 19,
Sanford, the Second District Coun
cil and Arthur S. Foster Unit of
South Paris also furnished ciga
rettes for the men.

North Haven Grange hall has re
ceived two ccats of paint on the
eastern end and is receiving one
coat of paint over the rest of the
building. Thus, together with the
work done cn the grounds last Fall,
By K. 8. P.
has greatuy improved the appear
ance cf the hall.
This jubilee program was pre
It costs the American pubic
sented at Grange Saturday night:
about $76 090.COO a year to get Song, the Grange; five girls dressed
from cne side of the river to the as girls 75 years ago sang “Put On
other.
Your Old Grey Bonnett" and “Santa
The figure is based on reports Lucia;" remarks cn what the
on traffic volume and scheduled Grange has meant to North Haven,
rates for the 242 bridges, 660 fer Hiram Beverage, Florence Brown,
ries and five tunnels operated as | Kenneth Mills, and Julia Beverage;
seng, the Grange; remarks by char
toll services in 1938
ter members present. Meribah
The Publ.c iRcads Administra- ' Crockett, Florence Brown and
tion estimates that the bridge tells , Hiram Beverage;
"God
Bless
were $48,250,000: ferr es, $18,525,- 1 America," the Grange.
• • • •
009, and tunnels. $8,830,000.
•• • •
Knox Pomona will meet Saturday
Gardeners, if ycu want a real with Acorn Grange of Cushing, at
treat in your garden, get the which this program will be present
Romneya Coulteri. the white bush ed: Welcome. Walter Young, host
poppy. It needs care but pays master; response. Fred Fernald of
Rockland Leagur ol
heavy dividends. It is one cf my Thomaston; speaker, Capt. Pollard
Women Voters
of Waldoboro, on “Americanism;”
white flower favorites.
vccal
solo.
Ruby
Allen
of
Rockland;
• • • •
quiz questions on Grange work, all
Preceding the opening of the an
When nutmegs were first ex-** subordinate masters and past mas nual convention cf the Maine
ported from their native home, ters; instrumental music. Betty and League ol Women Voters May 22
it was the habit of the wily plant Eugene Fales, Thomaston; recita conferences will be held at 9 o’clock
ers to heat them enough so that tion, Ada Lucas; surprise feature. in cha ge of the president nnd
they would not grow elsewhere.
Goodwill Grange: question, “Should State finance chairman Mrs Fiank
• • * •
women pay a poll tax If so, how 1 M. Ccombs. for finance chairman
“What you got tiiat ‘H cn your much?” Mildred Gould of Camden, I and treasurer of the local league!.
sweater for. Bill. Are ycu a Har Nettie Copeland, Dora Maxey of , One in charge of the second vicevard man?"
Warren. J. O Jameson of Waldo president and publicity chairman
“Who, me? Oh, not much. I boro. J. L. Dornan of East Union, Mrs. E Stewart Orbeton for pub
got dat fcr “Hungry’ when I goes Walter Ayer of Union; annual me licity chairman and another in
to doors.”
charge of tne first vice-president.
morial service.
• ♦ ♦ *
• • • •
Mrs. Horatio C. Cowan for local
Seven
Tree
Grange
of
Union
will
league
presidents.
Do you remember the first Con
The convention will open at 11
gresswoman? Rep. Jeanette Ran entertain Pencbscot View Grange
kin of Montana? She certainly of Glen Cove Wednesday night The o’clock and following luncheon the
third and fourth degrees will oe afternoon will be devoted to reports
had the country wondering.
cf officers and conunittee chairmen,
conferred.
• • • •
• « • •
reports and presentation of program
My favorite epo. t is to ride over
A supper will be served Monday items by department chairman.
to Warren ar.d not cnly watch the at Hcpe Grange with the young
Following this there will be held
alewives run. but watch the gulls people in charge. A May basket round table discussions led by Mrs.
go after them, and then ride was recently presented by the Charles Flagg, chairman of depart
threugh the lovely tender glory cf Grange to Miss Priscilla Crawford ment of government and Its opera
early Spring countrysides and who is recuperating from a surgical tion; Mlrs Fiances Moore, chair
watch for the br lliant colors of operation.
man of government and education
• • • •
the graceful pheasants as they
and
Mrs. Philip F. Chapman, chair
Limerock Valley Pcmona Grange
wander through the fields.
man of government and economic
• • • •
met Saturday with Owls Head | welfare.
Who knows anything abcut the Grange, presenting this pregram:
Other chairmen reporting will be
“Heme Sweet (finance, Mrs. Coombs; publicity,
Moravians and what they repre Opening song,
sent? They gather d’ewn in North Home”; greeting, Constance Mac- , Mrs. Orbeton; organization, Mrs.
Carolina at Winston-Salem each Phail, Owls Head Grange; re He’schel E. Peabcdy and legislation
year to listen to their bishop read sponse, F. L. S. Morse. Pleasant Mrs. Paul A Morin.
to them niemorab.lia which is a Valley; reading, “Mother and
Albert Perkins, district supervisor
lengthy and carefully written Home’’ Evelyn Cunn.ngham, Pen
diary of the past year’s affairs of obscot View Grange; short memo of N Y.A was in the city yesterday.
rial service rcll call of deceased
this sect.
members during last year; a read
» t t »
Mrs. Ralph D'.iskell of Portland
Sales of religious bcoks are cn ing of tire Twenty-third Psalm I has been visiting for several days
the increase in Germany it is followed by the Lord’s Prayer {with her mother, Mrs. L. M. Em
lead by Chaplain Eunice Morse; mons and sister, Mrs. F. R. Pinker
said. Tis well.
duet “Whispering Hope’ by Con ton. Simmons street.
« • * «
McPhail
and
Myron
Amcst every day readers run up stance
Yeung;
talk
by
County
Agent
against some geographical ignor
Ralph
Wentworth
cf
Hope;
read
ance because of this war. Most
ing.
May
Yeung.
Megunticook
people have had to take to their
old text tacks to find' out where Grange; reading "The E y We
things were happening relative to Call Dai’’ by Lucia Hopkin-; read
HEED THIS ADVICE11
ing, "The Girl We Call Mother.”
other sections.
Thousands of women
by
My-Cvh
Young;
talk
"What
• • * •
are helped to go smil
ing thru distress
Home Means to Me" by Mrs. Rose
“Ycur old friend B.ll was quite
caused by this period
LeiBlanc; solo by Constance MacIn a woman's life (33
the life cf the party.”
to 521 with Lydia E.
Phail; solo with yodel by Esther
Pinkham’s Vegetable
“Yes, he was the only cne who
Compound — famous
could lift his voice above that fool Munroe; contest under the direc
for over 60 yrs. 1 Try It I
tion
of
Mary
E.
Nash,
wen
by
radio jazz. '
Bernice
Learned
and
Harold
Nash.
• * • •
Following supper. Jchn H Welch,
Is it true that Greenland’s hold Warden cf tiie State Prison gave
in importance is due to the great an instructive description of the
Wednesday-Thursday
development in aviation?
Pris-on and farm.
• • ♦ •
Friday-Saturday
The first degree was conferred
This writer was in London at on a cass of nine candidates, rep
4
BIG DAYS 4
the time of the funeral of Flor resentative of five subordinate
ence Nightingale in Westminster Grangee. An interest tg pregram
THE SCREEN HAS NEVER
Abbey and the memory still 1 r.gers was presented by the host G:ar.ge
z SEEN ITS EQUAL!
with impre.-sive awe and pride in in the form of a radio quiz. A
that experience and thought of census' was taken of the sixth and
what cne heart with soul alive seventh degrees. The next Po
can accomplish fcr the good of mona meeting w<!l be June 14 at
humanity.
Notth Haven.
qirlsl Spec
• • • •

Follow The Trend

<MIDDLE-AGE\
WOMEN

tacle, drama,
romance!

It was the Boston News let
ter that starred the style of news
form fcr quick digestion and it
came as early as 1794.
Are you reading your Bible and
drawing on it for strength and
hope in these bitter days? Remem
ber it was Job who gave this hope
and promise:
Thou shall forget thy misery,
and remember it as waters that
pass away: And thne age shall
be cleaier than the noenday:
thcu shall shine forth, thou shalt
be as the morning.

"You

o

Today, Wed.-Thurs.

*71
HILL BILLY HI JIHKS
. WITH you*
V/ HL/CH80HS 0T THT,
BACKWOODS!

♦ • « •

, All rabbits can swim Did you
A H. Price of Bath was calling on (knew that? And two cf the
Rcckland friends yesterday.
American species are known to
be aquatic in their habits.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Snow and
• • • •
daughter Carolyn and Mrs. J. L.
The Red Cress flag was origin
Rcbbirts vLsited Mr. Snow’s mother. ated in ccmpl ment to the flag of
Mrs. Fred Sncw, Sr. of Freeport and ' Switzt rland.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Pillsbury in Gor
• * * «
ham Mother's Day. Miss Jacque
Hew fine that the lovely spire
line Sncw, who had been the guest and eaily-bu.lt church at Doverof Mrs. Pillsbury while attending Fcxcroft is to have proper care
Junior Day at the Federation of taken of it by the Ccngiegational
Music in Portland, returned with Society of that city. Those who
them, Mrs. Snow remaining in Port have seen that church steeple
land for the Federation, which dominating the valky of the Pis
closes tonight.
cataquis are happy that money
has been appropriated to keep this
• sentinel of virtue and Christian
THE NEW
life holding forth its appeal.
• • • •
CAMDEN Theatre
Euphonious names are some
Mat. 2 P. M. Evg. 7 & 9 P. M.
times quite mixing, alco perplexNOW—CASH NIGHT $80
: in?. D d you evet realize that the
Martha Scott, Wm. Gargan
delicious Cassava Crisps, that de“CHEERS FOR MISS BISHOP’ . lectable food when toasted and
buttered and food for the Gods, ts
WED.-THURS.. MAY 14-15
made from tapioca?
Bing Crosby, Bob Hope
• • • •
Dnrothv Lamour
Have
you
seen
the pamphlet en“ROjAO TO ZANZIBAR”
' titled “You can Defend America.”
Coming: Sea Wolf, Ziegfeld Girl I It's worthy the deep thought of
every citizen of this country.

bom
Jnnidad"
Steppod
Out of Droom

O C K U A W O

• • • »
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SECOND BIG FEATURE
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Matinee. 2.00 P. M.

Evenings at 6.15, 8.40
Doors open at 2 P.M., 6 P.M.
Last Times Today

>■

A.T /<

Note—Time of Shows

1 And l mu<
i
who
con hu|!

I*

H6RRIS ■ RK HAH JUNLFY
iUTESM

EDWARD G. ROBINSON
in “THE SEA WOLF"

filfcanil
ROCKLAND

Tel.
892
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Realm of
Music

She Made Casks, Too

Rockland High School Vocalists

Mrs. Cuddy Adds Inter
esting Chapter To Cooper
Shop Days
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Being away from home over a
period of years, what a pleasure It
is to read something very nice like
‘Tree Member's" sketches. To use
that old time expression. It is like
getting a letter from home.
Reading the “Tooting Cooper"
which appeared In a recent Issue of
your paper carries me back to the
old cooperage days when that in
dustry played an important part In
the lives of every farmer in our
community and enabled them to
pick up a little additional cash.
The approach of Spring would
bring thoughts of housecleaning to
the majority of women, but to me it
was the manufacturing of casks
After my brothers left home and
Dad being an Invalid it was neces
sary for a youngser sister and I to
co-operate and share with him the
manufacture of lime casks, together
with our other duties. To us coop
ering being a novelty like any new
work. It created great interest. Our
attire was coarse and unattractive
but warmth and comfort was more
essential than style In this busi
ness of coopering.
My sister being more adept at
making casks than I, it was fascin
ating to watch her fitting the staves
around the inside of a heavy truss
hoop and then drop the bilge hoop
in place after which she would
place the cask on a small platform
where It would fit In a gruve in the
cooper’s bench made for the pur
pose of holding the cask with its
loose end up. She would then drop
a windlass rope over the loose end
and drawing the staves together
then drop the remaining truss hoop
in place after which it would be
ready for heating in the old fire
place.
Dad would shave the hoops, level

GlaJyt St. Clair HristaJ

Music has its part in the annual
awarding cf the Pulitzer prizesEdmund Haines cf the Eastman
S hocl cf Music, Rochester, N. Y„
has won a scholarship, hav.ng the
value of $1500, awarded to the
student of mus e in America "Who
may be deemed the most talented
and deceiving* cn the nomination
of a Jury composed of members
of the teaching staff of the Inst.tute of Musical Ait.
• • • •
The Bangor Symphony Orches
tra, Adelbert Wells Sprague, cont'u-tcr, has just brought to a close
its 43th reason. A concert given
in City Hall featured compositions
by Tschaikovsky, Rossini, Howard
HansDn, Massenet, Grieg and
Johann
Strauss.
Also
Paul
White's “Ccllege Caprice" was
given its premiere perfoimance for
the State of Maine.

• • • •
The leading act.vitiy in Maine
musical circles Just now is the
convention cf the Maine Federa
tion of Music Clubs, which takes
place in Portland, open ng with
Junior Day cn Saturday, May 10,
and continuing through Monday
and Tuesday, May 12 and 13. with
the senior program. Sunday will
f.lso have its features. On this
day the hostess clubs—‘Rossini,
MaoDowell, Marston and Kotzchmar—wiil entertain delegates and
guests at a tea. A program will
be presented by the Portland
Poly phene Society under the dlrect.on of Alfred Brinkler. At 7.30
there will be a rehearsal cf the
oratorio "Pilgrim's Progress," with
Dr. Jchn Warren E,b conducting.
Dr. E b is to speak at the Mon
day afternoon session of the im
portance cf oratorios. The dinner
speaker Monday night w.ll be Mrs.
Ed jar Stillman-Kelley, past presi
dent of the National Federation of
Music Clubs. The senior concert
will fellow the dinner.
Tuesday opens with the •’White
Breakfast." Mrs. Kelley will be a
special gue. t, and Mrs. Guy P.
Gannett, vice president of the
Eastern Reg on cf the National
Federation, will be the presiding
officer. The guest speaker, Maria
Maximovltch,
Russian-American
soprano, w.ll tell cf experience® in
the invaded democracies and will
s ng the folk songs of those coun
tries. At the afternoon session
Mrs Herbert D. Lamson of Orono
will speak on "Music in the Chi
nese Theatre." The climax of the
convention, of course, will be the
piceentaticn cf the oratorio, "Pilgr.ins P. egress," by a State massed
chorus of nearly 5CO voices—this
•w.ll be given in Ci$y Hall audi
torium at 8.15 o'clock. Dr. Erb
conducting will present the first
and last parts cf the oratorio, com
posed by Dr. Edgar Stillman-Kel
ley. who with his wife, will be pres
ent and will be introduced to the
audience by

Mr6.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, May 13,1941

Everett Little

field, president of the Maine Federat cn
Thia pe:fannance wall
be open to the public. Among the
choral groups participating are
tiie ThomaijlBn Baptist Church
Choral Society and the Rubinstein
Club of Rockland.
All through tihe convention ses
sions interesting and pleasurable
musical features will be presented,
arranged to demonstrate
the
wealth cf talent the Maine 3P^dc.-aten lias within its “four walls."
• • • •
Christian Science Monitor in a
recent issue carried a thought
producing open letter by one
Katherine Henry of Williamsburg.
Va.
Ent. tied "America Sings—
Faintly".—M ss Henry set forth
what happened at a civic meeting
attended by abcut 300 citizens
when tiie presiding officer said:
"Let us jcix> in singing the first
and the last stanza cf America."
• Then follcwed the most halting,
unsure s nging I have heard' in
many a day," says Miss Henry.
' And this was a group of educated
people, among tliem lawyers,
bankers, college professors, busi
ness men and women. Everyone
m that audience would have de
flated. seme vehemently, that
they lcve their native land.*' She
makes tiie query why do we clcse
w.th the "first and last stanza"
of cur national hymns, and ven
tures the statement that cnly a
small proportion of these 300
Americans could have told off-hand
hew many stanzas to America or
to our National Anthem. Fewer
still cculd have given the first line
of each stanza.
Sad but true, what Miss Henrysays is t.ue of most communities,
if net all. Here is a story—it has
been repeated more than once but
it bears re-telling to drive home
the pcirit in question. An ocean
1 ner was approaching New York.
It was in peace times. On the
last evening a group of French
men around tfie piano sang the

Marseillaise — they all knew it —
every word. Then German passen
gers made the rafters ring with
Die Wacht. English voices followed
with their national anthem, and
one lone Welshman sang every
stanza of Men of Harlech. A good
ly number of Americans rallied to
sing our anthem, and there, with
in sight of their homeland, they
broke down in the second stanza!
Not because it is a rather difficult
tune, but because they did not
knew the words.
Sentry: “Halt! Who goes there?"
Voice: “An American."
Sentry: “Advance and recite the
second verse of ‘The Star Spangled
Banner.”
Voice: "I don't know it.”
Sentry: "Proceed. American."
First row: Nancy Howard. Eileen Rogers, Geraldine Norton. Beverly derwcod, Harriet Clark, Barbara
—From American Legion Maga
Beach. Eleanor Pcrtec, Priscilla Havener, Beverly Cogan, Joan Look, Lassall.
zine.
Last Rew: Josephine Buckmin
Erazier, Mary Lamb, Ruth Wotton, Margaret Havener, .
• • • •
ster.
Lucille Sweeney, Ruth Emery,
Third Row: Bertha Coombs, Ruth
The Philadelphia Opera Com Alice Bohn, Gloria Witham, Bar
McMahon, Eloise Law, Marguerite Betty Holmes, Maxine Oliver, Vir
pany has been auditioning for bara Wood, Barbara Lamb, Mary
Mahoney, Betty Munro, Dorotny ginia Witham, Polly Havener, Edith
next season, and here are a few Wotton.
Havener,
Leona Flanders, Leona Clark. Evelyn Gray, Mary Snow,
Second Row: Lucille Melvin,
comments:
Lothrop.
Vivian Hussey Lucille Christine Newhall, Dct Trask, Dot
Three hundred and four singers Dorothy Baum. Ebba Kalloch, Mary
Sweeney,
Margery
Mills, Jean Cal- Peterson.
from 20 states were heard, with Anastasio. Shirlene McKinney, Mrs.
an average age of 23. Only 20
percent had previous operatic ex
perience. but 60 percent had “true
operatic poss.bilities." Of the re
Amazinq Figures To Be
maining 40 percent, many had
good voices “ruined or on the
Presented At Annual
If you want to turn your old
verge of being ruined by bad
Meetinq of American
Car into Money, Rent that Spare
training' and many who had little
Bible Society
or no operatic talent proved they
Room, or Sell the Piano—just
------\
had been encouraged by "unscru
Four volumes of Scriptures every
phone 770—Ask for The Classified
pulous’’ teachers, for they pro minute, day and night, for the last
Ad Department and we'll do the
duced long records of extensive ; 125 years is the record of distriburest.
vpcal studies. Of those heard ill j tion made by the American Bible
TEL. 770
were men and 193 were women.
Society, which celebrates its 125th
They included a barber, a nurse, a anniversary this month. A total
dress designer, a telegraph mes I circulation of approximately 305,senger bey, and a second vice 555,700 Bibles, Testaments and Por
president of a department stcre. tions. was reported at the Society's
One baritone came by bus from annual meeting.
Thp Bible Society began its work
Salem, Oie., and a tenor hitch
hiked from Waco. Texas. Ninety- in 1816 in the upper room of the
seven of the sopranos chose to office of a printer on Nassau stre“t. j
sing "Un bel di” from "Madame Today, from a six-story building on
one of New York’s busiest corners,
Butterfly," and 61 of the 86 teners the Society grown to a national and
chose Rodolfo’s narrative from “La international organization, conducts
Boheme". This is from the report its activities through 14 offices in
issued by Sylvan Levin, director cf the United States, and 32 foreign
the company.
offices and distribution centers serv
• • • •
ing more than 40 countries.
Baron Hermann von Waldegg.
During this 125 years the Bible
Society
has been the sole publisher
who has recently been making an
of
the
Scriptures
in 65 languages, in
thropological and ethnographical
Asia.
Africa,
the
Americas, and the
studies of tribes of primitive
Pacific
Islands.
In
addition to this,
South American Indians at the
the Society has joined with other
headwaters of the Amazon, has Bible Societies or published some
released some of his discoveries text or format, not otherwise ob
about the Indians' musical tastes. tainable, in 79 languages and dia
He has found that the more prim lects. There are 93 more languages
itive the tribe, the greater its lcve in which the Society has distributed
for symphonic music and its dis Scriptures purchased from other
gust for modem dance music; the publishers, making a total of 237
less primitive the tribe the greater languages and dialects in which the
its indifference toward classical Society has distributed God’s Word.
music, and that tribes having The record continues to grow, for
there were in process ot translation,
long established contact with our at the end of 1946, New Testaments
civilization show a preference for for the Quechua Indians of the An
our dance music. The explorer des. Scriptures for other Indian
bases his observations on the re tribes of Guatemala, for the more
actions of Indians to programs remote peoples of the Philippines,
received on the jungle from and for the Aymara Indians of
WGEO. the General Electric Bolivia.
In order to provide Scriptures at
short-wave
radio
station
in
a
price
that he can afford to pay and
Over twenty-five years ago, the American Oil
Schenectady, N. Y, The Guayain the language he speaks, the Bible
beros, among Whom he made the
Company gave Amoco-Gas to the public. It was
Society, from its beginning, has
most extensive experiments, not closely supervised the processes of
the first special motor fuel — making possible the
only liked the classical programs production. The program for 1940
best, but one night when Bee was a very active one Several of
high compression automobile motor.
thoven's Fifth Symphony was re the volumes were produced because
At first people smiled— wondered why a special
peated they recognized the music of the war emergency. Special
and showed ever greater delight appropriate languages were printed,
fuel was necessary. Then they tried Amoco-Gas,
on second hearing. They declared editions of New Testaments were
ordered
for
the
Army,
Navy
and
Air
and discovered that they obtained performance and
swing music was “camila,” their
Force. For use in the Dutch East
economy absolutely impossible for any ordinary
word for ugly.
Indies, and for war prisoners in
• • • •
Europe and Canada. Gospels in the
gasoline to deliver.
This is an apt item in keeping
appropriate languages were printed.
with Inter-American Music Week
Steadily Improved, Year by Year
being observed this week con
jointly with National Music Week.
>?^Q0I2 WR
As motors became more powerful, as compres
Let me repeat the reminder—to
sion increased, as operating temperatures moved
send to the paper programs given
during this week in observance of
up, Amoco-Gas kept pace, stepping up quality and
National Music Week, whether it
efficiency with each motor improvement.
BY
be school, club, church, or indi
SOVM/riA/lWT
OMMi
£5V
vidual groups.

Millions Of Bibles

QUICK RETURNS

throughout the country the
Cross hopes to show America hc»
Red Croon Direotor Sa$« It’» the to put “pot likker" to work With
Kitchen Drain—Don’t Wasta
a bit of culinary ingenuit., the
•Tot Likker”
housewife can use it as a ba.se for

THE BEST-FED MOUTH

The beet-fed mouth in America soups, gravies, sauces and
even
is the kitchen drain. Thats where
serve it up in mashed potatoes
an alarming percentage of the
For a piece de resistance.
nation's vitamins go, according to
Red
Cross recommends a "pot bk.
Melva (Bakkie, Director of Nutri
'ker cocktail." Its base is the
tion, American Red Cross.
water left over frem spinach, peas
Miss Bakkie refers to "pot lik
carrots
or any vegetable of high
ker''—the vitamin-rich water left
vitamin
content. Here's the r«.
in the kitchen utensil after cook
cipe: take cne part "pot liki;ering vegetables. When the average
three parts tomato Juice, l pa,
housewife discard® “pot likker."
evaporated milk. Mix milk aR]
she is throwing away the family's
“pet likker," then stir in tomato
best source of vitamins and essen
juice; beat with an egg beate: 8n<i
tial minerals.

seasen to taste.
Chill befcr«
classes sen-ing.
Llqu'ds from canned foods also
off the casks with a drawshave, containing a high vitamin count,
make a gruve for the heads place can be put to similar use, m..,
two hoops on the cask, insert the Bakkie points out. If vegetables
head then put on the remaining are cooked with soda, their color
hoops and repeat on the opposite will be retained, but many oi *hf
vitamins will be destroyed,
end and the cask was finished.
adds.
Lime being an essential product
For a balance of vitamins, house,
abroad and at home casks had to
wives
can mix together several
be water-tight If the lime was to be
different “pot likkers.” If more
kept dry, hence, to tier the newly “pot likker" is on hand than can
sawed staves where they would re be used at the moment, it may he
main until thoroughly seasoned, ;ke>pt under rerrigerat.on in a gias.,
and dowel the heads was my re 'jar.
sponsibility. I need hardly say that
Miss" Bakkie warns, however,
with Dad to supervise I soon learned that “pot likker" has its paradox
the art of properly loading the Properly cooked vegetables should
casks. Than came the hauling to be timed on the stove so that all
market, which was East Union, water has evaporated when the'
South Hope and for better prices are sufficiently cooked Cocking
to Rockland where lime-casks were in this manner leaves the vitaIn great demand. In those days mine in the vegetables. But if
hard surfaced roads were unknown "pet 1 kker" is left over, put it
and casks were carted for miles to work; don’t pour it down the
drain.
with horses over dusty highways m
Summer and mudclogged arid snow
covered routes the rest of the year. SPRUCE HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Simmons and
Now that I, alas, have a nice crop
son
Ray of Hopkinton. Mass , and
of gray hairs, I still remember the
Mlrs.
Maude Shea of South Thom
method used in the manufacture
aston were guests Sunday of M'-.s
and loading of lime-casks.
Vernon Simmons. Mrs. Shea re
In that wonderful past there was turned home Saturday after spend
a thrill in stretching (the pennies ing the Winter in Florida and Ha
and living each day peacefully with vana. Cuba.
no thought of barbarid invasion.
(Lyrics of a song are tiie words
Mrs. O. D. Cuddy.
not the music.
New Haven, May 6.
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AMOCO

does it again!

The Company that gave America its FIRST

new, mightier HYDRO-FORMED AMOCO!

£

Amoco Does It Again !

THOSE TEN BIRDS

L0M6 M/1LI
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
May I suggeset to tiie writer of
IT TAKE VOUB
Happy Hope Farm that the de
CAP TO STOP AT
scription of the 10 birds seen at
5OM.RH.
her feeding station fits the cowbird
in full Spring plumage. I'm curi
ous. The only hesitancy in my
supposition would be the size of
VOU RIM A HORSE
the birds. Cowbirds are nearer the
AT NIGHT- WHAT'5
size of the song sparrow, but not
A SAFE PRACTICE
quite so streamlined In the sun
s*
light the male's plumage is very
beautiful, but on a dull day. Just as
unattractive as it is beautiful in
THAT DOES AUTO
sunlight.
TRANSPORT
In a group of brown, and nenna
sparrows a bit of blue is the bright ATION COST THE
spot. The tiny indigo bunting is AVS2AGE
here. It is like a patch of blue sky FAMILY ANNUU11
visiting the earth. Many myrtle
warblers are here too. their blue
and yellow dresses adding a bright Answer* to Quiz for Drivers
spot to the Spring colors.
Josephine A. Townsend.
A.—Assuming good conditions—dry
Monhegan, May 12.
road, good brakes and normal reflexes
—approximately 200 feet.
SAVE!
A.—One state highway department

Time, Mistakes
Worry, Expense,

says: "It is recommended that two
reflector buttons be attached to the
back of the saddle.”

Rentals

Only $150 Week
ROCKLAND TYPI
71 Park St.,
Korkland,

CO.
Tel. 297-

A.—About $196.90 annually for total
purchase and operating cost, including
$73 06 for the purchase of the auto
mobile.

For years chemists and engineers have striven
to improve gasoline efficiency even more, bj^regu-

Flame Control Gives Cushioned Power !
Hydro-formed Amoco-Gas bums in a different

way.

Flame Control reduces violent, explosive
shock, cuts down waste, and produces more useful

energy. Cushioned Power now replaces severe de
tonation-delivers a satin-soft, s-m-o-o-t-h surge of
energy — a flow of driving power that follows the
pistons through their entire course. Vibration is

Better Road Octane!

SADDLE OXF<
$2.00
Misses’ Sizes $|

SNEAKER!

75c
Men's Low Brown

OXFORDSl
$2.00. $2.25.
$2.75. $3.1
R. E. Nutt Shoi
436 MAIN gT- BOCKU

ENTER!

Amoco-Gas actually gains them — surpassing labo

Spei

ratory figures because its knock-arresting consti

“Condit

tuents become vaporized, distributed more evenly

MUSIC—GEORGE
EEEKESHJ

and impartially to all cylinders alike.

An All-time High in Quality !

nated— transformed into useful energy.

outstanding performance moves to new levels.
Point for point, it is the finest motor fuel we have

ever produced.

Test Hydro-formed Amoco-Gas yourself! Com

pare it feature for feature, with any other gas you
have ever used. See how it outdates your old con

ception of quick starting, of getaway and

Hydro-forming imparts new and even mightier

pickup, of pulling power and mileage.

qualities to Amoco. Most important of all, it per

Never before have we made such a

OIL company

Cord or No Markl

Saturd«

mighty motor fuel!

Always the best—now better than ever!
Oamekican

WORK SHOI
$2.00
Others $3.00,

mittees show that conventional gasolines, on the
average, lose octanes on the road. Hydro-formed

quality and efficiency. Everything that makes for

mits combustion control — Flame Control!

Good Serviceable Pap

GL

explosive shock, much power-waste could be elimi

and used to make Hydro-formed Amoco-Gas.

WORK SE

Official results of road tests by Industry Com

mightier than ever — reaching an all-time high in

gasoline, pioneered by the American Oil Company,

Capt. Keryn ap Rice
of the Knox County Che p
Red Cro&s. has received :
man H. Davis, national
cha rman. t.ie following
port in losses at sea of r
plies shipped by the
Red Cross.
"The confirmed losses
supplies shaped by the
Red/ Cross have b.en 1
date to shipment to Grea
It has been assumed
sh pment of supplies t
valued at $120 ,10 has
but this report has not !
firmed. The largest sh
Greece valued at ar;
$1 OOO.CCO is now safe i:,
terranean port.
"I wish to emphasize '
the fact that there ha
lass of any supplies ti
cn a Red Cross Ship
Red Cross flag. Such
ships, author zed by the
Act. -can proceed into
area only with the const
blockading .powers.
Oj
sh us; namely, the 3. S
port, the 8. 3. Cold H.
the S S. Exmcuth all
for the transportation
surnlies to France—ma!
scribed as Red Cross shi|
"All other supplies to '
countries n which cur rt
tions are being carried
been handled as commei
inents. All of our siiip
Oieat Britain and to Gi
been carried without cha
American Red Crass
shipments to Spa n li
carried al a nominal co.i
the co-operation of thi
Government.
“Since October 1,
American Red Cross ha
ed 910 consignments
Britain on 369 steamers
steamers earning Red (
plies as a part of the
have been reported lost
The total value of the j
suppl es so lost is $1.C56 0
proximately nine percei:
total value of all shi
Great Britain. Only tl
cent of ships carrying
supplies to Great Brit

moving parts is reduced.

Good as Amoco-Gas has always been, it is now

tionary new Hydro-forming Process of refining

Chairman Rice Ge1
Headquarters Offi
Red Cross Report

hushed — destructive pounding on bearings and

that if a way could be found to cut down violent,

Now the problem has been solved by the revolu

Report Of Sinkin

For Boys. Girls amj
$1.00 Value

lating its combustion in the cylinders. They knew

Hydro-forming Solves The Problem !

Established Januai

Plenty of Big Gil

special motor fuel is now FIRST AGAIN... with

drivch
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